There'll be some cuts in TV commercial time if NAB TV Board okays code changes... 31

Is the timebuyer an adding machine, or does he perform a 'creative' function?... 48

Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee aims its guns at television .............. 60

New company will give national circulation to local cultural TV programming ....... 76

Radio
a beautiful background

Who else shares so many minutes with us... many times a day... so many places?
Who else has this familiar sound we trust to turn so often?
Only Radio creates this constant companionship.
And only Spot Radio is the one you choose and place to share in it.
CONSUMER RESEARCH PANEL
(BRAND "X" OR BRAND EXODUS?)

#6 WTReffigy TV SERIES FROM WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA
Scan Zoo Animals, Inc., Los Angeles, California


Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Company
You're talking to consumers with incomes well above average when you use the Beeline stations. In Bakersfield, for example, effective buying income per household is $8095* — 27% higher than the national average, 16% higher than California's average. This is sales potential for your product.

Beeline's KERN helps you tap it. In fact, throughout Inland California and Western Nevada, the Beeline stations deliver more radio homes than any other combination of stations — and at the lowest cost per thousand (Nielsen, SR&D).

*Sales Management, May, 1961
Either way you look.....

Channel 4 delivers more homes in the Dallas-Ft. Worth market. Both the ARB Market Reports and the Nielsen Station Indexes consistently show KRLD-TV delivering more homes than any other station in the great Dallas-Ft. Worth market.

We invite you to examine your latest ARB and Nielsen reports and then contact your Branham representative or KRLD-TV direct.

Reach the Dallas-Ft. Worth market EFFECTIVELY with Channel 4.

KRLD-TV
THE DALLAS TIMES HERALD STATIONS
Channel 4, Dallas-Ft. Worth

MAXIMUM POWER TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.

Clyde W. Rembert, President
Redo reorganization

NAB reorganization plan to be submitted to board of directors at meeting in Washington this week was being reworked last weekend by President LeRoy Collins. After consultation with his three-man advisory committee (Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations, Lancaster; Thomas C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.; Dwight W. Martin, WDSU-TV New Orleans), NAB's new president decided to recast plan, probably calling for gradual reorganization advisory committee, plus vice chairmen of Radio-Television Boards (Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, III; William B. Quarton, WMRT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa) and immediate past tv board chairman, W. D. (Dub) Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., meets in Washington today preparatory to full board meeting later in week.

Original reorganization plan, it's believed, called for centralization of control in chief executive beyond that considered advisable at this time. Whereas it had been thought maximum benefit would ensue if combined board were reduced sharply in size from present 43, it presumably was felt such drastic reduction now would be premature.

Tv crawls next

Dead-serious NAB tv code revampers are eyeing a new target—the endless crawls at the close of programs. If Tv Board approves triple-spotting ban cut in participating commercials this week, serious effort will be made to cut crawls. One big problem will be union contracts, which in Hollywood practice from Hollywood, Codifiers want to eliminate big slugs of non-program material such as names of assistant hair-dressers, fourth assistant directors and bit players.

NAB to fill vacancies

Summer meeting of NAB board this week will feature changes in both radio and tv board structures. Both chairman and vice chairman will be elected by Radio Board, which technically has had no chairman since Tom Bostic, KIMA Yakima, left board at end of term in May. Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, Ill., vice chairman and past chairman, is favorite for chairmanship. Tv Board will fill vacancy in tv-only class, created when Joseph C. Drilling moved from KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif., to WJW-TV Akron, Ohio, which has radio adjunct. NAB staff vacancy created by move of Charles H. Tower, tv vice president, to Corinthian stations, will be filled by Gov. Collins.

Tom Bostic, it's learned, is not eligible under present rules to continue on Gov. Collins advisory committee. Board action setting up three-man advisory group last winter specified it consist of chairmen of combined radio and tv boards.

Dwight W. Martin, WDSU-TV New Orleans, tv chairman, and William B. Quarton, WMRT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, vice chairman, were elected by tv board during May NAB convention. Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations, and Mr. Martin serve on present advisory committee with Mr. Bostic.

Search and research

It's sure bet that NAB board this week will be asked by President LeRoy Collins to approve preliminary steps leading toward establishment of permanent research center of kind he described in his speech at association convention last month. Since speech, several university research centers have volunteered interest in plan, and at least one large foundation has indicated willingness to discuss endowments. What Gov. Collins probably suggest is formation of small committee of broadcasters with strong research or education backgrounds to study how center could be created.

Blast hurts market

FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow's blast against U. S. television programming is having repercussions in foreign countries—to consternation of distributors of U. S. films abroad. Reports filtering in from Australia, Mexico and other countries point up Mr. Minow's criticism and quote foreign producers and community leaders as saying U. S. product should be restricted.

CBS radio meet

Agenda is still in work, but time and place for CBS Radio affiliates' annual convention have been set: Sept. 18-19, at Waldorf-Astoria in New York.

All-channel tv

After delay of several months, Budget Bureau and White House put stamp of approval last week on FCC proposal backing legislation requiring manufacturers to produce all-channel tv sets. Letter of transmittal, with proposed legislation, will go to Congress this week—or as soon as budget approval is given in writing. Several weeks ago, FCC bill was sent from budget to White House without any official explanation.

On the line

Crowell-Collier expansion into New York and Washington will be on line this week when FCC considers that broadcaster's response to questions regarding purported programming excesses at its West Coast operations and technical violations in Minneapolis-St. Paul. C-C is seeking to buy WMGM New York for $11 million. FCC renewed that station's license last month, absolving it of payola allegation, but passed over consideration of sale to C-C.

Censorship in brass

Is move afoot to shift standoff censorship organization in event of national emergency from White House (OCDM) to Defense Department? Report, as yet unverified, is that White House in evolving reorganization of OCDM under which standby censorship organization is now provided, would shift all censorship responsibilities—civil as well as military—to military. This would be stously resisted by mass media, although they probably would not object to control of cables, mails, etc. by military.
In 108 Richmond Drug Stores

Every member of the Richmond Pharmaceutical Association displays the WXEX-TV Spotlight Product merchandiser in a high traffic area...gives you extra sales push at the point of purchase. Just one of the many outstanding merchandising services of the best buy in Richmond and Central Virginia: WXEX-TV. Call our representative for details.

NBC-TV Basic: Tom Tinsley, President; Irvin Abelson, Vice President.
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia; Adam Young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; James S. Ayers in the South and Southwest.

WXEX-TV
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WEEK IN BRIEF

NAB's TV Code Board members are really serious about overcrowding of commercials. Triple-spotting banned, participation half-hour commercial time cut to four minutes in recommended changes. See...

CUTTING CODE COMMERCIALS ... 31

Ever wonder just what an agency timebuyer does with his (after her) time? An NBC Spot Sales study discloses these important people need flexibility so they can get into more creative advertising functions. See...

ARE TIMEBUYERS TIED? ... 48

They indulged in the current No. 1 sport at the Senate Juvenile Delinquency hearings last week, depicting television as a blend of blood, guts and adventure. NBC-TV's 'Whispering Smith' was the prime exhibit. See...

MORE COAL-RAKING FOR TV ... 60

A new reservoir of locally produced cultural TV programs will be made available by yearend, according to new Television Affiliates Corp. This service has been started by a group of prominent broadcasters. See...

CULTURAL PROGRAM EXCHANGE ... 76

It's going to be unanimous, this one-third increase in the time allowed by network for station breaks. CBS-TV increases to 42 seconds (ABC-TV now is 40 seconds) and NBC-TV is expected to follow CBS. See...

TREND BECOMES REALITY ... 45

Look out, Jack Paar. Westinghouse is out to grab latenight viewers with what may be the biggest tape syndication project started in the industry. It's a five-night, 90-minute series called 'PM East' and 'PM West.' See...

NEW LATE-NIGHT SERIES ... 73

Well, the show's over in little Kingstree, S. C., and the feds have gone home. TV cameras covered the final phases of FCC hearing into the license renewal of WDKD. A dj's patter gives onlookers a shock. See...

KINGSTREE HEARING ENDS ... 64

Three groups of TV advertisers—tobacco, soft drink and insurance companies—provide gross billings of $143 million, according to TVB. Brown & Williamson and R. J. Reynolds head TV tobacco advertisers. See...

THREE BIG TV SPENDERS ... 43

 Paramount's in the color TV scene once more, demonstrating two prototypes of its own receivers. One big feature—a single-gun color tube. Price described as 25% under level of RCA's lowest-cost model. See...

PARAMOUNT SHOWS COLOR SET ... 70

One way or another, Congress intends to adopt some sort of reorganization plan of its own instead of the proposal of FCC Chairman Minow. Harris, Pastore introduce bills; hearing slated on Harris plan. See...

EVERYBODY'S IN FCC ACT ... 68
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Checked Your Grass Roots Lately?

Agency men, figuring nobody knows a back yard better than the guy who lives in front of it, often supplement reference books with see-for-yourself factfinding. Their first stop in Omaha is KMTV. They ask for information they can't find in the books. We have it. Station images come into sharp focus at close range. The choice is KMTV. When you buy KMTV, Omaha and Lincoln (and most people do) join the see-for-yourself trend. Tell us, or Petry, when you'll arrive. KMTV-3-OMAHA.
Writers to testify on 'violence' orders

Chairman Thomas Dodd (D-Conn.) said Friday his Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee will hear from tv writers who will testify they were told to "bust up" their scripts with violence if they expect to sell them.

He made statement as William T. Orr, Warner Bros. production vice president, was testifying at subcommittee hearing on possible conflict between television and juvenile delinquency (see story page 60).

Mr. Orr denied knowledge of such orders at Warner Bros. But he conceded violence "is sometimes" added to scripts when necessary to Western format. Mr. Orr's testimony followed screening of segments from three episodes of Cheyenne, ABC show produced by Warner Bros. Subcommittee contended segments contained excessive violence and brutality.

Two ABC executives, Thomas W. Moore, programming vice president, and Grace M. Johnson, continuity director, said network does not condone violence or horror in shows for their own sake.

Along with Mr. Orr, they defended Cheyenne, contending it teaches sound moral values. Both said no proof exists of link between tv crime and juvenile delinquency.

James V. Bennett, director of Federal Prisons, however, said "definite relationship" exists, basing assertion on surveys he said were made of inmates at several federal institutions.

Dr. Wilbur T. Schramm, of Stanford U. said tv cannot be considered sole cause of juvenile delinquency, crime shown on medium does "trigger" latent aggressions in some children. "Amount of tv violence is too dangerous to go on," he said.

Hearing continues Tuesday, moves to New York Thursday and possibly Friday. Three network tv chiefs will testify then. NAB President LeRoy Collins and FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow are expected to testify next week.

Engineering firm disbands

Washington consulting engineering firm of Page, Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt after 15 years was disbanded Friday. John Creutz and Arthur Snowberger will remain in association at 1413 K St. David L. Steel Sr. will remain at K Street address until he can secure own office quarters. Willis C. Beecher, associate, will establish private practice, but will remain at K Street address. Both Esterly C. Page an Joseph A. Waldschmitt have been most active recently in Page Communications Inc., Mr. Page as chairman and Mr. Waldschmitt as president.

Communicators set Northwestern talks

Mass media and their responsibilities in free, democratic society, will undergo scrutiny at conference called for Aug. 3-4 at Northwestern U. School of Law, Chicago, with FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow and score of others prominent in communications, tv and journalism among participants.

Mr. Minow and J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of Cox stations, both graduates of Northwestern, jointly initiated seminar at which Mr. Reinsch will preside over one open and two closed sessions. It's first such symposium at major university since tv became factor in mass communications.

In addition to Messrs. Minow and Reinsch, others who have accepted invitations include: Pierre Salinger, news secretary to President Kennedy; Prof. Louis Jaffe, Harvard Law School; Dean Roscoe Barrow, U. of Cincinnati Law School and author of controversial Barrow report on network operations; Fairfax Cone, chairman, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago; Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations and chairman, NAB Board; Ralph McGill, publisher, Atlanta Constitution; Ward L. Quaal, WGN Inc.; William R. McAndrew, executive vice president in charge of news at NBC; W. Theodore Pierson, Washington communications attorney; Peter Goelet, president, National Audience Board; Sig Mickelson, Time, Inc.; Prof. Nathaniel Nathanson and John E. Coons, Northwestern School of Law; M. S. Novik, broadcast consultant; Warren Agee, executive officer, Sigma Delta Chi, and Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher, Broadcasting and Television magazines.

NBC follows suit, ups station breaks

NBC officials said Friday they will "reluctantly . . . follow the lead of ABC and CBS" in extending affiliates' prime-time station breaks from 30 seconds to 42, effective as new programs start this fall (also see story page 45). With this decision network abandoned plans, announced last winter, to give affiliates 70-second breaks after four 7:30-8:30 p.m. programs that are sold on participation basis.

Decision was disclosed after meeting with NBC-TV affiliates board of delegates, which agreed that use of expanded breaks for triple-spotting would be "highly undesirable and extremely inadvisable." Authorities said delegates board, headed by Jack Harris of KPFC-TV Houston, will "urge all affiliates to give NBC written assurance that they will not triple-spot," and that network is confident of getting this written pledge.

Delegates also approved network's fall advertising and promotion plans and adopted resolution hailing NBC-TV's upcoming lineup as "the most promising fall schedule in network history."

Rich sees halted ID under 40-second breaks

Tv networks' 40-second station break will reduce present maneuverability of ID advertiser, Lee Rich, Benton & Bowles senior vice president, media and programming, told agency account people in memo Friday (June 9). ID advertiser, he felt, will be frustrated because stations will try to fill breaks with two 20-second announcements and such announcements will hold "strong positions" in network lines. There'll also be 40-second announcement to fill break, he predicted, but said he'd recommend them only under special conditions.
FCC may consider sins of past, Harris told

Possibility of sanctions against lawyers who represented clients in famous ex parte cases was raised in FCC testimony Friday (June 9) when wound up hearings by House Commerce Committee on HR 14, called Independent Regulatory Agencies Act of 1961 (see page 64).

Commission endorsed objectives of bill but urged that "great care" be taken to assure that FCC is not unduly shackled by unworkable procedures which would result in delayed decisions. FCC asked that definition of "on-the-record" refer to those matters covered by "statute" rather than by "law" as now drafted.

As bill now reads, commissioners said, they are unable to determine when off-the-record contacts would be permitted in rulemaking proceedings. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), committee chairman and author of HR 14, said bill gives FCC discretion to decide when matters go on record.

Commissioners unanimously opposed section which, they said, makes substantial changes in present law governing separation of functions. Section would unduly burden administrative process and place restrictions on FCC use of its staff, FCC Chairman Newton Minow maintained.

Four commissioners present (Minow, Rosel Hyde, Frederick Ford and T. A. M. Craven) huddled for few minutes when Rep. Harris asked if FCC contemplates any sanctions against attorneys involved in ex parte cases which have been subjects of rehearings. After huddle, Chairman Minow said that all cases are still pending and any sanctions will be considered after final decisions have been made on ex parte cases.

U. S.-Mexico treaty begins

Three-year procedure on U. S.-Mexican radio agreement was scheduled to wind up over weekend, putting continental frequency treaty into full operation. U. S. Ambassador to Mexico Thomas C. Mann was to meet Friday (June 9) with Mexican government officials for exchange of documents. U. S. ratified 1951 NARBA and 1957 Mexico treaty within past year. U. S. and Mexico have operated under "gentlemen's agreement" pending ratification.

Anti-station-break meeting

Young & Rubicam, N. Y., has invited station representatives in New York to attend meeting in Y&R's auditorium on Wednesday (June 14) to discuss informally what action may be taken by network affiliates on increase of station break time. In recent weeks Y&R has spearheaded drive in opposition to network plans to expand station break periods this fall.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

CBS opposes federal aid for campaign broadcasts

Legislation to help finance election campaign broadcasts with federal funds was opposed by CBS in June 9 statement to Senate Privileges and Elections Subcommittee (earlier story page 68). Thomas K. Fisher, vice president-general counsel said $227 would promote compulsory sale of broadcast time to political parties. CBS opposed another bill ($1,555) for payment of half of campaign broadcast costs to licensees on same grounds.

CBS objected to third measure ($1,628) revising Sec. 315 (equal time) on ground it omits, perhaps inadvertently, 1959 amendment exempting newscasts from Sec. 315 equal-time provisions.

House to vote on JFK plan

House Majority Leader John W. McCormack announced Friday House will vote this Thursday on President's plan to reorganize FCC (see story page 68). House rejection is expected.

Bartell wants ch. 14

Bartell Broadcasters Inc., licensee of WADO New York, Friday (June 9) asked FCC to assign uhf ch. 14 to New York. Bartell said it would apply for channel and would program extensively in foreign languages and for minority groups.
"It's a great party, Mrs. Williams." The mother in the background is one of the nation's adults, who receive and control 98% of the U.S. income. In the WBT 48-county basic area, adults receive and control most of the $2,690,786,000 worth of spending money...and WBT radio has the largest number of adult listeners. Clearly, the radio station to use for more sales is the one that reaches more adults...WBT RADIO CHARLOTTE. Represented nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales.

NOW AVAILABLE!

FIRST OFF THE NETWORK!

THE FABULOUS SERIES THAT STATIONS AND SPONSORS HAVE BEEN CLAMORING FOR!
BAT MASTERSON
starring
GENE BARRY

TV'S MOST DISTINCTIVE, MOST ROMANTIC WESTERN!

BAT GETS THE GALS!
BAT MASTERSON won a higher percentage of women viewers than other top-rated westerns!

STRIP-PROGRAM
BAT MASTERSON
Larger audiences, greater sales opportunities! Great for afternoon viewing!

THREE SENSATIONAL YEARS ON NBC FOR THE SAME SPONSORS!

BEATS: Alcoa-Goodyear Playhouse, M-Squad, DuPont Show, Arthur Murray . . . and others
100% of the time!

BEATS: Dinah Shore Chevy Show, Leave It To Beaver, Loretta Young, Ozzie & Harriet . . . and others over
80% of the time!

BEATS: Twilight Zone, Riverboat, Gale Storm, Adventures in Paradise . . . and others over
90% of the time!

BEATS: The Untouchables, Peter Gunn, Sugarfoot, Hennessey . . . and others over
50% of the time!

Source: Nielsen: Nov. '59-Apr. '60

 Already bought in • New York City • Chicago • Los Angeles • Phoenix • New Orleans • Tulsa

RATING-PROVED! ZIV-PRODUCED

ECONOMEETV
A Division of
ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS, INC.
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.
THAT WCKY SURE

That WCKY SURE

THAT
WCKY
SURE

drums up

BUSINESS IN
CINCINNATI

Standard Rate can tell you the watt-

power of a radio station. But it takes a

local merchant—the butcher, the baker

or the candlestick maker—to know its

sales-power. Take Cincinnati for exam-

ple. Regional advertisers by the score—

ones who know the score—will tell you

that if you want to take Cincinnati by

storm, take WCKY. Daytime or nighttime

—3 o’clock in the morning or 5 in the

afternoon—WCKY drums up a storm of

sales up and down the billion dollar Ohio

River Valley . . . at a cost-per-million-

Nielsen-homes so low it looks like it’s a

mistake. The men from AM Radio Sales

beat the drums for WCKY—Cincinnati.

WCKY-RADIO IS SOME BUY
50,000 WATTS • CINCINNATI
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DATEBOOK

A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications

*Indicates first or revised listing.

JUNE

June 12—Hollywood Advertising Club, 12 noon, at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. James T. Quirk, publisher, To Guide, will speak on "Can television satisfy its critics." New officers, headed by incoming President George Allen, will be installed.

June 12—Deadline for comments on FCC proposed rulemaking to curb "hidden plugs" and "payola."


June 13—Television Film Assn., monthly meeting. Masquers Club, Hollywood, 8 p.m. Peck Prior, Campbell-Ewald tv commercial producer, will discuss factors used in determining whether a commercial should be done live, on film or on tape.

June 14—Dinner honoring Don Belding, retired founder-partner of Foote, Cone & Belding. For his many services to his city, state and country, at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif. Sponsored by the L. A. Chapter, Assn. of the Motion Picture and Audio-Technics Army. Speakers include: Elvis J. Stahr Jr., secretary of the Army; Freedom Foundation honoring President Herbert Hoover; Jr., Admiral Arthur W. Radford; Edward C. Von Tress, senior vp of Curtis Publishing Co., on behalf of The Advertising Council; Lt. Gen. Walter L. Weiblen; Sheriff Peter Pitchess, on behalf of the Arthritis & Rheumatism Foundation, Officers of the Governor of California, the Mayor of Los Angeles, The L. A. County Board of Supervisors and the L. A. Chamber of Commerce will also pay tribute to Mr. Belding.


June 14-16—Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, annual convention. Seville Hotel, Miami Beach. Speakers include Eldon Campbell, general manager WFBN-AM-TV Indianapolis; Harold Cowgill, former chief of FCC Broadcast Bureau on "License Renewals" and FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley.

June 14-15—Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters, annual meeting. Hotel Roanoke, Roanoke.

*June 14-17—NAB board of directors meeting. Washington.


June 19-20—Institute of Radio Engineers, conference on broadcast and television receivers. O'Hare Inn, Chicago.


KVOO-TV

NUMBER 1 IN QUARTER HOURS

6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

TULSA'S Finest QUARTER HOURS

According to the latest Tulsa ARB survey (March, '61), KVOO-TV takes the honors in top-rated quarter hours in 3 different periods: sign-on to noon; 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.; 10:00 p.m. to sign-off. Viewer preference confirms the fact that this is Tulsa's finest station.

BROADCASTING

THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.

NEW SUBSCRIPTION ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for—

☐ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
☐ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
☐ Payment attached ☐ Please Bill

name

□ title/position*

company name

address

city zone state

Send to home address*

*Occupation Required.
Tampa-St. Petersburg is Florida's second largest market, with a metro population of 772,453! But that's not all! WSUN is the only station on Florida's West coast covering the entire 29 county area with 1,420,007 residents.

ADD TO THIS WSUN's GREAT ADULT AUDIENCE (97.2%)** . . . the greatest percentage of adult listeners. This means ADULT BUYERS throughout the entire 24 hour broadcast day!

REACH ALL OF FLORIDA'S 2nd LARGEST MARKET ON THE ADULT STATION!

*1960 Census **Pulse 6/60

JULY

July 1—Chicago Publicity Club, 20th anniversary celebration. J. Leonard Reisch, Cox Stations and radio-tv advisor to President Kennedy will be principal speaker. Mayfair Room, Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.

July 1—UPI Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, annual meeting. Penn-Harris Hotel, Harrisburg.

July 6—Deadline for comments on FCC proposal to reserve a tvh channel in New York and Los Angeles for educational use.

July 9-21—NAB Seminar, Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration. Harvard campus, Boston.

July 10-12—National Assn. of Television & Radio Farm Directors convention, Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.

July 18-28—Three week summer workshop, on Television in Education, U. of California, at Los Angeles.

July 16-19—South Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, summer convention. Ocean Forest Myrtle Beach.

July 24—Deadline for submission of briefs to the FCC in Boston ch. 5 re-evaluation. This is the proceeding to reconsider the 1957 grant to WHDH Inc., due to exposure contacts made by principals of WHDH Inc. and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. The third applicant is Greater Boston Television Corp. Reply comments are due 10 days after July 24. Oral argument before the FCC en banc is scheduled, but no date has been set.

July 30-Aug. 5—American Women in Radio & Television, first mid-career seminar. Syracuse U., Syracuse, N. Y.

AUGUST

Aug. 1-4—Advertising Age Summer Workshop on Creativity in Advertising. Palmer House, Chicago. Participants include Norman (Pet) Cash, TVB; Marion Harper Jr., Interpublic Inc.; Leo Burnett, Leo Burnett Inc.; Fairless M. Cone, Poole, Cone & Reiling; Edgar Kobak, management consultant.

TYP Sales Clinic

June 13—Omaha.

June 15—Oklahoma City.

June 26—San Antonio.

June 22—New Orleans.
Carresstible

Picked your radio partner in Cleveland?
Cleveland listeners have WHK's
audience is practically as large
as those of the second and third
rated stations combined. Keep
in rhythm with the Cleveland
market. Fill your card

with WHK

CLEVELAND

A Metropolitan Broadcasting Station

V.F. Engberg, Manager-

NEW! from NBC FILMS

BEST OF

Laughs all the way—250 of the very best from Groucho's eleven-year network comedy hit, available in first-run syndication for Fall starting dates • All-time audience winner—Groucho led his network time period for more than 10 broadcast seasons with an average audience share of 54.8 and this season is reaching a national Nielsen total of 10,500,000 homes* • Profit-proven program—Performed for such first-rank advertisers as DeSoto, Plymouth, Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Toni, P. Lorillard, Block Drugs
and Cluett-Peabody • Guest stars—Bob Hope, Harpo Marx, Ernie Kovacs—everybody who is anybody finds his way to fun with Groucho • Personal salesmanship—The whole family goes for his leprechaun—sharp wit and acrobatic eyes. Over the years Groucho has delivered average family audiences-per-minute of 22,312,000 • Pick yourself a pace-setter for the coming season. For the secret word—“Success”—buy THE BEST OF GROUCHO.

**NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"**

(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas, West Mississippi)

**JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>1,520,100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>423,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Spendable Income</td>
<td>$1,761,169,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Sales</td>
<td>$300,486,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KNOE-TV AVERAGES 71.7% SHARE OF AUDIENCE**

According to March, 1961 ARB we average 71.7% share of audience from 9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week in Monroe metropolitan trade area.

**KNOE-TV**

Channel 8

Monroe, Louisiana

The only commercial TV station licensed to Monroe.

Photo: The Carey Salt Mine, Winnfield, Louisiana.

**OPEN MIKE ®**

**Los Angeles story**

EDITOR: Congratulations on your Los Angeles section in the May 29 Broadcasting. Your editorial and research people did a very good job of presenting the Los Angeles story both from a radio and tv standpoint, as well as that of other media. . .—Darwin H. Clark, President, Darwin H. Clark Co. Adv., Los Angeles.

[Reprints of Broadcasting’s special report on Los Angeles are available at 25 cents each in quantities up to 100; 15 cents each in quantities of more than 100.]

**FCC in Maytime**

EDITOR: Lines from a broadcaster’s Waste Land:

May is the cruelest month,
breeding
Minows out of water over the
dam, mixing
Judicial with administrative
metaphors, stirring
Dull programming with spring
threats.

When lovely woman stoops to
folly and
Paces about her room again,
alone,
She smooths her hair with
automatic hand,
And schedules a public service
tape.


**Machines vs. mediocrity**

EDITOR: I understand some makers of automation equipment are worried that Chairman Minow’s urgings of more local live programming may arrest the sales of automatic gear. I think they’re wrong.

It is only through automation—complete automation—that broadcasters can do a better job. Machines eliminate mediocrity and permit the employment of smarter people for better and more profitable public service. Everything the chairman wants can be done better with machines than without them.—Rogan Jones, President, International Good Music Inc., Bellingham, Wash.

**Yearbook listings**

EDITOR: I thought you might be interested in knowing that your list of radio and television stations (from the Broadcasting Yearbook) is the best one I have ever encountered. I was radio and tv coordinator for the 1960 White House Conference on Children and Youth and used [other] lists and had many transcriptions and tv slides returned because of inaccurate addressing. Then I was
FOUND: $140,180,440 paid to personnel at military bases in the Providence, R.I. market area (Quonset, Davisville, Newport, New London and Otis Air Force Base). This is a plus not listed in any census breakdown of the rich, growing Providence market—a juicy bonus waiting to be picked up by advertisers on WJAR-TV, the only TV station that puts a grade A signal into all these bases. To claim, contact Edward Petry & Co., Inc. WJAR-TV • NBC • ABC.
fortunate enough to use your list.

When I was moved to the White House Conference on Aging to handle their radio and tv, I sent out radio transcriptions and tv material, using your list. Not one . . . sent to tv stations was returned; only three radio transcriptions were returned and that was because the stations were out of business . . . —Josephine McQuillen, Information Officer, St. Elizabeths Hospital, Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare, Washington.

Quality's available

EDITOR: At the recent NAB convention FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow warned broadcasters to improve their product or get off the air. . . . Mr. Minow apparently did not feel called upon to mention . . . that there are broadcasters who have a product of the highest order, but who might soon be off the air since no one, including Mr. Minow, will support them.

I refer to fm, of course. To support my point I [refer you to] the May 20 issue of the Saturday Review, which mentions a public service series aired by KQAL-FM . . .

We intend to continue with quality broadcasting, even if we go broke doing it. But let no man say that quality isn't available on the public air waves. It is and anyone who wants to can listen. —Jack L. Katz, President, KQAL-FM Omaha.

Needed combination?

EDITOR: . . . Broadcasters must not wait for advertisers to give them direct support (sponsorship) of public service programs, although they might reasonably expect advertisers to give indirect support to stations and networks which occasionally sacrifice ratings by programming needed serious fare.

. . . . Trying to change the quality of entertainment programming is a far more debatable project. . . . Nobody has to watch tv or listen to the radio and certainly nobody has to watch or listen to the particular program you think he ought to like . . .

In fact, the combination of mass appeal entertainment with serious news and public affairs programming woven into the fabric may be just what we need.—R. Peter Straus, President, Straus Broadcasting Group, New York.

Redcoats are coming

EDITOR: . . . I should like to assure Mr. A. A. Schechter ([Open Mike, May 22]) that the question on the cancellation stamp is a reminder to Britons to buy the greatest bargain in the history of all broadcasting: sponsorship.
Nielsen now reflects Mutual Radio's new profile for coverage—better-looking than ever where the buying is biggest. 70% of all drugstore sales and 66% of all food store sales are in A and B markets.

Have you seen our profile lately?

Mutual now ties up 66% of its radio audience in these markets! Mutual also covers 87 of the top 100 markets with local affiliates—more than any other network. Got a food or drugstore account in the house? Buy Mutual Radio—and you've got it covered at the point of sale.

MUTUAL RADIO
A Service to
Independent Stations
Subsidiary of
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company
The New $100,000,000
BIG-MAC Bridge
ears thousands to the U. P. daily!

Paul Bunyan Television
WPBN-TV WTOM-TV
Traverse City Cheboygan
One Rate Card
Covers 25 Northern Michigan Counties INCLUDING a big chunk of the U. P. and parts of Canada
Offering the Only Principal City Grade and Grade A coverage to Traverse City, Cheboygan, and much of Resort-Rich Northern Michigan
Reach the MOST homes with P B N *
7000 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B (M-F, Noon-6 PM)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B (M-F, 6 PM-Mid.)
2600 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B. (Sat. 6 PM-Mid.)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than Sta. B (Sun. 6 PM-Mid.)

*ARB (March, 1960)

Paul Bunyan Network
Les Niederman General Manager
Venard, Hintoul & McConnell
Network Representative Elisabeth Beckjorden

of the BBC. That $11.20 ($2.80 for radio only) used to buy for me, when I lived in the United Kingdom, better entertainment, more informative programs, and most of all, better music than I have ever heard on any radio or TV station in the U.S. (with the possible exception of KPFA [FM] Berkeley, Calif.—and many of its programs came from the BBC); and all of this without the obnoxious and childish commercials which plague American listeners endlessly.

. . . No one who does not have a vested financial interest in the American system of broadcasting would prefer it to the British system. . . . unless, of course, he were mentally retarded. Indeed, most of our programs seem to be designed especially for the mentally retarded.—W. F. Locke, Douglas, Ga.

Hit home
EDITOR: I have always looked forward to the cartoon in the back of your magazine and I must say I really enjoyed the

one in the May 8 issue. Since I am a chief engineer, this one really hit home.
—Arthur F. Altro, Chief Engineer, WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis.

Technial wants
EDITOR: . . . I enjoy your magazine very much. I think it might be appreciated if you added some news about true technical achievements every so often.—Arthur M. Litvin, Brooklyn, N. Y.

KSTB's musical survey
EDITOR: We read several months ago, with intense interest, the story of the music survey of KING Seattle (Broadcasting, Oct. 12, 1959). We made an intensive study of the story of this large market survey. Then we designed a survey for our small market of Breckenridge, Tex.—9,000 people in the immediate area and approximately 70,000 in the trade area—and in proportion to our facilities proceeded to make the survey.

This information after being assembled and analyzed has been integrated into active programming. It has received tremendous acclaim, which proved to be very interesting. Quite different figures from that of KING.—Hugh M. McBeath, General Manager, KSTB Breckenridge, Tex.

Earlier model
EDITOR: Re the item, "Whirling der-vish" (Equipment & Engineering, May 8) . . . a similar device holding 500 cartridges, rotating by handpower, has been in use here for almost two years. . . . The gentleman who designed the unit is of modest nature but should receive credit for this. He is Paul Von Kunits, chief engineer of WINS. —Herbert Greenberg, Engineering Staff, WINS New York.

Increasingly useful
EDITOR: . . . We here at the university find Broadcasting and the Broadcasting Yearbook to be increasingly useful. Your coverage of the educational and commercial news is excellent. . . . —Walter B. Emery, Division of Mass Communications, Department of TV and Radio, Michigan State University, East Lansing.

Transportation successes
EDITOR: . . . It is not always possible to index or classify the many fine articles appearing in your magazine. We find ourselves, at this moment, in a position requiring rather urgently any radio or TV success stories dealing with transportation (ship, rail, air) which might have appeared in the magazine in the past.
Should this be the case, I am wondering if you could provide us with either copies of the articles or with the dates of the specific issues. . . . —P. O. Steven, Radio-TV Director, McKim Advertising Ltd., Montreal.
(Success story information concerning two van lines, an airline and a railroad has been sent to Mr. Steven.)

Radio spending
EDITOR: I have a copy of the 1960 Broadcasting Yearbook, but the advertising radio dollars spent in all of the radio markets are not given. Do you have this information or could you please tell me where I might find it . . . ?—Robert J. Flynn, Associated Media Brokers, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
(The information Mr. Flynn seeks appeared in Broadcasting last fall [For the Record, Oct. 14, 1960].)
You'll be amazed at the picture quality you get with the new RCA 7293-A! A unique combination of design features provides a picture that is essentially free of distortion and free of shading at the sides and corners of the screen. In addition, the tube effectively suppresses objectionable “highlight ghost”—an effect usually encountered when a light subject is televised against a dark background.

The 7293-A offers many design advantages:

ANTI-GHOST DESIGN. “Ghost” (or highlight flare) is prevented when the tube is operated well “above the knee” in black-and-white cameras.

ANTI-PORThOLE DESIGN. Tube provides uniform background right to edge and corners of picture!

EXTREME PHOTOSensitivity. Equivalent to film rated ASA 8,000! Only 10 foot-candles of incident light are required to produce commercially acceptable pictures!

HIGH SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO. Low noise component—another benefit of the suppressor grid.

HIGH RESOLUTION AND CONTRAST. Inherent high resolution and high contrast enhanced by use of field mesh resulting in razor-sharp transition from black to white and improved corner focus.

HIGH SIGNAL-CURRENT OUTPUT. Due to extremely high photosensitivity and high-gain multiplier.

For full information on the RCA 7293-A—the camera tube that represents a major step forward in camera pick-up—write Commercial Engineering, RCA Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J. For prompt tube delivery for your station operation, call your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor.
Radio hasn’t come back—it’s never been away!

It is astounding to me that many advertisers say they are “re-discovering” radio as an effective merchandising tool.

I say it is astounding because radio has been there right along, serving several generations of listeners and advertisers. Radio has an admirable and honorable history, but perhaps it was eclipsed as an advertising medium by the flush of television’s initial impact.

Now radio is resuming its rightful role in the minds of men as a power to sell, to entertain, to inform and to do good.

Radio’s Classic Place. Advertisers are re-assessing the broadcast media and are finding that certain round pegs fit into certain round holes. They are finding that television is not the end-all. They are finding that radio still has its classic place. And that place is in the imagination of the listener.

A person listening to radio is enchanted by the figures created by his imagination. He sees the fairy princess, the castle, the moat, the fire-breathing dragon, and the prince charming. This is accomplished through a few words of dialogue or narration. But to do the same thing on television, you’ve got to come up with a production number. And as radio is not the TV production—while beautiful, well-done and costly—will not be as effective as the radio show. Why? Simply because the imagination has not been allowed its play.

Imagination Is Important. Radio loyalty built up through the years by such shows as Amos ‘n’ Andy, Fibber McGee and Mollie and The Jack Benny Show was based upon the full sway of imagination which the listener was able to use. Jack Benny’s vault was a running gag which never failed to throw an audience into hilarious laughter with its weird sounds and the images they conjured up. However, when the vault was actually shown on TV it was pretty much of a disappointment to people who had spent years figuring out what a tremendous thing this vault must be.

The same thing is true of Fibber McGee’s celebrated closet. When the sound man created the impression of a fantastic amount of things suddenly un-leashing themselves on the poor, forgetful hero, this was something in which people could find tremendous humor. The television version, limited by actualities, seemed a pale imitation of something which had been very real.

TV’s Limitations. Television demands optical action by its very nature. And because it excels in many fields, its use is limited. The deficiencies of television are magnified by radio. Take flexibility and adaptability, for example. Television, no matter how wonderful in delineating the character in the face of a human being or in showing the drama inherent in a disaster scene, is a cumbersome medium, both from the standpoint of its production crew and the viewpoint of its audience.

Radio is fleet and lithe. It is available everywhere. It is economical and unobtrusive. Advertisers are learning that radio is not only tailored to the casual listener, but that it creates its own captive audience. A person driving his car to or from work on the freeway is trapped in more ways than one. He is trapped by the freeway itself, by the traffic around him and by what he can listen to on his car radio.

Radio’s Advantages. Of course this means that radio has an infinitely greater audience than television has. And the radio audience is loyal. For example, if there is a live sports show on radio, a general round-up sports report on television is dead. Nobody wants to watch a man read a rehash of what has already happened when he can listen to what is actually happening at that moment.

The so-called “music stations” are another example of roping and branding a captive audience. These audiences don’t deviate a decimal or a decibel. They are highly loyal, and they listen to the advertiser’s message.

The mere fact that radio is now universally recognized as being a medium of advertising with a low cost per impression is not sufficient reason in itself for advertising on radio. But the fact that the low cost per impression can achieve translatable remembrance and actual active participation by listeners is an inducement that advertisers find hard to beat.

Let’s explore this active participation a bit further. Radio has never been so dramatic as recently when one of the helicopter traffic hour show announcers asked everybody listening to sound his horn at a given signal.

I was on the Hollywood Freeway. The sound of the auto horns was deafening. It was the greatest example of power I have ever seen.

Listener polls do not tell the whole story. It’s pretty difficult to call up a guy with a transistor radio at the Coliseum and ask him what show he is watching. He is watching a real live show and he is listening to a description of what is going on before his eyes. And the advertiser is selling his wares.

Workhorse of Advertising. Radio is the medium for person-to-person sales. When two people converse, their remarks are specific—not generalities. A commercial message on radio must be—and in most instances is—specific. It “tells it like it is.”

Radio is the workhorse of advertising. There is no such thing as having “re-discovered” it. It’s been in there pulling all the time. It’s something like that fine and fantastic little racehorse named Carry Back.

Carry Back is a humble horse. He comes from no famous farm and his dam and sire were, frankly, not included on the preferred breeding lists. Yet he came from behind to win the Kentucky Derby.

I like to compare Carry Back to radio. Television has been the highly-priced, highly-touted thoroughbred. Radio has been the unflashy plater of the wrong side of the tracks. Yet Carry Back (make that read “radio”) has won the important race. Maybe more of us should have had our money on that scrawny little candidate for the glue factory—radio.

E. G. Neale Sr. began his career in advertising more than 40 years ago in the classified department of the Los Angeles Times. He was a printing salesman with Young & McAllister Printing Co., a manufacturer’s representative selling advertising specialties, and formed, with his brother, the Deluxe Advertising Co., later sold to Foster & Kleiser. He spent eight years with the Henry Mayers Co. and in 1946, with his son, E. G. Neale, Jr., formed Neale Advertising Assoc.
How Do You Rate?

Speaking of ratings . . . try rating yourself! Our free booklet "Rate Yourself" tells what others think of you . . . and more significantly, how you can improve your quality of performance. WELI rates its own performance constantly . . . quality-wise . . . in the sincere belief that quality pays off in the long run. In the same way, your success is based on quality performance today. Send for your free copy and Rate Yourself!

WELI, 221 Orange St., New Haven, Conn.
Your free copy of "Rate Yourself" will be sent to you upon receipt of this coupon attached to your company letterhead.

NAME ___________________________________________

TITLE ___________________________________________

WELI The Sound of New Haven 5000 Watts/960 KC
TELEPHONE CROSSBAR SWITCHING FRAMES, the main product of Western Electric's new Oklahoma City manufacturing plant, are shown undergoing process control checks. In 1961, Western Electric will make nearly 13,000 of these crossbar frames for shipment to Bell Telephone central offices throughout the United States.
Adding further impetus to the growth of one of America's fastest growing cities, Western Electric's new manufacturing plant in Oklahoma City — with over 30 acres under one roof — is already producing important telephone equipment for the Bell Telephone System.

Oklahoma City — with an exploding population now numbering over a third of a million, and long-known as a wheat, cattle, and oil center — is now in dramatic transition from an agricultural to an industrial economy.

An important step in this transition is Western Electric's modern manufacturing plant in Oklahoma's capital city. Its principal "products" are the workhorses of the Bell Telephone System — intricate crossbar frames used by Bell's central telephone offices to automatically switch and channel the bulk of the nation's telephone calls.

Oklahoma City already feels the benefits of this year-old plant: jobs for 3,000 Oklahomans, a $14 million payroll, and $4 million paid to more than 300 local suppliers.

Western Electric has found its Oklahoma employees capable workers and excellent citizens who share wholeheartedly in the city's civic and social life. We're proud to be in Oklahoma City, and we're confident of a bright future in the great, growing Sooner State.

Besides Oklahoma City, Western Electric has 12 other principal manufacturing locations, where we make hundreds of different products for the Bell System and for the Government, mainly for defense. Last year we purchased over a billion dollars' worth of raw materials, products and services from our more than 35,000 suppliers located in every State of the Union. Of these, 90% are "small businesses." The things we make and buy are distributed to the Bell telephone companies through Western Electric distribution centers located in 33 cities.
Who's out front?

ABC—that's who—with the most popular programs in television

The biggest popularity contest in America goes on nightly, in your home, at your television set. As you view, you vote. You turn the dial, that's a vote. Turn it again, that's another vote.

Nielsen does the tallying.

For the 2 weeks ending May 7 (latest reported period) the tally says that where you could watch all 3 networks, you watched ABC most.* You voted ABC programs the most popular in television. (Which is the way it's been going all season.)

This popularity count, we repeat, is taken where it counts most, where all 3 networks screen their candidates for your approval.

ABC did it with such leading candidates as My Three Sons, The Untouchables, The Flintstones, The Real McCoys, Hawaiian Eye, etc.

ABC proposes to keep doing it with such new entries as Bus Stop, The Corruptors, The New Breed, Calvin & The Colonel, Top Cat, etc.

Keep voting.

ABC Television Network

*Source: National Nielsen 50 market TV reports; average audience—October 24, 1960 through May 7, 1961, Monday through Saturday 7:30 to 11 PM; Sunday 6:30 to 11 PM
WILL CODE CUT COMMERCIAL TIME?

- NAB TV Board must approve recommendations for changes
- Would ban triple spots, cut participations about one-third
- New rules might raise prices of spots, agencies suggest

Two major moves to combat the charge that television is cluttered with too many commercials will face the NAB TV Board of Directors, meeting Wednesday-Thursday in Washington.

If adopted, a pair of recommendations by the NAB TV Code Review Board (CLOSED CIRCUIT, June 5) would provide the first voluntary stiffening of television's self-regulatory structure since the flood of winter and spring protests. Only prime time (highest rate) would be affected.

The principal changes boil down to these basic steps:
- Triple-spotting (two spots and an ID) at station breaks would be banned, and
- Allowable commercial time in participating half-hour programs would be cut from six to four minutes.

TV code board recommendations require approval by the top TV board of directors. Historically the directors often have revised or dropped code board proposals. These proposals are not made public until approved by the TV directors; but the essence of the recommendations appears on this page.

Broadcasting and advertising circles were buzzing last week as the first indication of the prime-time recommendations was disclosed. They are concerned over the effect on station revenues, the supply of availabilities and the impact of commercials in a less-crowded selling environment.

Another code board move whose effects aren't yet clear in the industry is a recommendation that simplifies and revises the table of advertising time standards.

Here two things are proposed:
1. The commercial time limit would be redefined to include billboards, promotion announcements and related material;
2. The allowable maximum time limit (single-sponsor programs) would be increased from three to four minutes for half-hour, six to eight minutes for hour programs.

In effect, NAB contends, the four and eight-minute maximum limits amount to a freezing of present advertising time standards in single-sponsored programs and should not be interpreted as a relaxing of the existing limits. A crash study by NAB is said to bear out this position.

The code board has a specific long-range goal in the group of recommendations—clearing up of the confusing maze of billboards, advertising announcements, crawls, credits and general non-programming material in programs during the choice evening hours. No recommendation was made on crawls and credits.

It was emphasized there would be absolutely no change in the existing 70-second maximum time limit on station breaks. However, there can be no more than two spot announcements in any break instead of the present triple-spotting formula of two spots plus an ID.

The proposed elimination of one advertising spot at the station break has aroused concern among some industry groups. Some stations say it will really hurt; others say they don't sell many IDs anyhow. In agency-adserviser and film quarters it was suggested the price of spots will go up. There was considerable agreement that six minutes is too much commercial time for a participating half-hour but two analyses of prevailing practices show an important share of stations don't use the full six

**Code Board recommendations for advertising allowances**

Here are the changes in present advertising allowances in prime (highest rate) time recommended by the NAB TV Code Review Board for action this week by the NAB TV Board of Directors, in summarized form:

- The present triple-spotting practice at station breaks (two announcements and the customary commercial 10-second ID, not to exceed 70 seconds) would no longer be allowed. Instead no more than two commercial announcements would be permitted, including the ID.
- The six-minute maximum commercial time limit for announcement or participation half-hour programs in prime time would be reduced to four minutes.
- The “Time Standards for Advertising” table (YEARBOOK, page C-6) for single-sponsor programs would be revised and simplified. Billboards, promotional announcements etc. would be classified within the commercial time allowance, with the time limit adjusted from three to four minutes to accommodate such non-program information.
- For practical purposes, this would not provide any additional commercial time. The hourly limit would be increased from six to eight minutes, including billboards, promotions, etc.
- There would be no change in the basic 70-second station-break maximum for prime time. The code board is seeking to provide more time for programming and to reduce the maze of credits, crawls and assorted non-program information, but no action was taken on credits and crawls.

Network practice has been based on a 30-second station break; recently ABC-TV announced it would increase its station breaks to 40 seconds.

CBS-TV officially disclosed last week its breaks would become 42 seconds between prime-time shows, and NBC-TV was expected to follow suit momentarily (See story above).
Median station half-hour participations three to four spots

The median tv station carries between three and four spot announcements per half-hour participating program, according to a study conducted by the NAB TV Code Review Board’s operating staff.

The survey covered 220 stations in local markets, both network and independent, and a total of 842 half-hour programs.

Of approximately 500 participating programs, 21 had no sponsors; 38 had one sponsor; 57 had two; 101 had three; 159 had four; 82 had five and 29 programs had six sponsors.

Of the 842 programs, 193 had a single sponsor and 141 had alternate sponsors.

Another survey, conducted for the Alliance of Television Film Producers, covered 141 stations and 2,091 syndicated film programs. It was conducted in a three-month period starting Oct. 29, 1960. This study also showed a maximum of four spots to be general practice, with only 12% of stations permitting five and 4% permitting a maximum of six commercials in syndicated programs.

The original tv code language adopted in 1952 specified that time standards were designed as a “guide” and didn’t affect the industry practice of permitting station-break and spot announcements in the usual 30-second period at the end of each program. They were lifted bodily from the old radio standards.

Later the time standards were made mandatory and station-break language was added. This stated it is not recommended that over two announcements be run back-to-back at station breaks or within the framework of a single program. In 1956 this was made mandatory, adding language that permitted two spot announcements plus a sponsored station ID.

Last year the code was amended to limit station breaks to a total of 70 seconds of announcements (two spots plus an ID) within the station’s highest rate period for announcements (night).

In the case of participation programs the code provided during its first nine years a maximum of three one-minute announcements in a 15-minute period and not more than six in a 30-minute announcement program—a one spot per 5-minute formula. The two-spots-and-an-ID formula was applied inside a single program as well as at a station break.

Protests were heard that the code allowed too frequent interruptions of programs. Three years ago networks had developed their own participation daytime programs until their use was widespread. A 1960 amendment provided that commercials should not exceed a total of six minutes in a 30-minute participating program, and not more than two spots and an ID run consecutively.

Single-sponsor programs currently have a basic 3-minute time limit for total commercials in A and AA time, 4:15 in all other time.

Minutes now allowed by the code.

A frequent observation dealt with the lack of a “triple-spotting” definition. NAB has contended its two-spots-and-an-ID formula is not triple-spotting but most industry sources disagree. They argue three back-to-back announcements are triple-spotting even if one is only a 10-second ID.

Agency reaction in New York to the new recommendations is generally—but by no means universally—favorable. Most agency people who would comment seemed to feel a cutback in commercial time in participating programs would be good. Their attitudes toward changes with respect to sponsored programs—which in many cases they do not clearly understand due to the lack of detailed information—is more evenly divided among good, bad and uncertain. On triple-spotting they had some reservations over the definition.

Syndicators are divided. Most do not think they will be hurt. Some say the cutback in participating sponsorships will cost stations money; some say it’ll make no real difference. On this point one or two agency sources tended to take the latter view: one suggested, however, that only in perhaps three markets are independents selling prime-time participation shows at a clip that would require them to cut back under the proposed changes. He thought the cutback in commercial time, amounting to 33%, might lead—or force—stations to hike their rates to advertisers by that much in the three markets.

Station representatives who commented also appeared to have mixed ideas.

Networks had no official comment but unofficially they indicated general satisfaction and in some cases enthusiasm for the changes. Most seemed to feel that networks would not be directly affected to any real extent except through their owned stations, and probably not much even there. Craig Lawrence, vice president for CBS-TV owned stations and TV spot sales, noted that his company’s stations already prohibit triple-spotting and limit commercial time in prime-time participating programs to four minutes, so that the proposed changes conform to the stations’ current practices.

Network “participating” programs—those sold in “thirds” or on a spot-carrier basis, a difference only in terminology—already are voluntarily limited by all networks to three minutes of commercial time per half-hour, or even fewer than the proposed changes would allow.

Donald H. McCannon, president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and former chairman of NAB TV Code Review Board, said:

“The proposed elimination of triple spotting (two spots and ID) is not only desirable but also important to the industry. It is the local station’s contribution to the resolution of the pyramid ing of commercial and other messages at the station breaks. I’m heartily in support of it.

“The commercial content of participating programs in prime time is also a difficult one. I believe a reduction to 4 minutes would be a sensible resolution of a long-time problem.”

John P. Cunningham, chairman of board, Cunningham & Walsh and chairman of board, Advertising Federation of America: “It’s an excellent idea to cut down the flashing spots at station breaks. They flicker like an old movie. That is more important than a reduction in the amount of commercial time in a program.”

Robert M. Gray, manager of advertising and sales promotion, Humble Oil & Refining Co.: “I’m all for it. A reduction in commercial time is very desirable. It will make tv more effective for the advertiser. There are too many commercials now. Viewers simply get a montage of commercials and fail to get any impression at all.”

Rollo W. Hunter, vice president and radio-tv director of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York called the reduction of commercial time in participating-announcement programs “a step in the right direction.”

He recalled that one of the agency’s clients decided not to participate in an upcoming program because it felt that six minutes of commercials would “crowd out” its messages.

Frank Kemp, senior vice president
WHO's Herb Plambeck...

Herb Plambeck, right, is applauded by H. V. Kaltenborn, noted NBC news analyst, and Richard Kathe of the American Feed Manufacturers Association, as he receives the 1960 National Animal Agriculture Award.

...Receives TOP Farm Award!

Every year the American Feed Manufacturers Association presents its “Animal Agriculture Award” to one farm broadcaster, for outstanding services to livestock and poultry farmers. This citation is the most significant and most coveted award in the farm radio field.

WHO-Radio is extremely proud that Herb Plambeck has added this distinguished 1960 award to the 45 other state, national and international citations he has received in the past 25 years. Founder and past president of the National Association of Radio Farm Directors, Herb was the originator of national plowing matches, is one of the best-known farm directors in America, is “Mr. Agriculture” to perhaps a million Midwest farm homes. Herb and his staff at WHO-Radio are actually on the air sixty times per week with farm programs!

Ask PGW for all the facts that have made WHO-Radio and Herb Plambeck’s Farm Department a “must” for farm-products advertisers in “Iowa Plus.”
of Compton Adv., New York, echoed Mr. Hunter's plea for a "definition of what is triple spotting." He asked: "Is an announcement for a public service campaign or a station promotion spot considered one commercial?" He applauded the proposal for reducing commercial time in participating-announcement programs and opposed the suggestion for increasing time in sponsored programs. His reasoning: "I'm against anything that hurts the effectiveness of an advertiser's message. The fewer the commercials there are, the better chance there is that they will be noticed."

William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president and director of media relations and planning for Young & Rubicam, New York, said: "We welcome the effort to clarify and improve the commercial situation on television." He noted the code proposals consider the allowable amount of commercial time, and added: "Our only question now is to limit the number of commercials as well as the length."

John B. Simpson, vice president and director of broadcasting, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, believes it "more important than ever to adopt the proposed triple-spotting ban." With the networks' adoption of the 40-second break there is the possibility of "over-commercialization by stations, but with this code change there will be some protection against this." Mr. Simpson said that from the advertiser's standpoint he would be in favor of the move to reduce the time in participating programs to four minutes, but that the financial aspect of this change is something that the NAB will have to weigh with its membership.

Leslie L. Dunier, vice president in charge of radio and television, Mogul Williams & Saylor, New York, said: "The way things are going, the triple-spotting problem will be as outdated as propeller driven airplanes. Quadruple spotting, and even more blatant station break abuses, are becoming more widespread. But if the board can give teeth to the triple-spotting sanction, I would be a vital step in the right direction."

"The reduction of commercial time is, I believe, too drastic a measure."

Samuel L. Frey, vice president and media director, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, said he's very much in favor of disallowing triple spotting and reducing the amount of commercial time in participating-announcement programs.

John Burns, vice president in charge of tv sales, MGM-TV, said only the question of reducing the amount of commercial time in participating announcement programs would pertain to him and he thinks it's strictly a matter for individual stations. He feels enactment of the change could conceivably hurt his company in the long run, but he doesn't think it will.

Charles Goit, domestic sales manager of 20th Century Fox-TV, called the proposed changes "interesting." He feels the proposal to reduce commercial time in participating programs will affect his company more than any other, because NBC-TV will begin televising Fox films in prime time in the fall. He feels the restriction is unnecessary because "NBC is not trying to oversell the program. It is not pushing for another minute or two. The network is very careful as to how it sells the time."

Howard Anderson, sales vice president, ABC Films Inc., said: "The NAB is controlled by the small markets, that is, most of NAB's active leaders are from small markets. They are rarely able to sell more than four minutes per half-hour in a feature film anyway. The major markets and independent stations which are showing only feature films would suffer losses if this reduction in time proposal takes effect."

Seymour Reed, president of Official Films, New York, said: "I think the stations so far have done an excellent job. I'm sure they'll continue to keep faith with the public and use the proper discretion in the amount of commercial time used. However, the proposed change represents no problem for many stations which are showing only four minutes of commercials on participation programs."

A spokesman for CBS Films said the changes would have little effect on its operations. He said none of his company's films are shown in prime time.

Two other leading syndicators of feature films and filmed series, who asked they not be identified, agreed they both felt it is rare to find more than four minutes in a prime-time announcement program and see little practical effect on stations.

Adam Young, president of Adam Young station representative companies, said he approves the triple-spot elimination at station breaks, but is strongly opposed to a reduction of commercial time in participating programs. Mr. Young viewed the proposal as a move that would hurt spot business; "It certainly won't assist it." He said it will cause a bad squeeze on the stations. "Some people," he said, "presume all spots are equally salable, but an advertiser who buys prime time minutes may never consider buying a 20-second or 10-second announcement. There is a direct relationship between the number of one-minute spots and the station's ultimate income. You can't recapture the loss of minutes with 20- and 10-second spots.

"I'm in favor of self-regulation for the industry but not when the regulations create a strait-jacket which will happen if the four-minute per half-hour proposal is approved for participating programs. I think the broadcasters want to live by a reasonable code but this change in the code will chase stations away from it."

A Katz Agency spokesman said on triple spotting: "No disagreement if the review board intends a maximum of two commercial announcements at breaks within the highest rate period. Where a station break is long enough to accommodate one 20- and one 10-second announcement plus a 10-second public service or promotion announcement, the latter should not be interpreted as a third spot."

Edward P. Shurick, executive vice president, Blair-Tv, agreed wholeheartedly with the proposals that would prohibit triple-spotting and set up four minutes of commercial time in sponsored programs. He was reluctant to discuss plans to reduce commercial time in participation programs, pointing out he would like to ascertain the attitude of tv stations toward such a suggestion before offering an opinion.

Thomas A. Wright Jr., vice presi-
New public service awards for Atlanta's wsb radio!

RADIO-TV MIRROR—first place for "Best Radio Programming—Southern States"

FREEDOMS FOUNDATION—George Washington Honor Medal

GEORGIA AP BROADCASTERS—14 "Superior" and "Excellent" awards in news and sports

AMERICAN ASS'N FOR STATE & LOCAL HISTORY—Scroll of Merit

NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL—Public Interest Award

GEORGIA AMVETS AUXILIARY—Merit Award for patriotic service.

It takes sustained effort to win public service awards year after year. WSB Radio is proud of its record. From its beginning in 1922, WSB has striven to please its audience, serve its community, and satisfy its sponsors. These latest honors inspire new enthusiasm for more and better service in the public interest.

atlanta's wsb radio
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WILL CODE CUT COMMERCIAL TIME? continued

dent—media, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago: "We are in favor of the provision condemning triple-spotting. We've been stamping our contracts with no-triple-spot clauses for years. The NAB code would only be lately and reluctantly recognizing what has now practically been stamped out as a bad business practice."

"We are against their provision to increase commercial time by allowing 'four minutes for spots, promotional announcements, billboards, ID's etc.,' as reported in Broadcasting."

"This is a maneuver to revise the code to accommodate the proposed 42-second station break after half-hour shows and the 70-second network break after hour shows."

"It is a move designed to defeat the critics of overcommercialization by getting the additional commercial time allowance 'approved' by the NAB."

"The Leo Burnett Co. went on the record as opposing the 40-second chain break last February, as soon as it was proposed by ABC. We still believe it is shortsighted and bad for the medium."

"The decrease in program time as proposed by the network and alleged to be conformed by the NAB amounts to a substantial rate increase for network advertisers."

Margot Stevens, media director of Eisaman, Johns & Laws, Los Angeles, said the reduction in the number of commercials would undoubtedly mean a jump in the price of the spots but a more favorable sales climate would make the commercial worth more to the advertiser.

Alan M. Berger, radio-tv director, Tilds & Cantz, Los Angeles, called the reduction in the number of commercials a "very smart move." "Anything that encourages single spotting is good because that immediately causes more attention to the commercial and this is worth more money."

Alvin G. Flanagan, president and general manager of KCOP TV) Los Angeles, said: "I'm for it. I hope it goes and I hope every station manager has the courage and the good sense to raise his announcement rates and stick with the increase. Otherwise, it could mean a tremendous loss in revenue, because virtually all locally originated programs today have—at least 95 per cent of them—are sold on a participation basis. But it's good because it will help the value of television and will give each advertising message more impact."

Paul McCluer, executive vice president of Wade Adv., Los Angeles, hailed the move as "a great step forward." The program buyer, who pays for both the program and the time, is now getting a fair shake with the advertiser who buys just an announcement. Mr. McCluer commented. In the past the advertiser who bought his own program has been shortchanged by being allowed only three minutes of sell in his half hours.

Richard Jencks, president, Alliance of Television Film Producers, said: "Any action on the part of the NAB which tends to standardize the length of the time periods allowed for the presentation of television films will make for better quality programming. Television programs are painstakingly devised to

NETWORK UP, SPOT DOWN
TvB first quarter figures show spot billing dropping 2.1% while network climbs 6.2%.

Tv businessmen can be expected to anxiously await this year's second quarter spot tv billing figures for any variation—hopefully upward—from the first quarter total.

Spot tv gross time billings of more than $151.3 million in the January-March period represented a dip of 2.1% on the basis of estimating procedures used to compute the corresponding quarter in 1960.

Total gross billings of the tv networks, however, have shown a continued gain in TvB's reports. For the first quarter, network billing went up from $171.8 million last year to more than $182.4 million this year, or an increase of 6.2%. (Broadcasting, May 29). Last week Tvb released a product category breakdown, brand and advertiser leaders in network gross billing in the January-March period (see figures, page 38).

P&G Up Front * No. 1 tv advertiser in the first quarter is Procter & Gamble Co. with more than $12.1 million in spot. It placed another $11.8 million at gross rates on the networks, for a total tv gross time billing in the quarter of nearly $24 million.

Other top advertisers in spot-network gross time billing in the first quarter: American Home Products with more than $11.7 million, of which over $9.1 million is in network; Lever with some $11.8 million, a greater share of which is in network ($6 million plus); Colgate-Palmolive with $9.2 million of which $2.3 million is in network, and General Foods which splits nearly evenly in network and in spot its more than $9.6 million total for the quarter.

Advertisers appearing on the top 100 spot tv listing for the first time included Chattanooga Medicine Co., DCA Food Industries, Hanes Hosier, Leln & Fink Products, John Morrell & Co., National Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia, Pan American Coffee Bureau, and Van Camp Sea Foods.

TOP 100 SPOT TV ADVERTISERS FIRST QUARTER 1961

1. Procter & Gamble $12,157,300
2. Lever Brothers 5,442,200
3. General Foods 4,801,500
4. Colgate Palmolive 4,156,500
5. American Home Products 2,372,700
6. Miles Laboratories 2,585,500
7. Coca Cola Bottlers 2,545,300
8. Bristol-Meyers 2,483,000
10. Continental Baking 2,251,600
11. National Brands 2,217,900
12. International Latex 2,033,800
13. Lestoil Products 2,000,900
14. Hunt Foods & Industries 1,984,800
15. P. Lorillard 1,751,300
16. Philip Morris 1,670,500
17. Warner-Lambert 1,567,100
18. Kellogg 1,494,700
19. Corn Products 1,473,700
20. Nestle 1,458,400
21. Avon Products 1,346,900
22. Pillsbury 1,256,600
23. Pan-American Coffee Bureau 1,254,500
24. American Tobacco 1,230,800
25. Brown & Williamson Tobacco 1,230,800
26. J. A. Folger 1,153,100
27. Andrew Jergens 1,121,500
28. Sterling Drug 1,052,600
29. American Chicle 1,060,200
30. Wander Co. 989,500
31. Coca Cola (Bottlers) 937,700
32. Campbell Soup 914,100
33. Ford Motor (Dealers) 898,000
34. General Motors (Dealers) 886,200
35. Fisher Cats 864,300
36. Richardson Merrell 823,200
37. E. J. Gallo Winery 819,900
38. Anheuser-Busch 788,200
39. Maybelline 786,600
40. Carnation 748,200
41. Canadian Breweries 714,300
42. Alberto-Culver 711,100
43. Van Camp Sea Food 705,100
44. Food Manufacturers 699,400
45. Falstaff Brewing 693,300
46. J. Reynolds Tobacco 687,200
47. Carter Products 674,100
48. Standard Oil Co. (N.J.) 657,400
49. U. S. Borax & Chemical 649,000
50. Scott Paper 644,900
51. Welch Grape Juice 637,400
52. Hills Bros. Coffee 616,600
53. Pabst Brewing 610,500
54. Smirnoff 576,800
55. Chock-Full-O-Nuts 575,900
56. Gillette 570,500
57. Jos. Sch.itz Brewing 567,700
58. Sun Oil 561,800
59. Pabst Brewing 555,600
60. Chesapeake-Boundaries 548,800
61. General Electric 546,500
62. Sara Lee 534,500
63. General Mills 533,000
64. Pharma-Craft 515,400
tell a story in a very compact time period. They suffer greatly in entertainment impact if they are butchered at the station level in order to accommodate program time periods which are abnormally short. A large part of a television producer’s stock in trade is the reputation which his programs enjoy among the viewing audience. If that audience never gets to see a program as it was produced, but sees merely a carelessly edited version of it, it may seriously impair the viewer’s interest in subsequent programs of the same series. If we are to improve the quality of film programming, we should start by seeing to it that the television films which the public sees are of at least as good quality as they were when they were finally edited by the producer.”

Hildred Sanders, vp for radio-tv, Honig-Cooper & Harrington, Los Angeles, said the agency won’t buy triple spots now if they know and some, but not all, contracts are stamped: “void if triple spotted.” For a single sponsor, she felt four commercials in a half-hour schedule would be too many and recommended longer but fewer spots, perhaps four 90-second spots in an hour. For a co-sponsored program such as used to be popular, she felt two for each advertiser in a half-hour would be acceptable, particularly if it is a major-minor proposition. But for announcement participating programs, she believes the public is used to multiple interruptions and doesn’t particularly mind them.

George Elber, first vice president, Four Star Television, Los Angeles: “No one is in favor of triple spotting, but it should be pointed out that eliminating this practice does not necessarily mean more program viewing time for the public. Two one-minute commercials take twice as much time as three 20-second spots.

“The reduction of the number of commercials permitted in a half-hour from six to four seems to me a good thing, although I would describe it as a recognition of general industry practice rather than a major reform. It’s good for the program producer, whose show doesn’t get cut to pieces for the insertion of too many spots; it’s good for the public which gets more program time and fewer commercials, and it should be good for the advertiser whose commercials will have less competition within the period.”

Clark B. George, vice president of CBS Television Stations Div. and general manager of WBBM-TV Chicago: “I think it is a good thing. But it won’t affect us because we already are living within these standards and in some cases we are stricter than the old NAB code.”

Tom Garrabrant, vice president and media director, North Adv., Chicago, “I’m for the proposed ban on triple spotting.” He felt stations are the key factors in control of commercials and said he hoped the industry “would get some good ground rules and stick with them.”

Buckingham W. Gunn, vice president and radio-tv director, Clinton E. Frank Inc., was enthusiastic over the code board’s intent to stop triple-spotting in prime time. “We’ve been fighting for that for a long time,” he said. He also approved the limit of four commercials in a half-hour show.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Weekly Spot Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Mars</td>
<td>$503,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>United Vintners</td>
<td>491,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Phillips Petroleum</td>
<td>480,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>National Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia</td>
<td>459,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Consolidated Cigar</td>
<td>451,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Great Atlantic &amp; Pacific Tea Co</td>
<td>443,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>National Biscuit</td>
<td>438,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>John Morrell</td>
<td>436,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Theo. Hamm Brewing</td>
<td>434,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Liggett &amp; Myers Tobacco</td>
<td>431,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>Golden Press</td>
<td>421,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Hertz Corp.</td>
<td>415,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Vic Tanny Enterprises</td>
<td>409,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Atlantic Refining</td>
<td>407,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Miller Brewing</td>
<td>406,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)</td>
<td>405,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Ralston-Purina</td>
<td>396,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Grocery Store Products</td>
<td>394,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>Norwich Pharmacal</td>
<td>394,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>Hudson Pulp &amp; Paper</td>
<td>382,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Ex-Lax</td>
<td>375,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>DCA Food Industries</td>
<td>372,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Hanes Hosiery</td>
<td>362,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Lehn &amp; Fink Products</td>
<td>357,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Greyhound</td>
<td>352,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>C. Schmidt &amp; Sons</td>
<td>341,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>B. C. Remedy</td>
<td>339,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Chattanooga Medicine</td>
<td>339,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>American Motors (Dealers)</td>
<td>337,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Peter Paul</td>
<td>325,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Studebaker-Packard</td>
<td>325,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Swift &amp; Co.</td>
<td>325,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Zenith Chemicals</td>
<td>319,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Safeway Stores</td>
<td>318,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Jack La Lanne Co.</td>
<td>316,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Styles in stogies**

Right cigar for the right occasion, whether sport model (1) or formal (r), means more smoking pleasure, L. Fendrich Inc., Evansville, Ind., is telling all men in a new tv campaign in the Midwest. Firm’s complete line of La Fendrich cigars is featured in the film spots in a total of 35 Indiana and Ohio markets. Producer: Fred A. Niles Productions Inc., Chicago; agency: Noble-Dury & Assoc., Nashville, Tenn.
## Instant Yuban thrives on TV network, spot

An intensive campaign of nighttime TV spots on top of a network base has helped Instant Yuban Coffee, a Maxwell House Coffee product, grow into a second or third place seller among all instants in four of six top metropolitan markets since its introduction in March 1960.

More than 200 spots a week were used the first three weeks Yuban was placed on the market and 55 spots a week have been used thereafter, James W. Andrews, executive vice president in charge of marketing for the Maxwell House Division of General Foods, told a Sales Executive Club meeting in New York last week.

Though it was expensive, the spot campaign, combined with a strong print campaign, paid off, Mr. Andrews reported. Today Instant Yuban is No. 3 instant brand in New York, Philadelphia and San Diego and No. 2 in Los Angeles and Boston. “We promoted the hell out of it,” Mr. Andrews said, and that's one of the important reasons Instant Yuban will soon be distributed on a national basis.

### Rate card committee set

CBS Radio Spot Sales has formed a rate card advisory committee to service the 11 stations it represents. Objective: simplify rate cards as a more useful tool for timebuyers. The committee hopes to eliminate excess rate card wordage and duplication by passing along new ideas to each station while acting as a sounding board for a station proposing rate changes.

Individual stations will meet regularly with the committee to discuss their rate card problems. The committee is composed of 10 CBS Radio Spot Sales executives with Edward O’Ber, account executive, as chairman.

---

### ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES of TOP 25 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS

**SOURCE:** TVB/LNA-BAR  
First Quarter 1961

| 1. Procter & Gamble | $11,822,052 |
| 2. American Home Products | 8,159,200 |
| 3. General Motors | 6,555,080 |
| 4. Lever Brothers | 6,368,678 |
| 5. General Mills | 5,830,024 |
| 6. Colgate-Palmolive | 4,131,724 |
| 7. General Foods | 4,884,461 |
| 8. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco | 4,471,684 |
| 10. Brown & Williamson Tobacco | 3,394,688 |
| 11. Sterling Drug | 3,360,149 |
| 12. S. C. Johnson & Son | 2,444,281 |
| 13. Textile & Apparel | 2,308,844 |
| 14. Gillette | 2,315,916 |
| 15. Liggett & Myers Tobacco | 2,154,253 |
| 16. National Biscuit | 2,735,588 |
| 17. P. Lorillard | 2,263,948 |
| 18. Ford Motor | 2,259,720 |
| 19. Miles Laboratories | 2,574,261 |
| 20. Warner-Lambert | 2,440,286 |
| 21. Alberto-Culver | 2,228,019 |
| 22. Kellogg | 2,319,238 |
| 23. Phillip Morris | 2,242,678 |
| 24. National Dairy Products | 2,236,653 |
| 25. American Tobacco | 2,098,239 |

### ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES of TOP 15 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS

**SOURCE:** TVB/LNA-BAR  
March 1961

| 1. Procter & Gamble | $4,308,177 |
| 2. American Home Products | 3,120,560 |
| 3. Lever Brothers | 2,542,009 |
| 4. General Motors | 2,237,750 |
| 5. General Mills | 1,919,986 |
| 6. Colgate-Palmolive | 1,765,103 |
| 7. General Foods | 1,583,629 |
| 8. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco | 1,491,756 |
| 9. S. C. Johnson & Son | 1,275,095 |
| 10. Brown & Williamson Tobacco | 1,266,146 |
| 11. Brown & Williamson Tobacco | 1,191,088 |
| 12. Procter & Gamble | 1,164,904 |

### ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES of NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

**Source:** TVB/LNA-BAR  
March 1961

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Classification</th>
<th>1961</th>
<th>1960</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture &amp; farming</td>
<td>$238,434</td>
<td>$469,787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparel, footwear &amp; accessories</td>
<td>1,059,527</td>
<td>2,578,284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive, automotive accessories &amp; equipment</td>
<td>3,943,851</td>
<td>12,563,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer, wine</td>
<td>570,343</td>
<td>1,542,864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building materials, equipment &amp; fixtures</td>
<td>181,253</td>
<td>422,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confectionary &amp; soft drinks</td>
<td>2,232,056</td>
<td>6,020,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer services</td>
<td>610,678</td>
<td>1,633,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs &amp; remedies</td>
<td>8,275,642</td>
<td>25,942,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment &amp; amusement</td>
<td>116,237</td>
<td>325,716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food &amp; food products</td>
<td>11,881,791</td>
<td>33,860,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freight, industrial &amp; agricultural development</td>
<td>83,270</td>
<td>237,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline, lubricants &amp; other fuels</td>
<td>1,290,876</td>
<td>3,919,791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture</td>
<td>11,956</td>
<td>11,956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household equipment &amp; supplies</td>
<td>2,510,252</td>
<td>6,973,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household furnishings</td>
<td>418,458</td>
<td>991,270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial materials</td>
<td>2,021,610</td>
<td>5,790,131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>885,360</td>
<td>2,593,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewelry, optical goods &amp; cameras</td>
<td>884,512</td>
<td>2,664,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office equipment, stationery &amp; writing supplies</td>
<td>280,885</td>
<td>728,814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing &amp; media</td>
<td>367,916</td>
<td>645,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio, TV sets, phonographs, musical instruments, accessories</td>
<td>158,730</td>
<td>565,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail or direct mail</td>
<td>28,483</td>
<td>99,492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking materials</td>
<td>6,209,917</td>
<td>14,945,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soaps, cleansers &amp; polishes</td>
<td>4,788,404</td>
<td>21,030,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporting goods &amp; toys</td>
<td>737,588</td>
<td>915,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toiletries &amp; toilet goods</td>
<td>10,132,882</td>
<td>28,552,851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel hotels &amp; resorts</td>
<td>761,536</td>
<td>2,233,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>28,638</td>
<td>67,241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>$65,582,804</td>
<td>$182,478,172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BROADCASTING, June 12, 1961**
The newest sight in the night...
new dimensions in late evening television

Originating from New York and San Francisco...11:15-12:45 Mon. thru Fri

PM spans the continent and brings to the “late nighter” a constant flow and interchange of entertainment, ideas and PEOPLE. PM concentrates on the deep excitement in people...their private views...their inner perspectives. As you will see—PM is fresh television at its powerful best.

PM EAST. The East show (11:15 pm-12:15 am) originates in New York City. Featured Star: Mike Wallace (warmer than you’ve known him—and still the most sure-footed man about television). With Joyce Davidson (beautiful, blonde Canadian entry to American television—smarter and sharper than any woman has a right to be). With her help, Mike probes the glitter of people who thrive in the city’s big lights, people from all shades of life. Each night Mike explores a different chunk of human experience, which mixes the humor, guts and excitement of people in the big city.

PM WEST. The West show (12:15 am-12:45 am) originates in San Francisco. It features Terrence O’Flaherty (TV Editor of the San Francisco Chronicle with vibrant intellect, vast knowledge—and a wide, flashing smile). He knows best how to bring out the lively music and humor of San Francisco’s famous jazz spots and coffee houses. The tempo’s cool and relaxed—and with it comes deep insight into the city and its people.
What is PM's element? People. How are they handled? With deftness, warmth and fun. AND...one at a time, not all together! Because PM likes to dig in deep. Its focus is tight, close-up...perceptive. An on-the-spot story emerges through a PM autobiography...of a sudden news figure...a renowned artist...a controversial writer. You find you've gone beneath the surface image...liking it every quick step of the way. PM goes behind the front page of entertainment, too! Bringing out the budding folk singer—the newly schooled comedian...talent on the rise, with talent worth seeing, hearing and learning more about. Furthermore, PM pokes fun. PM is unpredictable...PM is free-swinging. AND, PM's not tied down to the studio. It "tapes" off in the pursuit of people in the unusual pursuit—while they’re pursuing! Finds 'em, too! At the races...on the streets—wherever they may be!

Who's behind PM? Top professional broadcast minds, who are alert to the growing needs of the ever more important “late nighter” segment of the television audience—who have designed PM to spark their attention...arouse their curiosity—and keep it burning night after night. That's why PM's elements are wide ranging—yet each is strong and compelling. And PM is produced by one of the best known producers, directors and program creators in broadcasting. Two-time Peabody Award winner BEN PARK. PM's chief writer is MARVIN DAVID. His background is studded with writing achievements in motion pictures, network television, radio and record albums and stage shows. All working personnel were chosen with the exact needs of the show in mind, even the show titles (designed by Saul Bass who did titles for "80 Days Around the World," "Man With The Golden Arm," "Exodus," and "Ben Hur"). And here is where the “inside” power of PM lies. PM is planned in advance. Content is investigated and chosen with exploitation in mind. Scripts are written—and tailor-made for each individual program. All elements are tightly woven in...and standards are high! It comes out excitement. Excitement that's planned to come night after night after night. PM is not a shot in the dark. It’s a light in the night.

The important joy of discovery! After the show...talk begins. Because PM brings viewers inside. They discover for themselves. And they never know what will happen next. Be assured. PM plans to be the most talked about show in television...right from the start.

MIKE WALLACE
(PM EAST) Major TV award winner (Sherwood, Emmy, Hollywood Foreign Press Association)—he continues to be one of the few men in television to conduct full-length, thoughtful interviews with people from the entire spectrum of society. On PM, he enjoys himself. He's warmer—and as he puts it: "more lovable." We think you'll like the new-old Mike Wallace...

JOYCE DAVIDSON
(PM EAST) Canada's prime-time TV gal became a 200 proof legend in her own (very young) time. For this kitten-soft blonde is uncomfortably bright. She was enthusiastically spirited away by WBC to conquer a new world. And we're sure you'll agree...she will! She has a happy effect on Mike and guests. And has a built-in tendency to capitalize on it...

TERRENCE O'FLAHERTY
(PM WEST) Against his own advice—"TV columnists should not appear on TV" (directed to John Crosby)—the syndicated TV columnist for the San Francisco Chronicle joins PM West. And, why not? He is known, admired, revered, read and re-read throughout the West. He writes with fluidity, candor, grace and charm. And you'll find he talks the same way...
that people would rather be entertained than distracted. WBC believes that people want late evening television worth waiting up for... television that doesn’t talk down, around and nowhere in particular. PM’s got direction. It’s timely television with the earthy magnetism to attract and hold wide segments of viewers in every market it plays. And, very important...

PM is built to sell. WBC believes in smart, effective commercial placement. On PM... commercials are built into the show. They never interrupt. Instead, they are spotlighted. Four showcases per hour (60-10-and 60 second spots in each). And no more. Yet... PM’s rate structure is no higher than current rates for films shown at the same time!

PM EAST—PM WEST is not only the newest sight in the night...but, as well—the best buy in the night. Ask for rates and full details from WBC TV Stations—or call TvAR direct.
Television Bureau of Advertising, in an detailed summaries of 1960 advertising expenditures by product category, has highlighted the spending records of tobacco, soft drink and insurance companies, among others. The total network and spot gross time billings of the three categories: $143,001,654.

Network tv billings for tobacco products and supplies in 1960 totalled $76,912,694 against $75,169,190 in 1959, TvB/LNA-BAR figures show. Spot tv billings, according to TvB-Rorabaugh, were $35,686,000 last year, compared with $31,490,000 in 1959. TvB adds: tv's share of tobacco advertising rose substantially in 1960 as the tobacco industry, achieving new sales records, reduced expenditures in other measured consumer media while expanding their use of tv.

Soft drink (bottled) advertisers' tv gross time billings in 1960, for network and national spot, rose 10.3% over 1959, from $13,288,340 to $14,659,360. Spot tv billings in 1960 were $11,696,000 against $11,165,430 in 1959. Network billings in 1960 were $2,963,360, compared with $2,122,910 the previous year. TvB points out that soft drink advertisers are making greatly expanded use of tv in 1961, with gross time billings alone expected to rise some 20% over last year (BROADCASTING, May 22).

Insurance companies, according to TvB, increased their tv expenditures 136% from 1956 to 1960. Of all media used by insurance companies during those years, only tv has increased its share of insurance advertising. Out of the category's total 1960 tv expenditures of $15,743,600, the companies spent $12,381,622 for network gross time billings, compared with $10,270,755 in 1959. Spot tv billings, which dropped from the preceding year, were $3,362,000 against $3,770,000 in 1959.

Agency appointments...
- The Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, Ill., appoints McCann-Marschalk Co., effective immediately, replacing the J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. Budget is estimated at $1.5 million and approximately 50% is spent in network television.
- Catz American Co. (importers of food and non-food items sold through supermarkets) New York, appoints The Wexton Co., N.Y., as its agency. Extensive radio advertising will be used in selected markets.
- 42 Products Ltd. (toiletries), Santa Monica, Calif., appoints Beckman-Koblitz, Los Angeles, as its agency. A $300,000 all-media budget has been announced for the firm's hair preparation line.
- Vic Tanny Enterprises has divided its advertising budgeted at more than $2 million for the coming year, during two agencies. Stahl & Lewis Adv., Los Angeles, which had handled all of the advertising for the chain of Vic Tanny health clubs since 1955, retains control of all advertising west of the Mississippi. Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, New York, has been named agency for Vic Tanny's advertising in the eastern half of the country.
- Gulton Industries Inc., Metuchen, N. J., appoints Compton Adv., N. Y., as agency for its consumer products. Immediate advertising expenditures, principally in network and spot tv, will be directed toward the company's LifeLite Rechargeable flashlights. Account had been at the W. B. Doner Co., N. Y. It spent approximately $125,000 in spot tv in 1960, a figure expected to be raised this year.
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A TREND BECOMES REALITY

CBS-TV joins ABC-TV in longer station breaks with NBC-TV expected to make it unanimous

The 40-second station break between network prime-time programming became virtually unanimous last week—as far as the networks are concerned.

CBS-TV told its affiliates they would get the longer breaks—42 seconds, actually—and NBC-TV was expected to follow suit with little delay, possibly at a meeting with its affiliates' board of delegates on Friday (June 9). ABC-TV started the trend several months ago. The changes, from the present standard 30-second break, will become effective with the new television season in the fall.

If the networks were nearing unanimity on extension of the breaks, agencies and advertisers were maintaining a unity of their own; they gave no sign of retreating from the almost solid opposition they have put up. Even CBS and NBC officials have said they would make the move only if they had to, for competitive reasons, to avoid losing advantage to ABC. CBS-TV's move and the reported imminence of similar action by NBC-TV indicated that those networks no longer harbored the thought that ABC-TV might abandon its plan.

There were continuing signs that at least some agencies would demand rebates for the 10 seconds their clients must lose in order to make room for the expanded breaks. But whether they would succeed in getting money back remained a question (CLOSED CIRCUIT, May 1).

CBS officials have said that their advertiser contracts are cancellable on six months' notice and that the longer breaks could be installed on that much notice. (William H. Hylan, CBS-TV sales administration vice president, notified agencies of the 42-second move last week in a letter date June 7. That would be somewhat short of six months' notice since the plan goes into effect in September and October. In an April 7 letter Mr. Hylan had warned agencies that CBS-TV would have to adopt longer breaks if its competitors did; if construed as 'notice' that letter would fit the six-month requirement in the case of a few programs at the time they first are due to become involved in the longer breaks.) NBC authorities say their contracts do not specify the length of station breaks and hence no formal notice would be required. For all three networks, however, the question of "good consumer relations" may have a bearing on their decisions to grant or deny rebates if requested.

Dollars Involved * The number of dollars that might be involved in rebates, if any are made, was indicated by one agency official's estimate that one of its clients would receive $20,000 for its estimated time lost in sponsorship of an alternate-week half-hour program on CBS-TV.

CBS-TV's plan, disclosed to affiliates in a telegram from president James T. Aubrey Jr., said the 42-second breaks between prime-time programs would become effective this fall "as new programs go into schedule." Thus the longer breaks at 7:30 and 8 p.m. on Sundays will become effective Sept. 10, while they will start in the Sunday 10 p.m. spot on Oct. 15.

The 42-second length will apply to all breaks between CBS-TV prime-time programs, but station breaks within those programs will remain 30 seconds. This means between-program breaks from 8 p.m. New York time (on nights when half-hour programs are scheduled) through 11 p.m., six nights a week, and starting at 6:30 p.m. on Sundays.

Rep appointments...

* WMGM New York: Daren F. McGavren Co. Inc.
* KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif.: George P. Hollingbery Co., effective June 15.
* WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H., appoints Young Television Corp., N. Y., effective June 1.
* The Tullis-Hearne radio stations—KDEO San Diego, KFXM San Bernar-

dino-Riverside, KAFY Bakersfield—have appointed Robert E. Eastman & Co. as the national sales representatives.

Facing this competitive threat, some advertisers may have been moved to reallocate their advertising. But the results of their efforts were not evident.

Keeping it hot

Some like it "cold," but most people like it "hot," so Pan-American Coffee Bureau, New York, will stay with hot coffee promotion in broadcast media this summer. Agency BBDO, New York, currently awaits the clients' final approval of the new summer campaign. It's understood the coffee bureau is researching the extent of consumer interest in iced coffee, but the feeling is that with the widespread use of air-conditioning hot coffee still is strong favorite despite heat waves. Meanwhile, the Tea Council is ready to go with new radio spot drive for iced tea.

Also in advertising...

Sound sell • A new Radio Advertising Bureau presentation, "Sell With Sound," was released last week. It is designed to encourage stations to sell by means of tape commercials. Stations are provided with a complete backlog of representative commercials and are advised to use them for radio holdouts, and for retailers who want to bring in more business.

UAL's ad counsel • United Air Lines appointed N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia, as advertising counsel for the entire UAL system following United's merger with Capital Airlines.

VIDEODEX

MAY 1-7, 1961

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% TV homes</th>
<th>No. TV homes</th>
<th>Listening area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gunsmoke</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>14,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Wagon Train</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>13,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The Untouchables</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>12,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ed Sullivan</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>12,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Have Gun, Will Travel</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>12,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Andy Griffith</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>12,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Candid Camera</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>12,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Danny Thomas</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>11,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Rawhide</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>11,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. G.E. Theatre</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>11,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copyright Videodex Inc.

Background: The following programs in alphabetical order, appear in this week's BROADCASTING TV ratings roundup. Information is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.

Candid Camera (CBS-175); Bristol-Meyers (Y&R), Lever (LWT), Sun., 10-10:30 p.m.
GE Theatre (CBS-159); General Electric (BBDO), Sun., 9-9:30 p.m.
Andy Griffith Show (CBS-177); General Foods (BB&B), Mon., 9:30-10 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-201); Liggett & Meyers (DFS), Remington Rand (Y&B), Sat., 10-10:30 p.m.

Have Gun Will Travel (CBS-164); Lever (LWT), American Home Products (Bates), Sat., 9:30-10 p.m.

Rawhide (CBS-202); Philip Morris (B&N), National Biscuit (M-E), Bristol-Meyers (Y&R), Drackett (Y&R), General Foods (B&B), Colgate-Palmolive (L&N), Fri., 7:30-8:30 p.m.

Ed Sullivan (CBS-181); Colgate-Palmolive (Bates), Eastman Kodak (LWT), Sun., 8-9 p.m.

Danny Thomas Show (CBS-181); General Foods (Benton & Bowles), Mon., 9:30-10 p.m.

Untouchables (ABC-179); L&M (M-E), Armour (FCB), Whitehall (Bates), Beecham (K&E), Union Carbide (Esty), Sunbeam (FCB), Thurs., 9-9:30-10:30 p.m.

Wagon Train (NBC-186); R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Ford (LWT), National Biscuit (M-E), Wed., 7:30-8:30 p.m.
HOUSE HUNTING ON TV
Johns-Manville takes viewers on filmed tour every week

Johns-Manville goes house hunting with viewers every Sunday in St. Louis in a program arrangement that may become the pilot model for similar TV ventures in other J-M markets.

The Sunday show is called Suburban Living, a 15 minute program starting at noon on KTVI (TV). It was created by Cunningham & Walsh, J-M's agency which also supervises the program though located miles away in New York.

As explained last week by Tony DeHuff, C&W's director of commercial production, the format presents new home models on motion picture film unlike similar shows around the country which use still photographs.

The custom-built show depicts both interior and exterior views of the model home. The purpose of the program is to help people select homes for themselves and more importantly for the builder to increase traffic to his development.

Each show permits four builders to participate under the Johns-Manville (building supplier) "Seven-Star Home Value Plan." There are no formal commercials; tag lines—a series of slides. Mention of Johns-Manville is brief, coming at the show's opening and closing.

Show Mechanics: The mechanics of putting the show together are relatively simple. The local Johns-Manville agent alerts the station each Thursday on which builders are set to cooperate with the program on the following Sunday. The station itself acts as the producing unit. Station newscaster Bruce Hayward narrates, appearing on camera live for a few minutes to recap. Script is prepared by Jim Lyle, also of KTVI. The area covered is within a 50-mile radius of St. Louis. Especially prepared maps are used on the show to help viewers find their way to the new homes. Each script is cleared at Cunningham & Walsh in New York before air time.

The agency feels there are important advantages in such a set up. Among them: rigid production and quality control, professional writing and photography, a program concept that lends to movement on location and sound narration, a favorable cost factor and an exclusive property of the client.

For the builder, the J-M program permits 40-50 in a year's time (there are some repeats) to take part in a TV show that costs them nothing except some time and a little effort. In turn, J-M gets goodwill while helping to stimulate home sales and consequently the building industry in St. Louis.

Johns-Manville started the 52 week show on April 16. Before that date, filming was underway for two weeks to insure a continuing backlog. J-M may enter other markets in 1962.

Lipton buys 10 TV shows

Thomas J. Lipton Inc. (Lipton Tea), Hoboken, N. J., will sponsor 10 network TV public affairs shows during the next three months.

Called Lipton Summerama, the campaign schedule is as follows: June 8, "A Real Case of Murder" (CBS-TV); June 13, "Tv Guide Awards" (NBC-TV); June 20, "JFK Report" (NBC-TV); June 22, "The Year of the Polaris" (CBS-TV); July 4, "The Great War" (NBC-TV); July 6, "Rescue—With Yul Brynner" (CBS-TV); July 20, "The Trials of Charles de Gaulle" (CBS-TV); Aug. 3, "Britain—Blood, Sweat and Tears, Plus 20 Years" (CBS-TV); Aug. 17, "Censorship and the Movies" (CBS-TV), and Aug. 31, "The Great Holiday Massacre" (CBS-TV).

Lipton tea will fully sponsor three NBC-TV shows and one-half sponsorship of the seven CBS-TV programs. Advertisers also will sponsor on alternate weeks CBS-TV's Wayne and Schuster show, the summer replacement for The Jack Benny Show (Sun. 9:30-10 p.m. EDT). The agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., New York.

Schlitz to Burnett

Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, last week moved its $16 million Schlitz beer account from J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, to Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. Account was at Thompson for 51/2 years. Schlitz network and spot TV budget runs about $4.5 million. Another $3 million is spent in local radio, placed through distributors.
This year the Radio Network of Maine Broadcasting System celebrates 100 years of combined radio broadcasting service.

WCSH-Radio is 36 years old, WLBZ-Radio is 35 years old and WRDO-Radio is 29. Each is better than middle-aged in radio annals and their combined years give them venerable standing ... old in years of service to the state, but young and energetic in outlook and determination to provide to Maine people the best in radio.

The Maine Broadcasting System reaches over 249,000 homes and 95% of the retail sales in the state, over WCSH in Portland, WRDO in Augusta and WLBZ in Bangor.

**Maine Broadcasting System**

WCSH-Radio Portland • WLBZ-Radio Bangor • WRDO-Radio Augusta • WCSH-TV Portland • WLBZ-TV Bangor
**Are timebuyers tied to counting table?**

**MOST FEEL MORE SAY-SO, FLEXIBILITY WOULD MAKE JOBS 'CREATIVE'**

Is today's timebuyer creative—or merely an appendage to an adding machine?

The answer, based on survey results being released today (June 12), would seem to be that his urge is creative but that often his work is not allowed to be. In many cases he is restricted—through no fault of his own—to functions of the adding-machine variety.

He feels that many things work against his desire to be a "creative" buyer. The ones he mentions most frequently are too much detail work, not enough time to work out efficient buys, inflexible budgeting and rating goals, lack of background information which would enable him to buy more efficiently, too little authority to make decisions, and lack of familiarity with the copy approach in the campaigns he is buying for.

This is his own estimate of himself—and the limitations he works under—as it emerges from a survey conducted among buyers and other personnel at agencies throughout the U.S.

NBC Spot Sales made the study to determine whether the buyer, responsible for $2 billion in advertising spending this year, is given commensurate authority or is hamstrung; how he fits into the agency pattern; whether he is free to use judgment and imagination in his buying or whether he is, indeed, "an adding-machine appendage."

**Response**

A total of 207 agency people in 182 agencies or agency offices responded to the survey, the eighth in a continuing series conducted by NBC Spot Sales among members of its Timebuyer Opinion Panel. Here are some of the highlights of the findings, details of which are reproduced in the tables below:

- Ninety-nine out of a hundred timebuyers think they can do a better job when they are allowed to take part in planning the overall strategy of the campaigns they help place—or at least know what the strategy is all about.
- But approximately one-third of them usually do not take part in this planning, and in some phases of it, two-thirds of them usually have no voice.
- Nine out of ten say that being familiar with the commercial copy approach has a "substantial influence" on their buying decisions—but three in ten report that as a rule they're not familiar with the commercial copy.
- They overwhelmingly don't like "buying by the numbers"—though "with rare exceptions" that's the way buying is done.
- Two out of three think all-media buying encourages "creativity" in the purchase of broadcast time more than specializing in time buying does. (The survey did not elicit data on how many respondents are in fact employed in agencies where buying is done on an all-media basis as opposed to the specialist system.)

The panelists were given a chance to offer free comments on the general subject of creativity in timebuying. A few took the opportunity to scoff at the idea of "creativity" or to wonder what it is.

**Dullest**

J. M. McCarthy, media buyer at Benton & Bowles, New York, offered this assessment: "What's creativity? The only people I ever come across who worry about 'creativity in media buying' are those cocktail-wielding, smile-holding junior witches at the World's Dullest Cocktail Parties. They make $65 p/w and can read SRDS. Rah! Rah!"

Carroll E. Osborn, a partner in Osborn-Probst Adv., Syracuse, put it this way: "Who's kidding who? A buyer

---

**What the questionnaires revealed**

**QUESTION 1 FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION**

How often does the timebuyer take part in the initial strategy planning phases of a campaign regarding:

(a) The overall campaign appropriation?

(b) The selection of generic media (i.e., newspaper or magazine, spot or network).

(c) The creative copy approach for radio?

(d) The overall broadcasting budget for radio?

(e) The creative copy approach for tv?

---

**QUESTION 2 IS INFORMATION COMPLETE?**

Under ordinary circumstances, how much is the timebuyer told about an account's sales patterns, distribution position, competitive factors and other basic marketing elements?

---

**QUESTION 3**

Generally speaking, do you believe that participation in, or knowledge of, the overall campaign strategy adds to the
should be alert, a good politician with time salesmen, a thorough researcher, shrewd, tough-minded, courageous in his recommendations. But "creative? Humbug!"

Carrol Bag, media director of Smith & Dorian, New York, didn’t know “what a ‘creative’ buy really is,” but said that “if a buyer is given a free rein and knows his job, the only deterrents are lack of information or lack of availability.” If he knows his job, then the information should be in his hands and the only limiting factor is availability.”

Many other panelists used the questionnaire’s space for comments to protest the “numbers game” of buying primarily according to ratings.

Marshall Hawks, vice president and radio-tv director of Emery Adv., Baltimore, looked at it this way: “A timebuyer is often fairly young and new in a profession populated by genuine or self-styled experts, including the clients. He or she wants to succeed and advance in the agency. The safest way to job security is to buy by ratings and be able to smile and repeat the magic words ‘I got you the lowest cost per thousand.’ The truly dedicated and fearless timebuyer will apply all his intelligence to his job despite ratings and calculations, justify his purchase with logic and stand or fall on the results produced by the campaign.”

**Numbers Game** • Nate Rind, a broadcast buyer at Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York: “Ratings and the almost endless variety of numbers available to a timebuyer or media buyer, if used exclusively in media selection, can often be very misleading. Even if they are correct and ‘verify’ large audiences, they do not in any way indicate that this audience provides the best potential for the purchase of the products being advertised. Quality, an important but rarely measured factor, must be a prime consideration in media selection.”

Edward F. Ritz, media vice president, Kluav-Van Pietsron-Dunlap, Milwaukee: “... Far too much emphasis is being placed on the quantitative aspects. The primary function of any medium is to move goods. It does not necessarily follow that program popularity sells merchandise. Certainly media buyers should take into consideration the station’s profile in a market, the amount of time it devotes to public service programming and at what time this public-service programming appears. The general program format of a station should be a very important consideration, if not one of the most important, in the selection and recommendation of a station.”

Syd Cornell, radio-tv director, Rollman Adv., Cincinnati: “We are usually swayed by station success stories, which are often quite contrary to the numbers. We are also influenced by types of air personalities and station policies on multiple-spotting and exclusivity.”

Donald E. Leonard, media vice president, Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York: “I believe ‘quality’ should become our war cry—in our commercials, in the media used, in the programming or editorial, in the people who sell or represent media, and in the buyers responsible for purchasing media. We all see so much mediocrity every day—in everything—that seeking ‘quality’ is a tremendous challenge.”

John T. Nolan Jr., president, Keeler & Stites, Cincinnati: “The timebuyer with specific knowledge of a local situation is often in a better position to ascertain whether a media buy is justified than a small sampling by a rating survey. On the other hand, we generally do buy by the numbers since audience composition indications and homes-reached-per-thousand are important factors. Broadcast media, like all others, must be expected to carry its own weight.”

**Eclecticism** • Bob Reichenbach, radio-tv director, Bernard B. Schnitzer Inc., San Francisco: “The small agency, serving local and regional accounts, often is in a position to buy without close regard to the numbers because of more knowledge of the actual audience composition of his local and close-by

| Timebuyer’s efficiency by providing an appreciation of the entire concept? |
|-----------------------------|-------------|-------------|
| Total | Over $5 million | Under $5 million |
| % | % | % |
| Yes | 203 | 99 | 111 | 99 | 92 | 100 |
| No | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 |
| Total respondents | 204 (100) | 112 (100) | 92 (100) |

**QUESTION 4 FAMILIARITY WITH COMMERCIAL COPY**

How often is the timebuyer familiar with the commercial copy prior to the buying procedure?

**RADIO:*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Frequently</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total respondents</td>
<td>202 (100)</td>
<td>109 (100)</td>
<td>93 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TV:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Always</th>
<th>Frequently</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total respondents</td>
<td>183 (100)</td>
<td>96 (100)</td>
<td>87 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the timebuyer is familiar with the copy approach, is it likely to substantially influence his buying decisions?

**RADIO:**

| Total | Over $5 million | Under $5 million |
| % | % | % | % | % | % |
| Yes | 169 | 90 | 87 | 87 | 82 | 93 |
| No | 19 | 10 | 13 | 13 | 6 | 7 |
| Total respondents | 188 (100) | 100 (100) | 100 (100) | 88 (100) |

**TV:**

| Total | Over $5 million | Under $5 million |
| % | % | % | % | % | % |
| Yes | 169 | 87 | 98 | 90 | 71 | 84 |
| No | 19 | 13 | 13 | 10 | 14 | 16 |
| Total respondents | 188 (100) | 100 (100) | 100 (100) | 88 (100) |

**Questions continued on next page**
stations. We often prefer to buy a special personality or a special situation, with only secondary regard to the numbers."

The study showed that approximately 70% of the panelists "always" or "frequently" take part in the initial planning of a campaign, and that usually the buyers in smaller agencies (those under $5 million in billing) have a greater voice in this early planning than do buyers in the bigger agencies (see tables, Question 1, page 48). When the overall budget has been set, the basic media selected and budgeted, and the copy approaches worked out, however, buyers in the bigger agencies have a greater voice in such secondary planning activities as market selection and the allocation of funds to specific markets (Tables with Questions 5 and 6).

Buyers are much more apt to have a hand in determining the overall radio and television budgets than in working out the copy lines for the commercials to be used (Question 1-c, 1-d).

Although virtually all respondents felt that a knowledge of overall campaign strategy would help them to buy better (Question 3), they also indicated that often they not only do not take part in the planning but in some cases are told little or nothing about the client's sales and marketing problems (Question 2) and are not familiarized with the commercials before they start placing them (Question 4).

Leffovers • Seven out of ten said they "always" or "frequently" are consulted about the length of commercials to be used (Question 7). Approximately the same percentage said that if they have left-over money in a market they usually have discretion to spend it on additional spots elsewhere (Question 8).

Six out of ten "always" or "frequently" try to get a change in the copy and buying plan if they find nothing but poor availabilities open under the established plan (Question 9).

More than nine out of ten think they are justified in following their own judgment and experience when these are at odds with "the numbers" (Question 11). An equal percentage think that under certain circumstances (not described in the survey) a buyer should consider the figures shown by a rating service he doesn't normally use; if those figures reflect "a striking difference" from the report he does subscribe to.

If presented with a set of availabilities of a program idea that sounds realistic and convincing but does not conform

What the questionnaires revealed
Continued from preceding page

QUESTION 7 TYPE ANNOUNCEMENTS USED

In setting up a broadcast announcement campaign, how often is the timebuyer consulted about the type of announcement(s) to be used? (i.e., the choice of ID's, 20's or 1-minute announcements)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF ANNOUNCEMENT</th>
<th>Under $5 million</th>
<th>Over $5 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total respondents 176 (100)

QUESTION 8 DO YOU RE-ALLOCATE FUNDS?

If, through the use of special plans or because of market peculiarities, the desired reach and frequency in a market can be achieved for appreciably less than the budgeted amount, does the timebuyer usually have the discretion to reallocate the funds to buy additional spots elsewhere?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE-ALLOCATE FUNDS</th>
<th>Under $5 million</th>
<th>Over $5 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total respondents 141 (100)

QUESTION 9 CHANGING ESTABLISHED PLANS

Let us assume that by following the established buying plan the timebuyer is limited to poor availabilities in certain markets. In this situation, how often does he attempt to bring about a change in copy and buying plan so as to take advantage of better availais?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHANGE PLAN</th>
<th>Under $5 million</th>
<th>OVER $5 million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total respondents 112 (100)

QUESTION 10 CREATIVITY IN TIMEBUYING

In your opinion, which is more likely to encourage "creativity" in the purchase of broadcast time . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CREATIVE TIMEBUYING</th>
<th>UNDER $5 MILLION</th>
<th>OVER $5 MILLION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reject it</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy it</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass it</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total respondents 150 (100)

QUESTION 11 OPINION VS. FACTS

When the timebuyer's opinion, judgment and experience are at odds with the numbers (including the audience composition numbers), do you believe he is justified in following his own dictates?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPINION VS. FACTS</th>
<th>UNDER $5 MILLION</th>
<th>OVER $5 MILLION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total respondents 150 (100)

QUESTION 12 REPORT A VS. REPORT B

Agencies ordinarily expect their timebuyers to be guided by the one or more rating services to which they subscribe. In your opinion, are there circumstances when the timebuyer should consider another report which shows a striking difference from his own service?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORT A VS. REPORT B</th>
<th>UNDER $5 MILLION</th>
<th>OVER $5 MILLION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total respondents 100 (100)

QUESTION 13 NON-CONFORMING PROPOSALS

If the timebuyer is presented with a set of availabilities or program idea that is realistic and convincing, but one that doesn't conform to pre-determined buying standards, do you believe that he should usually reject it, buy it or pass the proposal to another party?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NON-CONFORMING PROPOSALS</th>
<th>UNDER $5 MILLION</th>
<th>OVER $5 MILLION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reject it</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy it</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass it</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total respondents 150 (100)

BROADCASTING, June 12, 1961
"In 55 seconds we take you direct to CUBA!"

And...we did...WFAA 820 listeners were the first to hear a direct report from Cuba. After many long hours on the phone, "Southwest Central" newsmen finally found someone who could speak English and report on the invasion of Cuba. WFAA then provided the networks and wire services with the beat of the month. It happens every day on WFAA! "Southwest Central's" audience is kept abreast of happenings in "Big D" and around the world 4 or 5 times every hour. And this is in addition to regularly scheduled news on the hour...coverage that is making WFAA Radio's new "Southwest Central" the station people are afraid to leave. They tune to and stay with "Southwest Central" for the big stories...first, and first-hand. News, special features, behind-the-scenes sports, weather, farm news...it comes anytime and often on WFAA where professional journalism makes the difference.

Isn't this the place for your message?
to established buying patterns, two out of ten said they would buy it, fewer than one in ten would reject it and almost eight out of ten would pass the decision along to somebody else (Question 13).

On the question of all-media buying vs. specialization the vote was two to one against specialization (Question 10), but the "comments" produced some firm arguments for each system.

Undiluted * Arthur S. Pardoll, associate media director of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, contended "it is not possible for a buyer to do the most effective job by diluting his effort among different media and several contacts. Concentration in buying a specific medium develops better skills and a more intimate knowledge of the medium concerned."

Janet Murphy, a timebuyer for L. C. Gumbinner agency, New York, said: "A specialist can devote more time and thought to specific problems of time-buying and be free to make optimistic recommendations for purchase when offered. He is easier for reps to reach quickly and has a better chance of making the quick, knowledgeable decisions vital to a competitive product category."

On the other side Charles N. Campbell, media director (consumer) of MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., argued that "the all-media buyer is in a better position to see how broadcast works in terms of marketing, creative platform and product needs. He is better equipped to talk to the client and work with the account group."

Fuller & Smith & Ross' Donald Leonard defended the all-media system on the ground that "a well-rounded media man, who knows the relative quantity and quality of what he can purchase in all media, will purchase a specific medium more astutely. This is especially true when evaluating the special qualities of one medium versus another, in order to make suggestions which have a flair and are creative."

Information, Please * Whatever system of buying is used, panelists were outspoken in stressing the importance of buyers being given as much relevant and marketing strategy information as possible—and of being given authority to use it.

Sam B. Vitt, media vice president of Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York, said that "a timebuyer who isn't permitted maximum flexibility, within certain clearly defined media and marketing strategies, can be severely handicapped in making 'creative' buys. Individual market conditions vary and where a formula may apply to one market, it just as well may not apply to another. In his own best interests the advertiser who has faith in his buyer and insists that he be unfettered to meet any situation as that situation is, and not as it should be, will in almost every instance receive a greater share of 'creative' buys and better value for his dollar."

Mrs. Marion J. Ward, national media buyer, Phillips-Ramsey, San Diego: "I cannot emphasize enough that the more the buyer can know about a client and a particular promotion, the better job he can do in purchasing time."

Frances Lindh, media director, Garfield Hoffman & Co., San Francisco: "In radio particularly, where the ratings lag behind the changes in format, a timebuyer must use her own judgment to project the current importance of a station in a market. There is a moment when a station, healthfully moving ahead, with no ratings as yet to justify an increase in rates, is a 'best' buy. Call it creative or intuitive, that is the moment to buy the station—available ratings to the contrary."

Robert C. Hall Jr., media director, Cargill, Wilson & Acree, Richmond: "Agencies have not been training creative people to do this job—they have been making timebuyers out of bookkeepers, then wondering why they're not more creative. The job has every opportunity for a creative person to express himself if he really wishes to."

**‘GE Theatre’ ads to be all-institutional**

**PROGRAM TO FEATURE ONE COMMERCIAL, TIMELY DRAMAS**

The television commercials on the half-hour General Electric Theatre next season and the programming itself will seek to improve the corporate image of the General Electric Co.

The commercials will be three minutes long and will be purely institutional in nature. In the past season half of the commercial time was institutional and the other half product selling. In the programming area in 1961-62, General Electric Theatre will accentuate more heavily those dramas with contemporaneous themes. This twin effort, GE hopes, will have the effect of enhancing the prestige of the company millions of dollars.

GE's strategy was outlined by David Burke, manager of institutional advertising, last week. Asked if GE's plans are a counter-move to offset recent disclosures before the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee concerning antitrust violations by some of the company's executives, Mr. Burke replied:

"Not exactly. We had planned some of these changes for some time. But I will say that the unfavorable publicity we have received lately had the effect of accelerating our decision."

The commercials on GE Theatre (CBS-TV, Sun., 9:9-30 p.m.) will interrupt the program only once for three minutes, according to Mr. Burke. There will be no direct "sell" of products and GE will attempt to make the institutional commercials interesting and informative, he said. GE plans to implement its new commercial approach this summer, starting with the July 9 program.

**Tries to Please * Mr. Burke stressed that GE Theatre always has attempted to "please as many people as possible" and in this respect has carried westerns, adventure, situation comedy and other types of programs when they were in vogue. He contends the type of show is not significant; what is important, he insists, is the story, the performers and the production values. He believes the program's track record supports his theory and notes that GE Theatre has been on CBS-TV continuously since 1954 in the same time period with only one producer (Revue Productions) and one host, Ronald Reagan.

The program in the upcoming season will adhere to GE's basic credo: to try to entertain as many viewers as possible, Mr. Burke explained. But he said the environment is "right" for dramas dealing with the problems of the
DETROIT "Arbitron Breakout" reports overpowering attraction of "High and the Mighty" against allure of beautiful spring day.

Sunday telecasts of Seven Arts feature film, completely dominate Detroit's 4-station audience for WJBK-TV.

"ARBITRON BREAKOUT"
WJBK-TV Detroit showing "High and the Mighty"
May 14—Sunday Afternoon & Evening
*The first beautiful spring day after a long, hard winter!

5 PM-6:30 PM FIRST SHOWING MAY 14
WJBK  STATION A  STATION B  STATION C
30.0  9.4  .9  1.9
71% share of audience

11:30 PM-1 AM SECOND SHOWING MAY 14
WJBK  STATION A  STATION B  STATION C
26.7  .8  7.5  .4
75% share of audience

Says Bill Michaels:
"With four highly competitive stations in the market, Detroit area viewers are used to top level programming of all types. To maintain Channel 2's top position in the nation's fifth market, we have to schedule the best — in CBS programs; news, syndicated, sports, and of course, feature films. Now our expectation that the Seven Arts films would meet our qualifications has been emphatically confirmed!"

Warner's Films of the 50's...
Money makers of the 60's

SEVEN ARTS ASSOCIATED CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue  YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, Ill.  ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive  ADams 9-2855
BEVERLY HILLS: 232 So. Reeves Drive  GRanite 6-1564

For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of the 50's see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
times. Projected for next season, he
revealed, are a trilogy on the problems
of Protestant, Catholic and Jewish cler-
gymen, and five other programs which
will dramatize such critical areas of life
as education, juvenile delinquency and
world politics. Innovations planned,
according to Mr. Burke, are a short
folk opera by Kurt Weill, “Down in the
Valley,” and a half-hour show devoted
exclusively to Mike Nichols and Elaine
May, the comedy team.

The valuation General Electric sets
on GE Theatre was underscored by
this remark from Mr. Burke:

“We asked the Opinion Research
Corp. to do a study for us last year
to find out which was the single source
from which people received their ideas
about the General Electric Co. The
results showed that 29% of the people
mentioned GE products which they had
used over the years. The General Elec-
tric Theatre was mentioned by 27% of
those respondents. The remainder of
the people cited a variety of factors.
But what struck us was this: GE has
been in business for 80 years and natu-
really has made many friends among
consumers. But only since 1954 GE The-
atre has made itself so vital in com-
municating ideas about the company.
I'd say that's remarkable.”

Ad Council reviews
media use success

High-level government officials met
in Washington last week with members
of the Advertising Council at a two-day
briefing session. Vice President Lyndon
Johnson headed the list of government
speakers. Lee H. Bristol, board chair-
man of the council and of Bristol-
Myers, presided at the session.

The council is composed of leading
industrialists and advertising executives.
It cooperates with radio, tv and other
media in providing free time and space
for public-service announcements. Last
year the council placed over $100 mil-
ion in free advertising for savings
bonds, forest fire prevention, polio vac-
cine, the census and similar campaigns.
The Washington program was arranged
under White House auspices.

R. Sargent Shrives, director of the
new Peace Corps, told the final lunch-
eon June 6 that recruiting efforts of the
council had led to appearance of 4,000
applicants when the tests were begun
Memorial Day. The number of recruits
has now reached 10,000.

Luther H. Hodges, secretary of Com-
merce, told the council the economy is
definitely on the way up and added,
“The recession is behind us.” He lauded
the council’s “Confidence in a Growing
America” campaign, explaining that the
messages stimulate business activity and
reduce unemployment through growth.

Vice President Johnson reviewed his
hand-shaking, people-meeting tour of
Asia. He suggested the U. S. send tv
equipment to foreign nations that have
limited school facilities to provide edu-
cation for millions of children.

Twiggs sues C&W, officers, for slander

Reginald W. Twiggs, vice president
general manager of the Los Angeles
office of Cunningham & Walsh, has filed
a $900,000 damage suit against the
agency and two of its officers in Los
Angeles Superior Court.

Mr. Twiggs charges that slanderous
and malicious remarks were made about
him by Robert R. Newell, C&W presi-
dent, and by Robert W. Dailey, execu-
tive vice president for western opera-
tions who has headquarters in San Fran-
cisco, and that these remarks resulted in
the withdrawal of an offer to em-
ploy him as vice president and general
manager of the Los Angeles office of
Grey Advertising Inc., causing dam-
gages to him in the amount of $750,000.

The suit asks for judgment against the
defendants for $750,000 in general
damages and for $50,000 from each of
the three defendants individually in
punitive damages.

Mr. Twiggs states in his complaint
that on some occasions around May 1
of this year Messrs. Newell and Dailey
told various individuals that the plain-
tiff, after doing a fine job from the time
he joined C&W in June of 1959, was on
the verge of a nervous breakdown and
had been given an enforced leave of
absence to pull himself together. The
defendants, the complaint declares, “in
making such false, unprivileged and
defamatory statements, intended and
were understood to mean by said state-
ments that plaintiff was a mental in-
competent and incapable of discharging his
duties.”

Business briefly ...

Sunbeam Corp., Chicago, ordered three
nighttime series next season on NBC-
tv, as well as in network's telecasts of
National Basketball Ass'n's tv games.

Programs are: 87th Precinct (Mon. 9-
10 p.m., NYT), Cain's Hundred (Tues.
10-11 p.m.) and Robert Taylor's De-
fectives (Fri. 8:30-9:30 p.m.). Agency:
Fouke, Cone & Belding, N. Y.

Purex Corp., South Gate, Calif., will
sponsor (NBC-tv's) rebroadcast of an
original drama, “The Accomplice,” as a
Purex Special next Monday (June 19,
10-11 p.m., EDT). Starring Nehemiah
Persoff as a Nazi war criminal, "Accom-
plice" was originally presented Aug. 26,
1960 in the Moment of Fear series.

Agency: Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chi-
cago.

General Motors Corp., Detroit, will
sponsor the July 13 rebroadcast of The
Secret Life of Danny Kaye on CBS-Tv
(Thurs., 10-11 p.m., EDT). The pro-
gram was originally presented Dec. 2,
1956. Agency: Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Detroit.

Chesterbrough-Pond's Inc., Dumas Mil-
ner Corp., Mennen Co. and Procter &
Gamble Co. ordered full sponsorship of
The NBC Mystery Theatre, starting
July 2 on NBC-tv (Sun., 9-10 p.m.,
EDT). The color series, which NBC-
tv first presented last summer in the
same time period, features original sus-
pense dramas and will continue through
Sept. 10. Agencies: Norman, Craig &
Kummel (Chesterbrough-Pond's), Gor-
don Best (Dumas Milner), Grey Adv.
(Mennen) and Benton & Bowles (Pro-
cer & Gamble).

The Nestle Co.'s central American dis-
tributors will sponsor Robert Taylor in
the Detectives on the Central American
Television Network for 52 weeks. The
order was placed through ABC Inter-
national Inc.

AFL-CIO, Washington, D. C., has re-
newed ABC Radio's Edward P. Morgan
and the News (Mon.-Fri., 7-7:15 p.m.,
EDT) for the seventh consecutive year,
effective June 26. Agency: Furman,
Feiner & Co., N. Y.

Seven-Up Co., Candy Gram Inc. and
Bankers Life & Casualty Co. are among
the eight new major advertisers in ABC
Radio programs. Sponsorships include
various weekday and weekend news-
casts by Seven-Up (J. Walter Thomp-
son), Candy Gram (Dunnan & Jeffrey),
Bankers Life (Phillips & Cherbo), Pepsi-
Cola (BBDO), and Lanolin Plus (Dun-
nan & Jeffrey). Others include P. Lor-
rillard (Lennen & Newell), weekend
Speaking of Sports and newscasts;
Curtis Circulation Co. (BBDO), Breakfast
Club and Flair, and Tidy House Pro-
ducts (McCann-Marschall), daily spon-
orship for 52 weeks in Breakfast Club.
Also, Gospel Broadcasting Assn. (R. H.
Alber Co.) renewed sponsorship of
Old Fashioned Revival Hour for another
year.

NBC TeleSales moves to
RCA Building

Production activities of NBC Tele-
sales, the network's commercial tape
unit, will be centered in the RCA Build-
ing in New York, starting today (June
12). Jerry Madden, director, announced
last week. The move was made to offer
advertisers and agencies all production
facilities in one location, though color
production will be available at NBC's
Brooklyn studios and the Ziegfeld and
Colonial Theatres.

Mr. Madden reported that NBC Tele-
sales has doubled its business in black
and white commercial production for
the first five months of 1961.

54 (Broadcast Advertising)
And here's how WHIO-TV gives viewers more of what they want. A solid hour of live and informative programming from 6 to 7 P.M. weekdays. Here's a typical run-down:

national and international news • sports • local and area news • business news and stock market information • weather summary • Dow Finsterwald's Golf Tips • plus features and human interest items in the news.

In addition, each Monday evening 7-7:30, "WHIO-TV Reports" presents a lively forum devoted to the discussion of items of particular local interest. "Rising Generation," a talent showcase for the youth of the area, adds life to Saturday evenings, 6-6:30 P.M.

These, and countless other live and informative programs, provide the kind of balanced programming that pleases most of the people, most of the time in Ohio's 3rd, and the nation's 34th market.

See George P. Hollingbery (in living color) for the full story on Dayton's High, Wide, and Wholesome station (WHIO-TV)

Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina
ABC-TV sets $2 million expansion of Hollywood facilities

A $2 million expansion and modernization program for ABC-TV's Hollywood studios and offices was announced last week by James G. Riddell, vice president in charge of the network's western division, and Frank L. Marx, ABC vice president in charge of engineering. Scheduled for completion by fall is the production and sound stage (photo at right). The new administration building (photo at right) will be ready for occupancy early in 1962.

The conversion of the studio will give it a hemispheric audience section with 350 permanent seats. The 10,000-square-foot facility will have fully transistorized equipment and a new control room operation. The administration building will encompass more than 50,000 square feet.

CBS Foundation makes grants to eight schools

CBS Foundation last week awarded grants totaling $27,000 to eight educational institutions. The foundation has awarded $317,000 since 1954 when the plan to honor employees with unrestricted grants to their schools started.

Institutions and CBS representatives for whom the new grants were made are: Bucknell U. (M. Ross Yeiter, sales manager, semiconductor operations, CBS Electronics); Columbia U. (David M. Blank, director of economic analysis, CBS, and Albert H. Dwyer, assistant general attorney, CBS); Fordham U. (William F. Grady, vice president in charge of manufacturing, Columbia Records); Kenyon College (Ralph Briscoe, director of budgets, CBS Television Stations); Manhattan College (Joseph N. Curi, daytime sales, manager, CBS-TV); Rensselear Polytechnic Institute (Robert M. Hammer, assistant director recording and distribution operations, CBS-TV); Trinity College (Drew Brinckerhoff, director of salary administration, CBS), and U. of Chicago (Deborah Ishlon, vice president in charge of creative services, Columbia Records).

Triangle buys site

WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia last week announced the purchase of a four-acre tract at the southwest corner of City Line Avenue and Monument Road to house its new multi-million dollar headquarters. Also to be located in the new facility will be the Radio & Television Div. of Triangle Publications, parent organization of WFIL-AM-FM-TV. The station's transmitters, located in Roxborough and White-marsh Township, will not change.

Nafi first quarter net nearly triples last year's

Nafi Corp.'s report to stockholders for the first quarter of 1961 shows net revenues of $17,380,269, compared to $6,210,385 for the same period of 1960, which was before Nafi acquired Chris-Craft Corp. Net earnings for the 1961 quarter were $544,971 or 45 cents a share, compared to earnings of $262,413 or 25 cents a share for the 1960 quarter.

The report points out that "an advantageous sale" of KXYZ-AM-FM Houston, Tex., which was approved two weeks ago by the FCC (Broadcasting, June 5), will divest the company of its only radio property. The broadcast division will concentrate on television, according to current plans. Nafi owns three vhf stations—KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.; KCOP (TV) Los Angeles and KTVT (TV) Fort Worth, Tex.

"Although results for the [Broadcast] Div. in the first quarter were below those in the first three months of 1960, the outlook is currently better and continued improvement seems probable for the balance of the year," the report states.

CBS-TV schedules regional promotion meets

"CBS-TV's second annual regional promotion meetings will be held in 10 cities, June 12-22. The network also announced last week that the fourth annual meeting of promotion and information services directors of the five CBS-owned tv stations will be held June 22-23 at the St. Regis Hotel in New York.

General, sales and program managers and other station personnel have been invited to attend regional promotion meetings, to be held in each of the areas of the CBS-TV Affiliates Assn. The schedule of dates, hotels and cities follows: June 12 Sheraton-Plaza, Boston, and Sheraton-Carlton, Washington; June 14 Sheraton-Towers, Chicago, and Peabody Hotel, Memphis; June 16 President Hotel, Kansas City, and Roosevelt Hotel, Jacksonville; June 20 Hotel Cosmopolitan, Denver, and Hotel Manger, San Antonio; June 22 Hotel Olympic, Seattle, and Sheraton-Palace, San Francisco.

CBS-TV executives conducting the clinics are: George Bristol, Alex Kennedy, Gordon Hayes, Bert Lown; Ernie Stern, Ed Scovill, James Kane, Leonard Broom and James Sirmans.

The agenda for the two-day promotion and information directors meetings will cover all phases of advertising, promotion, and publicity, including analyses of new activities in research, sales promotion, on-the-air promotion and sales development.

No Canon 35 study funds

Hope for an early foundation grant for a preliminary study of the American Bar Assn. Canon 35, restricting broadcast and picture coverage of trials, appeared dim last week, according to Howard H. Bell, NAB vice president.

Mr. Bell has been notified by Richmond C. Coburn, chairman of the ABA special Canon 35 committee, that it has been unable to obtain funds needed to determine the feasibility of a scientific study of the effect on participants in a courtroom trial with tv, radio or photography present. The committee is searching for another approach to the problem of determining the effect of media presence on trial participants.
Don't miss air-dates! Remember: it's there in hours ... and costs you less ... when you ship by Greyhound Package Express! Even packages going hundreds of miles can arrive the same day they're sent!

Whatever the destination of your shipment, chances are, a Greyhound is going there anyway ... right to the center of town. Greyhound travels over a million miles a day! No other public transportation goes to so many places—so often.

You can ship anytime. Your packages go on regular Greyhound passenger buses. Greyhound Package Express operates twenty-four hours a day ... seven days a week ... including weekends and holidays. What's more, you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid ... or open a charge account.

CALL YOUR LOCAL GREYHOUND BUS TERMINAL TODAY ... OR MAIL THIS CONVENIENT COUPON TO:

GREYHOUND PACKAGE EXPRESS
Dept. F-8, 140 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 3, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send us complete information on Greyhound Package Express service ... including rates and routes. We understand that our company assumes no cost or obligation.

NAME ____________________________ TITLE ____________________________
COMPANY ____________________________ PHONE ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________ ZONE ___________ STATE ____________

IT'S THERE IN HOURS ... AND COSTS YOU LESS!
KRLA rebuked for incident at beach

The Los Angeles county board of supervisors last week reprimanded county recreation officials and KRLA Pasadena-Los Angeles for disorders that occurred when some 25,000 persons showed up for a KRLA-sponsored beach party the preceding Saturday night.

The disturbances began around midnight after a show staged by the station’s disc jockeys on a public beach near Santa Monica. One girl suffered an eye injury when a firecracker exploded. One youth was arrested when authorities broke up a fist fight.

Early wire service reports, published in newspapers throughout the county, erroneously stated that a girl had been raped and that 14 had been arrested.

Capt. Edward Fitzgerald of the Los Angeles county sheriff’s office said the situation reached “near riot” proportions but that it was brought under control by 35 deputy sheriffs, 17 state highway patrolmen and nine lifeguards.

Herb Heiman, KRLA program director, said the station had coordinated with all official agencies in advance of the party and had written permission from the county department of parks and recreation.

“We had expected a crowd of not more than 10,000 people,” Mr. Heiman said. “Between 20,000 and 30,000 came. Even despite the high number there was complete order except for a couple of isolated instances until virtually all our guests had left for home at 11:15 p.m.

“Seeing that some of the crowd apparently intended to remain behind, KRLA management called the sheriff’s office and advised it of this fact. Whatever disorder occurred, it took place after almost all of the beach was vacated and unquestionably was staged by a handful of toughies who seized the occasion for a display of rowdiness.”

At a meeting June 6 of the county board of supervisors Norman S. Johnson, director of the department of parks and recreation, said his department had been “negligent in exercising good judgment!” and described the party as a “regrettable incident.” The supervisors ordered study of a proposal to stiffen regulations governing the use of beaches for private gatherings.

KRLA was told by the supervisors it would be held responsible for damages that might be awarded in any litigation stemming from the incident. “You were the host. You invited people to come one, come all,” Ernest E. Debs, chairman of the board of supervisors, told Mr. Heiman.

FCC examiners recently recommended a short-term license renewal for KRLA after hearings in Los Angeles (AT DEADLINE, April 24). Examiners James D. Cunningham and Herbert Sharfman criticized “frantic and undignified promotional activities” among other findings. The case is awaiting oral argument before the FCC.

Changing hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of station interests were reported last week subject to FCC approval:

• WKNB New Britain, Conn.: Sold by Sheldon Smerling and associates to Louis A. Sodokoff for $270,000. Mr. Sodokoff was executive vice president and director of Howard Stores Corp., men’s clothing chain. WKNB operates on 840 kc with 1 kw daytime. Edwin Torenberg & Co. acted as consultant in the purchase.

• WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.: 87.5% interest of Harold P. Kane and Frederick E. Davis bought by Taylor Radio Corp. for $215,000. Taylor is headed by Keith W. Horton, manager of WELM Elmira, N. Y. Burton O. Waterman, chief engineer of WJOC, retains his 12.5% ownership. WJOC operates with 250 w on 1340 kc. Broker was Paul Chaman Co.

• KJAY Topeka, Kan.: Sold by Dale Helmers and Joseph McCoskie to O. A. Friend Jr. and Hart Cardozo for $150,000. Mr. Friend owns WDBO Dubuque, Iowa, and Mr. Cardozo, KATE Albert Lea, Minn. KJAY is on 1440 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night. Broker was Blackburn & Co.

• WRMT Rocky Mount, N. C.: Sold by George Valentine and associates to Stanley Fox and group for $125,000. Mr. Fox and his group own WHVH Henderson, N. C. WRMT operates on 1490 kc with 250 w. Broker was Howard S. Frazier Inc.

• WMLP Milton, Pa.: Sold by John S. Booth to Victor Michael, Joseph Kesznow and Stanley Kierszowski for $125,000. Mr. Michael is manager and part owner of WTTC Towanda, Pa. Mr. Kesznow is a Towanda architect and Mr. Kierszowski, a petroleum engineer. Station operates with 1 kw daytime on 1570 kc. Broker was Blackburn & Co.

• KNOG Nogales, Ariz.: Sold by Lloyd Burlingham and Robert F. Baltzano to Madelon Harper Cowling for $60,000. KNOG operates on 1340 kc with 250 w. Broker was Will Gunzendorfer & Assoc.

APPROVED • The following transfers of station interests were among those approved by the FCC last week (for other commission activities see FOR THE RECORD, page 92).

• WONE-AM-TV, WFIE (FM) Day-

avoid the hazards of selling on your own

Why take the risks involved in negotiating without our knowledge of markets, of actual sales, of responsible contacts? In speaking to any buyer, Blackburn’s experience and reputation for reliability naturally lend greater weight to our opinion than any seller can reasonably expect to be given to his own.

BLACKBURN & Company, Inc.

RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Slatin
RCA Building
Federal 3-9270

CHICAGO
H. W. Castill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Robert M. Baird
John G. Williams
Jackson 5-1376

BEVERLY HILLS
Collin M. Selah
9441 Wiltshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Crestview 4-2770
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ton, Ohio: Sold by Ronald B. Wood- 
yard, Lauren M. Berry and associates 
to Brush-Moore Newspapers Inc., for 
$1,650,000 and an agreement that Mr. 
Woodyard and D. Tatum will not com-
pete for 10 years, payment being $165,-
000 and $55,000 respectively and their 
employment as consultants for five 
years at $25,000 and $5,000 respect-
itively. Brush-Moore owns WHBC-AM-
FM Canton, Ohio, and WPQD Jack-
sonville, Fla., and publishes newspapers 
in Ohio, Maryland and California. 
WONE-TV (ch. 22) has been dark 
since 1954.

- KOPY Alice, Tex.: Sold by Leon S. 
Walton to Norman Building Co. for 
$200,000. Buying group is headed by 
Robert N. Aylin.

- KCIN Denver, Colo.: Sold by Don 
W. Burden and Dorothy F. Storz to 
TV Denver Inc. (KBTB [TV] Denver) 
for $200,000 and an agreement that Mr. 
Burden not compete for 10 years.

Medical TV Network formed

The formation of Medical TV Net-
work Inc. was announced last week by 
Teleglobe Pay-TV System Inc., New 
York. The new company plans to use 
a tv channel assigned to one of the New 
York tv stations in the early morning 
time periods (7:30-8 or 8:30-9), in 
advance of the station's regular sign on 
time for a regular series of professional 
lectures and demonstrations to physi-
cians. A spokesman said that as soon 
as arrangements are completed with 
one of the New York stations, the new 
company will apply to the FCC for 
authorization. Physicians will be 
charged a monthly subscription fee to 
cover the costs of a special portable tv 
set and its servicing and for the 
programming.

TPT buys three catv systems

The TelePrompTer Corp., New York, 
announced last week the purchase of 
three community antenna tv systems, 
serving approximately 5,200 homes, 
for a sum in excess of $1 million. The 
new acquisitions, bringing TPT's catv 
subscriber list to more than 20,000, 
are: Pacific Telescription System, 
Santa Cruz, Calif. (3,100 customers); 
Community Cable Tv, Coquille, Ore. 
(1,300 subscribers); Cableview of 
Springfield, Ore. (750 customers). TPT 
owns six other catv systems—in Liberal, 
Kan.; Eugene, Ore.; Rawlin, Wyo.; 
Farrington and Silver City, both New 
Mexico, and Elmira, N.Y. In addition 
it is participating in a jointly-owned 
venture with Henry J. Kaiser in an 
underground cable system at the Kaiser 
resort development of Hawaii Kai near 
Honolulu.

Media notes...

New radio affiliates • ABC Radio's 
newest affiliates announced last week 
include: WHYS Ocala, Fla.; WLIG 
Laconia, N. H. and WMRT Lansing, 
Mich. WHYS, owned and operated by 
radio station WHYS, operates with 5 kw 
on 1370 kc, and R. L. Bowles is general 
manager. WLIG, owned and operated 
by Northern Broadcasting Corp., with 
Arthur Rothafel as general manager, 
operates with 500 w ton 1350 kc. 
WMRT, owned and managed by Her-
bert T. Graham, operates with 500 w 
on 1010 kc.

Honored • The Sinclair Refining Co. 
was honored by WFHA-AM-FM-TV 
Dallas, for its outstanding contribution 
to public service and educational televi-
sion programming, through the series 
of intercollegiate debates, Young Ameri-
a Speaks, carried on WFHA-TV.

Critic • A total of 36 stations took part 
in the live program during which Texas 
Governor Price Daniels commented 
critically on the work of that state's 
legislature which recently adjourned. 
Originating at KTBC-TV Austin, Gov. 
Daniels presented a 15 minute summary 
and then subjected himself to question-
ing from AP, UPI and KTBC-TV news-
men for a similar amount of time.

Single rate card • WHAT Philadelphia, 
Negro programming station, has 
announced a single advertising rate card, 
effective immediately. The station says 
it will guarantee at least 15 minutes be-
tween competitive spots and that no 
triple spotting would be practiced.

On the air • KOA-FM Denver went on 
the air June 1, duplicating the pro-
gramming of its companion station KOA. 
The new affiliate, at 103.5 mc with 57 
kw, is on the air from 7:15 a.m. to mid-
night every day.

Thanks • The Danny Thomas Award of 
Merit has been presented to KOA Des 
Moines, Iowa, in recognition for its 
"outstanding" fund raising job for Al-
sac's St. Jude Hospital project to aid 
leukemia stricken American children. 
The station collected over $8,000 for 
the fund. Disc jockey Chuck Hamilton 
broadcast for more than 85 consecutive 
hours during the marathon appeal.

CBS affiliate • KBLL-TV Helena, 
Mont., owned and operated by Helena 
Tv Inc., is a new interconnected affili-
ate of CBS-TV. The station (formerly 
KXLJ-TV) previously was a satellite of 
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont. Bruce Hamil-
ton is general manager of the ch. 12 
outlet.

3 Western States VHF TV Stations For Sale!

1. Major network TV affiliate plus fulltime radio station. 
   Combined annual gross $170,000-plus. Absentee-owned. Sale 
   includes two buildings and 50 acres of land. Total price $305,000 
   with $60,000 down and attractive terms.
2. Total price of $150,000 buys all fixed assets of single station 
   market VHF. Possible financing help available on $100,000 
   down payment.
3. 60% of VHF station in market of over 100,000 available for 
   $130,000 with $75,000 down and balance over five years.
Another raking over the coals for tv

SENATE HEARING SEeks TO FIND TIE-IN WITH JUVENILE DELINQUENCY

The television industry was pictured last week as programming a constantly-increasing number of crime and violence shows in defiance of its own codes and without regard for the possible harmful effects on youthful viewers. The industry's only concern, according to this view, is ratings.

This unflattering picture was drawn by the Senate Juvenile Delinquency Subcommittee Thursday as it opened its hearing on the possible connection between tv crime and violence programs and the rising incidence of juvenile delinquency.

Subcommittee Chairman Thomas Dodd (D.Conn.) said that the television industry, during a similar hearing six years ago, had told his committee it had — and would use — its own machinery to regulate itself with regard to good taste.

But since then, he charged the number of crime-and-violence shows has "dramatically increased." A staff report indicated that their number had tripled in the last seven years, from 16.6% of the total programming time to 50.6%.

He said the argument that the public wants action-adventure shows does not justify such an increase. "We don't need ratings to prove that millions of people want to gamble, that millions of people keep prostitution, the racketeers and other social evils flourishing through their active support of these pursuits," he said. "But we have determined that these desires are inimical to the greater good and have... taken steps to regulate, control or eliminate them."

Lions and Ratings "We must determine," he continued, "if this gigantic new medium is not allowing similar human weaknesses to dictate its policies and drag it into the same category as the violent Roman spectacles of 2,000 years ago, which also had 'high ratings'."

The chief exhibit at the opening session was a filming of the initial episode in the new NBC western series, Whispering Smith, starring Audie Murphy. Though the acoustics in the hearing room weren't ideal, the episode's message came through.

The film featured a whip-wielding widow who had raised her son and daughter with one thought in mind — to kill Deputy Whispering Smith. In it, mother whips son, daughter plays badger game on deputy, deputy shoots son and mother, accidentally, shoots daughter.

The subcommittee felt that the moral expressed at the end — that a mother should rear her children to love, not hate — was small comfort to those who feared that what had gone before was unnecessarily brutal.

Industry representatives, however, disagreed. The executive producer of the series, Richard Lewis, of MCA's Revue Studios, said it was in the same "genre" as other westerns on television. "Acceptable" Fares • And Carl Watson, director of NBC's broadcast standards division, said he thought the episode was "acceptable" under the network's own code. He said it was "pretty standard" tv fare.

Through one of its witnesses, the subcommittee conceded at the outset that there is no definite proof linking television to the zooming juvenile delinquency rate. But, said Dr. Peter Lejins, the parallel increase in crime shows and delinquency cannot be ignored.

Dr. Lejins, a professor of sociology at the U. of Maryland, said also the U. S. is "pretty much alone" in its hands-off attitude toward mass media. He said other countries believe government should be responsible for banning television shows and movies likely to affect children adversely.

But in answer to a question from Sen. John A. Carroll (D-Col.), Dr. Lejins said official suppression is not available as a weapon to the U. S. government because of this country's traditions of freedom of speech and press.

The basis for the inquiry, according to Dr. Ralph J. Garry, a consultant to the committee, is "the fact that as many children watch Cheyenne, Laramie and Rifleman as view Capt. Kangaroo, Donna Reed and Father Knows Best."

This means, he said, that 1.5 million children under 6 watch Cheyenne and 3.5 million to 4 million under 17 watch Malibu Run, Laramie and The Untouchables. The last-named, he added, is seen by 1.5 million between 6 and 12 and by almost 3 million teenagers.

If only 1% of the children watching are affected adversely, he added, "we are concerned with 30,000 such children watching The Untouchables."

In questioning industry witnesses, the subcommittee sought to determine how, why and by whom television programs are selected and scheduled, and whether any thought is given to the young viewers who will be in the audience for the programs.

Attempting to supply the answers were NBC vice president David Levy, who is in charge of programs and talent, and Peter B. Kenney; and Wes Harris, program director of WRC-TV Washington.

The hearing resumed Friday, with testimony being taken from ABC officials. It is scheduled to continue Tuesday and Thursday.

An array of charts at last week's hearing was used to support the charge that the amount of tv crime and violence has increased in recent years.

The dark boxes on these charts represent the action-adventure programs the subcommittee says were shown in Washington, D.C., in 1954 and this year.
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, Is An Area Of HOMES

and Evenings, from 6:00 to Midnight,

MOST Rochester TV Homes Tune To CHANNEL 10*

Also

9 out of 10*
of Rochester’s Top Favorite Shows Are Carried Over “10”

* Nielsen Rochester Survey; April, 1961

And

BOTH Surveys** Give Us TOP Over-All Evening Ratings

** Nielsen, April; ARB, March, 1961

CHANNEL 10

BASIC CBS AFFILIATE ABC
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

WHEC-TV EVERETT MCKINNEY INC.  |  WVET-TV THE BOLLING CO. INC.
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**All five question issues, four indicate they'll participate**

Respondents to the FCC's hearing order in the multi-faceted NBC-RKO General Inc. transactions and related applications and pleadings (BROADCASTING, May 1) slapped back at the commission last week for allegedly being ambiguous in failing to define hearing issues clearly.

All parties in the five-sided hearing order-Crowell-Collier Broadcasting Co. announced plans to participate. Crowell-Collier maintained that any issues in the forthcoming hearings should not include a determination of that multiple-station owner's character qualifications.

The proceeding originated as a result of a consent decree whereby NBC was required to dispose of WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia. Subsequently, the network (1) contracted to exchange WRCV-AM-TV for RKO's WNAC-AM-FM-TV Boston; (2) sold WRCV-AM-TV Washington to RKO for $11.5 million; 3; NBC affiliate KRON-TV San Francisco-Oakland for $7.5 million.

Crowell-Collier became involved when it purchased RKO's WGMS-AM-FM Washington for $1.5 million. The other parties to the proceeding are Philco, which has applied for WRCV-TV; 3; NBC affiliate KRON-TV San Francisco, which has applied for WRCV-TV ch. 4 Washington, and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., whose WBZ-TV Boston also is affiliated with NBC.

Crowell-Collier Answer * In two separate filings, Crowell-Collier answered FCC charges that broadcasts on KEWB San Francisco and KFWB Los Angeles have incited public alarm or that the latter station has been guilty of programming in vulgar language or bad taste.

The first charge concerned a spot campaign on the stations attacking California narcotics laws and was highly commended by the California Assembly, law enforcement officers, municipal governments and civic groups, C-C stated. In answering the bad taste charge, it accused in detail TV policies and controls to prevent such occurrences and added that it's difficult to reply without specific charges.

C-C surmised that because of a 1959 inquiry, most of the complaints centered principally on one KFWB program. The reply covered extensively the broadcast background, including network service, of the master of ceremonies of the program and his continuous activities in civic and community enterprises. C-C said that more than any other performer for the licensee, the man in question is sought out for personal appearances before church groups, PTA's and other organizations.

"It is inconceivable, we believe, that he would be requested regularly to make personal appearances before, and take a prominent part in, activities conducted by public service and educational institutions, youth organizations and similar groups if any significant number of persons regarded his radio appearances as being vulgar or in bad taste," C-C said.

The licensee pointed out that a potential fine of $10,000 levied against its KDWB by the FCC for technical violations is the subject of an entirely separate proceeding.

**KRON-TV, Philco Object * Both KRON-TV and Philco, which are seeking permits for tv stations on facilities NBC proposes to sell to RKO, objected to the taking of testimony on RKO's programming and other plans. Such information would be immaterial and would result in depriving Philco of a fair comparative hearing in the case of ch. 3 Philadelphia and KRON-TV for ch. 4 Washington, both respondents said individually.**

Philco also asked the commission to include an issue relating to NBC's parent RCA's recent payola consent decree signed with the Federal Trade Commission. The matters raised by the FTC are important in determining the network's qualifications, Philco said. Philco also noted that it had amended its application for ch. 3 to include additional information on its financing plans, officers, directors and voting stock as requested by the commission.

RKO and NBC asked principally that the hearing issues be enumerated specifically. "If the commission fails to do this and frames broad issues which do not sharply define the scope of the hearing, not only will the parties be put to unnecessary burden and expense, but the hearing will inevitably be turned into one in which public interest considerations will be buried in the background," NBC said.

The network also maintained that there is no justification for inclusion of antitrust issues related to NBC-RKO, as the commission has proposed.

**Pastore introduces Sec. 315 legislation**

Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, last week widened the attack on the Communications Act's restrictions on political broadcasting.

He introduced a bill Thursday that would exempt candidates for President, Vice President, U.S. senator, U.S. representative and governor from the equal-time requirements of the Act.

His measure goes beyond that offered early in the session by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the full Commerce Committee. The Magnuson bill (S 204) would only make permanent last year's suspension of Sec. 315 as it applies to presidential and vice presidential candidates.

The introduction of the Pastore bill interrupted a Capitol Hill lull in the debate over Sec. 315's future. The Pastore subcommittee held a hearing in February on the Magnuson bill (BROADCASTING, Feb. 6), and in April the subcommittee's three-member Watchdog unit held one on alleged broadcaster bias during the 1960 campaign (BROADCASTING, April 3).

The Pastore subcommittee, which plans to continue its hearing on the Magnuson bill, has been awaiting the final report of the Watchdog unit, which is completing an exhaustive compilation of material bearing on the manner in which broadcasters covered the 1960 election. A spokesman for Sen. Pastore said his bill would be considered along with Sen. Magnuson's when the hearing resumes.

**FCC summer hiatus**

The New Frontier has accepted the old and established custom of the FCC of conducting as little business as possible under the law during August.

Following a meeting Tuesday, Aug. 1, the commission will adjourn for the remainder of the month. In addition, no oral arguments or hearings will be held during August, the commission announced last week. At least one commissioner will be on duty during the annual hiatus to handle emergency and routine business.

**Matter of Timing * Introduction of the Pastore bill follows an offer, by CBS President Dr. Frank Stanton, of free prime-evening time to candidates for key state and local offices across the country (BROADCASTING, May 29).**

There is no need for prompt consideration of Sen. Magnuson's bill—its provisions wouldn't be applicable until 1964. But New Jersey will elect a governor in five months, and the candidates for that office were among those mentioned by Dr. Stanton in his conditional offer.

Sen. Pastore has indicated on several occasions he would favor complete repeal of Sec. 315. He has said he believes broadcasters can be trusted to deal fairly with candidates. But he feels that, as a practical matter, the shackles of Sec. 315 can be removed only gradually.
Now... pick an effect from more than 150 possibilities!

Here's the ultimate in convenience for selection and presentation of program effects—the all new RCA Special Effects System. Key circuitry for each effect is contained in plug-in modules. Any ten effects may be pre-selected—simply plug ten modules into the control panel. Each module has illuminated symbol showing the effect it will produce. Slide an effect out—slide another in—it's just that easy. You get just the right effect to add that extra SELL to your programs and commercials.

SIMPLIFIED CONTROL—Push-buttons put effects selection at your fingertips. Push the buttons below the illuminated symbol and you are ready to go "on-air." Wipes and transitions are controlled by a standard fader lever for simple foolproof operation.

UNLIMITED VARIETY—The complete complement of 154 special effects includes wipes, split-screens, picture insets, block, wedge, circular and multiple frequency patterns. In addition, the system will accept a keying signal from any camera source to produce a limitless variety of effects—inset letters, drawings, trademarks; self-keyed video insets, and traveling mattes.

THE BEST EFFECTS WITH LESS EFFORT—Mix color and black-and-white. Enjoy exceptionally clean transitions...the most exciting effects ever conceived! And get them with the least amount of effort possible.

See your RCA Broadcast Representative or write to RCA, Broadcast and TV Equipment, Dept. W9-22, Bldg. 15-5, Camden, N.J.
SRO AS KINGSTREE HEARING ENDS

Former co-owner testifies he sold out because of Walker

FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow's road shows may be in for further bookings judging by the big local box office response to the license renewal hearing of WDKD held in Kingstree, S.C. (Broadcasting, June 5).

The last day of the hearing was held last Monday in a tiny room in the basement of the post office which can accommodate about 20 people. The adjoining room was crowded and the people there craned their necks to the open door. About 12 people stood in the corridor outside. In the room there was the hum of TV film cameras as WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C., and WCSC-TV Charleston, S.C., filmed portions of the proceeding for local newscasts.

Marion L. Few, half-owner of WDKD until 1956 and now operating a finance and loan company, testified that eight months before he sold his interest in the station he had fired Charlie Walker, the disc jockey whose allegedly off-color remarks precipitated the hearing. He said that Mr. Walker was back at work the next day however.

Mr. Few said his partner, E. G. Robinson Jr., the present licensee, had said many times that Charlie Walker was an important business asset. Mr. Few claimed he had sold his interest because he was determined Mr. Walker would not be on the station and that Mr. Robinson was equally determined that he would.

MISUNDERSTANDING - Mr. Robinson, recalled to the stand later, said he had talked to Mr. Walker at that time and that the announcer said he and Mr. Few had had a misunderstanding. "I said 'Mr. Few owns 50% of this business and you straighten out your differences with him'" Mr. Robinson related.

Carroll Godwin, chief announcer of WCSC-TV Charleston and formerly with WDKD, said he had received mail from listeners complaining of Mr. Walker's off-color remarks. Mr. Walker was returning from Army service and the letters requested he not remain as announcer of the hymn-time program.

"Did they suggest Charlie Walker used language suggestive or susceptible to double meaning?" asked FCC attorney P. W. Valicenti.

"I believe the word they used was 'filthy'" Mr. Godwin replied.

E. A. Kraemer, manager of Sears, Roebuck in Florence, S.C., said he had cancelled his spots on WDKD because of Mr. Walker's remarks and because of ad libs at the end of Sears' announcements.

The Walker show was considered by area broadcasters to be "degrading to the radio industry," according to Edward L. B. Osborne, president and general manager of WBCU Union and WAGS Bishopville and 1960 president of the South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.

"Walkerisms" - Examples of "Walkerisms" (a phrase coined by WDKD's attorney, Mrs. Lenore Ehrig) were introduced into the record as excerpts of the tapes made by WJOT Lake City, S.C.

"I seen something last night that I wanted. I wasn't too bashful to go get it, I was just too smart. She had her husband with her . . ."

"I used to go out with a gal cause she had plenty of loving but now I go out with her 'cause she's got plenty of patience."

"It is you give me barbecued ice water and a green-eyed gal and I can go hard."

"Noise distortion is the "scientific word for happy horse crud."

"I can remember when I was a single boy. It is that my britches used to be wrinkled all the time too, but the reason my britches was wrinkled when I was single is because gals was always sitting on my lap . . . Man, times do change. Now what I got in 'em's wrinkled."

"She don't mind marrying a stick of dynamite if he's got a long fuse."

At the conclusion of the hearing on Monday, FCC Examiner Thomas H. Donahue commended the attorneys on both sides for their conduct of the hearing. "It was not an easy case to try," he added.

Harris hears bill on agency ethics

Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce Committee opened a four-day hearing on his ethics bill (HR 14) for regulatory agencies last week with the observation that it "is one of the most important—if not the most important—pieces of legislation to be considered by this committee."

During the first three days of the hearing, spokesmen for the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Power Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Trade Commission indicated they agreed. They endorsed the bills objectives though all had some reservations and suggested changes. The FCC was scheduled Friday (see at Deadline). The bill, an outgrowth of the old House Oversight Subcommittee's investigation of the FCC and other regulatory agencies, would ban backdoor in influences and ex parte communication and create a code of ethics for the agencies and those who appear before them.

Inquiries about the status of pending cases would be permitted but the commissions could disqualify parties who try to make off-the-record contacts with members or employees. Certain violations would be punishable by up to one-year imprisonment and a $10,000 fine or both.

Rep. Harris during the hearings last week asked agency chairmen and general counsel to meet with him after the hearings to make the bill palatable to all agencies.

The seriousness with which Rep. Harris views the situation his bill is designed to treat was underlined in his opening remarks. "There's a job to be done here," he said, "but we can't get onshore to the point where orderly administration of agencies is affected."

He said the problem of reconciling the commissions' need for "judicia aloofness" with their need for gathering information is "vexatious." But unless steps are taken to solve it, he added, the agencies are bound—in the future as in the past—to be rocked by periodic scandals.

The bill is identical to one approved by the Commerce Committee in the last Congress. That measure never reached a floor vote.

'Consultative' hearing set by antitrust group

FCC Chairman Newton N. Minow and Lee Loevinger, chief of the Justice Dept.'s antitrust division, will appear before the House Antitrust Subcommittee in a "consultative" hearing on Wednesday and Thursday June 14-15.

The congressional group, headed by Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), wants to learn what the commission and Justice have done to carry out recommendations contained in the subcommittee's 1957 report on the television industry.

The report dealt with the uhf problem and competitive tv, option time, long-term talent contracts, antitrust implications of multiple ownership, affiliate agreements, network must-buy and programming practices, music contracts and BMI, program tie-ins, AT&T line charges, network ownership of programs, the Westinghouse-NBC station swap and commission ethics.

The subcommittee will also discuss another of its reports with Messrs. Minow and Loevinger—one on the Justice Dept.'s consent-decree program. Issued in 1959, it is concerned mainly with the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
YOU MAY NEVER EAT A 1,474 LB. CHEESE*—

BUT... WKZO Radio "Feeds" The Largest Audience
In Kalamazoo-Battle Creek And Greater Western Michigan!

Survey after survey has proved that WKZO Radio consistently keeps your sales message before the largest listening audience in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

For example, Pulse (see left) gives WKZO Radio an average of 73% more listeners than Station 'B' during 360 quarter hours surveyed, 6 a.m.-Midnight, Monday through Friday.

WKZO Radio gives you effective coverage of one of America's fastest growing markets in the areas of personal income and retail sales. Get all the facts on WKZO Radio — the leadership station in Greater Western Michigan — from Avery-Knodel.

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
Moulder unit okays $25 million for etv

HARRIS SUPPORT ENHANCES BILL'S CHANCES ON FLOOR

A federal subsidy for educational television was a step closer to reality last week. The House Communications Subcommittee, headed by Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.), approved a bill to appropriate $25,250,000 in matching funds to the states for preparation of etv plans and acquisition and installation of transmission equipment.

The bill (HR 132), an amended version of one introduced by Rep. Kenneth Roberts (D-Ark.), is expected to get prompt and favorable consideration by the full Commerce Committee. It also stands a good chance of getting through the House. Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the Commerce Committee is reported ready to give it full support.

The bill would amend the Communications Act but puts the etv program under the administration of the U.S. Commissioner of Education. He would decide whether to approve applications for funds and how much would be granted to a maximum of $1 million for a state. His decisions would be based on availability of etv channels, the location of existing etv stations and on population density.

Amended by the Subcommittee to include the views of the Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare, the Roberts bill differs in important respects from the etv bill ($205) already passed by the Senate (Broadcasting, March 27).

The Senate bill, authored by Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Commerce Committee and identical to bills passed by the Senate in the two previous Congresses, would authorize total appropriation of $51 million, up to $1 million for each state, and requires no state matching funds. It provides no funds for planning.

Bill's Provisions • The Roberts bill would make up to $1 million in construction funds available to a state, but requires the recipient state to match the federal grant dollar for dollar. Secretary Ribicoff has expressed the view that only a minority of the states would require the maximum in federal aid on a matching-funds basis. The bill would also provide each state up to $10,000 for surveys and planning, again on a matching basis.

HEW Secretary Abraham A. Ribicoff strongly endorsed the matching-funds and etv-planning provisions, which were in the original Roberts bill, in his appearance before the Communications Subcommittee last month (Broadcasting, May 22). Under the Roberts bill, funds would be provided for the acquisition and installation of such equipment as towers, microwave equipment, boosters, translators, repeaters, mobile equipment, and video recording devices, but not structures to house stations. The deadline for applying for the grants would be July 1, 1965.

Other key provisions, which reflect the thoughts expressed by Secretary Ribicoff in his testimony, would permit states to cooperate in planning interstate or regional etv facilities and allow for grants on a project-by-project basis, rather than state-by-state.

The Commissioner of Education, who would administer the federal aid program under the bill, would be required to base his decision on granting funds and "the amount of such grants" on criteria and priorities designed to achieve:

• Prompt and effective use of all remaining etv channels. (Of the 268 channels set aside for etv, 54 are in use.)

• Equitable geographic distribution of etv facilities.

• Establishing etv facilities "which will serve the greatest number of persons...and which are adaptable to the broadest educational uses."

The bill would also permit the federal government to recover a portion of the funds if it grants a state if, within 10 years after completion of a federally subsidized project, the agency or institution receiving the funds ceases to function or the facilities no longer are used for educational television.

THE MINOW MIND

He gives views on networks, free time, diversification

Newton N. Minow, the outspoken chairman of the FCC, spoke out again last week on the question of political activity by the education network. Mr. Minow addressed the members of the Woman's National Democratic Club in Washington, he said:

• That radio-tv networks and stations should be required to provide free time for political candidates on the national, state and local levels.

• That the FCC should have the authority to regulate certain network practices, such as balanced programming.

• That newspaper ownership of radio-tv stations in certain markets is a "matter of grave concern" and destroys the whole concept of freedom in the dissemination of information.

• That the FCC has never censored programming and never will but licenses will be held strictly accountable for their promises.

• That the most serious long-range problem facing the commission is space communications.

• That children's tv shows are "such a waste."

"I can't see why broadcasters should profit from carrying political discussions," Chairman Minow told the Demo cratic women during the feature panel discussion. "I personally think there should be mandatory free time. They should have just compensation for out-of-pocket expense in current in such programs."

Mr. Minow said that he has no fixed ideas on how much free time should be required and admitted he probably does not have the support of a majority of the commissioners.

FCC, FTC money bill ratified by House

The House passed the independent offices appropriations bill last week which included $12.4 million for fiscal 1962 operations of the FCC and $16 million for the Federal Trade Commission. The FCC appropriation represents an increase of $611,000 over the amount appropriated for the current fiscal year ending June 30, but is $125,000 less than the figure asked by the President.

An accompanying report from the Appropriations Committee noted that the increase will permit the addition of 50 employees with at least 20 for the Broadcast Bureau. The report also urged the FCC to hire three additional hearing examiners.

The Trade Commission received a whopping increase of $1.99 million over its fiscal 1961 appropriation from the House. Of 230 new employees authorized, 10 are to be hearing examiners and over 60 are to be added to the agency's compliance division.

The measure now goes to the Senate for further action. Hearings are scheduled to begin on the House-passed USIA fiscal 1962 appropriation of $134.7 million before a Senate subcommittee June 20 (Broadcasting, June 5).

Payola deadline extended

At the request of the Motion Picture Assn. of America, the FCC last week granted interested parties an additional 10 days to comment on rulemaking to outlaw payola on radio and tv. Comments originally were due today (Monday); the new deadline is June 22, and for replies, July 13.

The rulemaking would implement Sec. 317 of the Communications Act, as revised by Congress last summer, and a new Sec. 508. The proposed rules (Docket 14094) extend commission authority to cover feature-length motion pictures produced after Sept. 13, 1960. They require announcements in cases where any payment of money or other valuable consideration were made in return for product mentions.

NAB last week asked for an exten-
tion of the present June 19 deadline for comments on a related rulemaking (Docket 14119) which requires that identifying announcements be aired if any broadcaster has an interest in a product which is promoted on his own radio-tv facilities or network. NAB, in asking that comments be accepted until July 10, said some of the plugging examples cited by the commission contain inconsistencies and are subject to multiple interpretations.

**Sale of WJPB-TV stock may be approved again**

The sale of 50% of WJPB-TV Weston, W. Va., by J. B. Beacom to Thomas J. Johnson (47.5%) and George W. Eby (2.5%) looks as if it is going to be approved. The FCC last week issued instructions to its staff to prepare a paper affirming the transaction, originally approved in February 1960. This was protested by WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va., and the earlier approval was set aside. In the hearing the commission looked also into allegations of unauthorized transfer of control. This was based on the transfer early in 1960 of 36.74% to Mr. Johnson and 3.01% to Mr. Eby. An initial decision favored re-approval of the 50% transfer (BROADCASTING, March 6). Last week’s action is subject to a final FCC vote.

**MST OPPOSES DEINTERMIXTURE PLEA**

Association’s filing reflects alerted policy

The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters and several individual tv stations filed comments with the FCC last week opposing a petition by the Committee for Competitive TV urging that the commission move rapidly on deintermixture.

Specifically, CCT asked that the following nine markets be made all uhf through the deletion of existing vhf allocations (BROADCASTING, May 8):
- Montgomery, Ala.;
- Hartford, Conn.;
- Champaign-Urbana, Ill.;
- Evansville, Ind.;
- Binghamton, N. Y.;
- Erie, Pa.;
- Lancaster-Harrisburg-York-Lebanon, Pa.;
- Columbia, S. C., and
- Madison, Wis.

MST maintained the CCT petition should be dismissed without consideration for “substantial and material failure” to comply with commission rules. If not dismissed, it should be denied because the petition does not contain a single fact to support its contentions.

The MST comment represents a departure from the past policy of the association, which heretofore has limited itself primarily in FCC proceedings to proposals which would result in a breakdown of mileage separations. In responding to CCT, MST came out strongly against deintermixture as “wholly inconsistent with . . . a sound approach to tv allocations in the public interest. . . .”

According to MST, deintermixture would deprive the public of existing wide-area service; waste valuable vhf frequencies; weaken vhf; and “would advance private interests at the expense of the public interest.”

Also opposing the CCT proposal were ch. 6 WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C.;
- ch. 3 WISC-TV Madison, Wis., ch. 8 WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.;
- ch. 3 WCIA (TV) Champaign, Ill.;
- ch. 3 WTIC-TV Hartford,
- ch. 40 WINR-TV Binghamton,
- which has asked the FCC to assign ch. 4 there, said the commission should act with haste to make Binghamton either all vhf or all uhf.

In a separate rulemaking, MST and ch. 3 WRGP-TV Chattanooga, Tenn., opposed a petition by Voice of Dixie Inc. asking that ch. 3 be allocated to Birmingham. Both pointed out that such an assignment would result in short separations from WRGP-TV and co-channel WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga.

---

**KLZ radio a FORMULA STATION?**

SURE . . . The KLZ recipe for listening could be called a “formula”!

Regular ingredients include best music, top CBS presentations, timely local and national news coverage . . . and that special KLZ additive . . . Salesmanship!

Next time you’re cooking up a campaign to reach the ladies, try the “Pat Gay Show.”

Pat, heard on KLZ from 12:10 to 12:50 pm weekdays, whips up interest in any product she advertises. Just 22 on-the-air announcements brought nearly 10,000 written requests for her 1960 Holiday Recipe Book.

Pat Gay’s blend of audience appeal and salesmanship means rising sales for you . . . and it serves the Rocky Mountain market!

KLZ radio 560 - CBS in Denver

Represented by Katz Agency
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EVERYBODY'S IN FCC ACT

Sen. Pastore introduces bill; Rep. Harris sets hearings; House showdown on Kennedy plan seen

FCC reorganization developments popped all over Capitol Hill last week.

Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Committee announced he will hold a subcommittee hearing this week on his bill (HR 7333) to permit the commission to delegate all of its functions and to eliminate the mandatory right of review in FCC cases. On the Senate side, Sen. John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) introduced a similar reorganization measure he said was drafted "with the full cooperation" of the FCC.

And on the House floor Thursday, Rep. H. R. Gross (R-Iowa) created a flurry of excitement when he unexpectedly sought to call up the President's FCC reorganization plan for a vote. Since the matter had not been scheduled, the House shouted its motion down, with even the House Republican leadership voting against him.

The independently-acting Iowan, however, succeeded in eliciting a promise from Rep. Harris and Rep. William L. Dawson (D-III.), chairman of the House Government Operations Committee, that they'll seek a House vote on the plan this week. With the House leadership opposed to the plan and Rep. Dawson's committee having recommended its rejection, its defeat is considered almost certain.

The hearing on Rep. Harris' bill will be held Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, by his Regulatory Agencies Subcommittee. The FCC and Leonard Marks, former head of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., were the only witnesses listed at week's end.

New One - The latest entry in the FCC-reorganization derby, the Pastore bill (S 2634), has three main sections which resemble key features in both the Harris bill and the President's plan.

1. It would permit the commission to delegate all functions, including those involving adjudicatory matters.
2. It would eliminate litigants' right to mandatory review by the full commission.
3. It would abolish the commission's operations and review staff.

But in two respects the Pastore bill goes farther than the Harris measure in meeting objections of those who opposed the President's plan.

1. It says nothing about transferring to the chairman the power to assign commission personnel to tasks. The Harris bill would authorize the chairman to assign work to anyone except the commissioners. The President's plan, which has been denounced on the ground that it would grant the chairman unwarranted power, excludes no one from this authority to assign work.
2. Although eliminating the right to mandatory review, the Pastore bill would permit litigants in adjudicatory cases to file exceptions which either the commission or the staff member to whom the matter had been referred would be required to pass on.

Neither the President's plan nor the FCBA, as well as several members of the FCC, opposed the President's plan because it lacked such a feature.

Free Advisors - Both the Harris and Pastore bills, however, go further than the President's plan in one respect. They would eliminate a section of the Communication Act which prohibits the commission from consulting, in adjudicatory matters, with the offices of the general counsel, chief engineer or chief accountant. Only those staff members who actually engaged in the preparation of a case would still be prevented from discussing such cases with the commission.

Commissioners have complained about the present prohibition ever since it was written into the Communications Act in 1952. They feel it denies them the staff assistance they need.

Sen. Pastore said his bill was worked out with "the full cooperation of the commission and has the agreement of all seven commissioners." During a hearing on the President's plan before his Communications Subcommittee last month, Sen. Pastore had requested the commission to present a reorganization measure all its members could support (Broadcasting, May 29).

Sarnoff urges relief from Sec. 315 'yoke'

NBC Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff appealed to a Senate Subcommittee last Friday (June 9) to remove the "equal time yoke . . . across the political board" and at the same time hit "discriminatory" proposals which would require broadcasters to give political candidates free time.

In a statement prepared for delivery before the Subcommittee on Privileges & Elections of the Senate Rules & Administration Committee, Mr. Sarnoff urged Congress to take immediate action on outright repeal of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act. The subcommittee began a second round of hearings Friday on several bills relating to all phases of politicking.

The NBC chairman said that Sec. 315 represents the barrier which prevents radio and tv from making the most effective contribution possible toward political campaigns. Equal time requirements should be repealed immediately, he said, so that the American people who will be going to the polls several times before the next presidential election can have candidates and issues presented to them as effectively as possible "untrammeled by needless restraints."

Broadcasters demonstrated during the 1960 suspension of Sec. 315 for the presidential campaign that benefits to be derived from outright repeal are not just conjecture, Mr. Sarnoff said. "The equal time restrictions should be lifted across the political board so that the debate technique may be applied, along with other expanded broadcast coverage, to any election for public office," he stated.

Mr. Sarnoff renewed his pledge, made last fall, that NBC-owned stations will seek out candidates in local and state elections for debates.

Discrimination - The purchase of time is only one of many costly campaign expenses, Mr. Sarnoff said, in attacking proposals to require free time for candidates. To discriminate against broadcasting on the grounds stations use the public airwaves and are licensed by the FCC cannot be justified, he maintained. "What would be expropriated is the use of costly facilities, manpower and other resources representing the investment and expense that have created a service where none existed before."

KTTV comments to FCC on L. A. etv problem

KTTV (TV) Los Angeles last week suggested that the seven commercial vhf stations in that city join forces to raise funds to purchase one of the seven outlets at a fair market price—for conversion into an educational tv station.

Until this could be accomplished, the Los Angeles Times-Mirror's KTTV said, the seven area stations should alternate in devoting a day's broadcasting time to etv. KTTV's views were presented to the FCC in the latter's inquiry into methods by which a vhf channel in Los Angeles and New York could be made available to etv. Deadline for commenting on the proposal has been extended to July 6 (Broadcasting, June 5).

The station urged the commission to take steps to encourage negotiations between one of the Los Angeles stations and an educational group capable and ready to buy at a fair market price. This could be done, KTTV said, through FCC assurances that sale negotiations would not prejudice the existing licensee's right to retain his license and a promise not to delay any proposed transfers by reason of the pendency of the present inquiry.

68 (Government)
The Third Degree of a Buyer of Time*

Special Report to Broadcasters: Under questioning, subject admitted holding such varied titles as Time Buyer, Media Director, Account Executive or Space Buyer in advertising agencies, Sales Manager, Sales Promotion Director or Advertising Manager in advertiser companies.

Most Significant: Confesses to handling in 1960 an average of $287,341 in Spot Radio, $922,426 in Spot TV as an agency man. Also has a 1960 record of handling an average of $119,154 in Spot Radio, $348,399 in Spot TV as an advertiser. Says he will probably spend as much or more in '61.

Recommendation: A campaign to tap this Buying Power concentrating on those who buy or influence the purchase of advertising in Media/scope.

* Editor's Note: "A Buyer of Time" is a collective designation here for Media/scope readers who buy time, regardless of title or position in agency or advertiser company. Among Media/scope agency readers alone, 73% buy Spot Radio Time and 65% buy Spot TV Time. "The Buying Power of the Media/scope Audience,"—a study conducted by Market Facts, Inc.—clearly delineates these and other facts such as what media Media/scope readers buy; how much, in dollars, they buy; how involved they are in the various phases of the media-buying decision; what is the approximate size of their agency billings and advertiser appropriations; and how much media they will buy in 1961.

For full information about this important study, write or call your nearest Media/scope office today.
If it's in works, boss doesn't know it

KENNEDY DISMISES NEWSPAPER OWNERSHIP QUERY

Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy told a group of newspaper editors and publishers last week he is not aware of any case under study at the Dept. of Justice looking toward the possible divestiture of radio or TV stations by newspaper owners.

The disclaimer came after questions were asked of Mr. Kennedy by delegates attending the second annual UPI Editors and Publishers Conference in Washington last week.

Mr. Kennedy said there is no policy against such joint ownership, but said facetiously that if anyone knows of any case where the antitrust law is being violated he should inform the Dept. of Justice.

The editors and publishers were told about such a "threat" earlier in the conference by Herbert G. Klein, editor of the San Diego (Calif.) Union. "The Justice Dept. has not started action to break up group ownership of newspapers and television," the news secretary to former Vice President Nixon said, "but it has not denied interest in the subject." This is the second time Mr. Klein has warned of such an impending action.

Censorship Threat * Of major concern to the UPI delegates was the threat of censorship initiated by President Kennedy in his talk to newspaper publishers and editors last April.

This menace was stressed by both Mr. Klein and Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.), who also spoke to the conference.

President Kennedy, however, told the conference last week: "There is no proposal that the federal government or the national government take any action in that area."

---

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

PARAMOUNT UNVEILS COLOR TV SET

New unit boasts price 25% lower than present models

Add Paramount Pictures Corp. to a growing list of companies soon to bring out new color TV receivers on a mass distribution basis. Paramount, at its annual meeting June 6 in New York, demonstrated two prototypes of its own color sets, and announced that negotiations are underway to license one of three unidentified major TV set makers for commercial production, to start within a year.

Among the competitive advantages Paramount attributes to its single-gun tube color receiver: a price 25% below present starting prices (RCA's $495 set); a smaller size, and improved brightness for both color and black-and-white pictures.

The color TV development, Paramount's pay TV activities and its recent acquisition of 50% ownership in Talent Assoc. overshadowed the company's report on motion picture business, which Barney Balaban, president, was quick to say is "still basically the business" of Paramount.

Mr. Balaban told the large shareholder assemblage that dissatisfaction with results of Paramount's 1960 entry into production for television led to the association with the "truly professional and experienced" Talent Assoc. organization, which is headed by Alfred Levy and David Susskind. Mr. Susskind, in a brief talk to stockholders, said CBS-TV has accepted three new programs for the 1962-63 season. He said scripts and pilots for two one-hour shows and one half-hour show were authorized. Talent Assoc. last week completed the taping of The Power and The Glory, a two-hour special scheduled for showing next season on CBS-TV.

In his report on Paramount's "pioneering" of pay TV, Mr. Balaban said that its wholly-owned subsidiary, International Telemeter Co., in September 1960 achieved the "phase 1" objective of about 6,000 subscribers at its large-scale experiment in Etobicoke, near Toronto, Canada. "Since then," he said, Telemeter has been developing a "good deal of basic information about various aspects of this new medium." He said the Etobicoke operation "does not offer a valid base for profit and loss determination.

Mr. Balaban said that even in Telemeter's early stage and with limited programming some trends are discernible. For example, the creation of a new audience of movie viewing via the home box office of pay TV. He remarked that the movie "Psycho" played on Telemeter fully two weeks after it had completed runs at both local theatres and yet was purchased by about 47% of the subscribers.

Paul Raibourn, Paramount vice pres.
president, who unveiled the new color tv set, said the basic difference between Paramount's set and those now on the market is that the chromatic color selection in the Paramount set is "almost entirely made by electromagnetic voltages inside the tube and a single cathode ray gun is used." Sets presently on the market use three guns so related in space that the selection paths in the tubes, when adjusted by external components, reach the proper color, and, "sets so far offered for sale lack brightness."

For purposes of comparison, the Paramount sets were demonstrated on either side of a $309 Zenith black and white tv receiver. Mr. Raibourn said that the cost of the Paramount set would be between 1.7 to 1.9 times that of the Zenith set under production of 50,000 to 100,000 sets per year and under experienced mass production of 500,000 sets per year, costs could get down to 1.3 to 1.4 times the Zenith set. Automatic Corp., a Paramount subsidiary, produced the color units, using the Chromatic tube proposed some years ago by Dr. Ernest Lawrence.

General Electric and Zenith are other major companies to announce entry into color tv manufacture, with market distribution to start this fall.

Jerrod '60-'61 revenue totals $11.9 million

Operating revenues for the Jerrod Electronics Corp., Philadelphia, manufacturer of community tv system and other equipment, totaled $11,935,899 for the fiscal year ending Feb. 28, the firm reported last week. This is a 42% increase over the 1959-60 fiscal year revenues of $8,416,750.

Net income after taxes, including a special credit, amounted to $3,086,085 ($1.64 per share) on an average of 1,884,569 outstanding shares during the 1960-61 year. Of this, $2,837,212 ($1.51) represented net gain from the sale of Jerrod's nine catv systems last year (to H&B American Corp. for $5 million). Net income and a special credit after taxes in the 1959-60 fiscal year totaled $810,251 (67 cents per share); of which $283,656 (23 cents) represented non-recurring income.

Technical topics...

Thin Man mike • Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich., has introduced its "Thin Man" mike, Model E-V652, a non-directional, voice-range microphone with a 24-inch semi-rigid neck. A one-eighth inch tubing allows freedom of movement for the microphone in all directions. It also is available with a 15-inch neck (Model 652A). Both models come complete with Model 300 stand adapter and 20-foot, three-conductor, rubber-jacketed broadcast cable.

Explosion • The microwave terminal of the Kimball (Neb.) community tv system at Dallas was destroyed by the explosion of propane gas tanks May 19, but now is operating again, Collins Radio Co. reported last week. Collins' Texas division promptly shipped new three-channel terminal facility that was installed and operating May 30.

New dimmer • Kliegl Bros. Co., 321 W. 50 St. New York, has announced UL approval and availability of SCR dimmers in 4, 5 and 6-kw capacities, and 3, 10 and 12-kw models will be available in the near future. The dimmers, suitable for use in theaters, auditoriums and studios, feature self-contained cooling fans.

New distributor • Livingston Audio Products Corp., Caldwell, N. J., has become the sole distributor of the Livingston tape line. A new catalog emphasizing its 4-track "100 Minute Series" is available. For information write: Livingston Audio Products Corp., 147 Roseland Ave., Caldwell, N. J.
Cleaning? Who cleans?

Household cleansers? Fine... but...

Stoop and scour... Not with VANiSH.

Today's modern housewife lives a life of ease.
FILM does the unusual...

THE PROBLEM: How to show—visually and verbally—smartly and tastefully—just what a new and different household cleanser can do...show how and why VANiSH obsoletes old ways and old ideas!

THE ANSWER: A unique combination of animation and live action together with precisely synchronized mutes! On film, of course! For film gives you the range of effects to make commercials exciting...arresting...the way you want them—and when!

What’s more, it’s film alone that assures you the convenience, coverage and penetration that today’s total marketing requires.

For more information, write Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional Films for motion pictures and television, Fort Lee, N. J., Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif.

ADVERTISER: Dracket Company—VANiSH
ADVERTISING AGENCY: Young & Rubicam, Inc.
PRODUCER: Transfilm-Caravel, Inc.

PROGRAMMING

New competition for late movies and ‘Paar’
WESTINGHOUSE’S ‘PM EAST’ & ‘PM WEST’ BEGIN

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.’s two-in-one answer to late-night movies, the Jack Paar Show and the constant call for imaginative programming will be launched tonight (June 12). It’s tape syndication’s biggest venture to date, a pair of companion programs totaling 90 minutes a night, five nights a week, and they’re starting on the five Westinghouse tv stations and four others thus far committed on a syndication basis.

Donald H. McGannon, WBC president, expects that the total lineup for the programs may not exceed 10 or 15 top-market stations outside the WBC group—not because the programming lacks appeal but because tape, as yet, lacks the flexibility to make wholesale syndication practical. He estimates that the cost of tapes for 15 stations, including WBC’s five, will come to about $125,000 a year when the expenses of duplication, packaging, transportation, return transportation and inspection are all added up.

The programs, to be presented back-to-back in late evening time Monday through Friday, are PM East and PM West. Mike Wallace is host of PM East and Joyce Davidson is feature editor. The program originates in New York, is 60 minutes long and runs to interviews with both name and little-known personalities, panel discussions, on-location features and similar treatments of so-called “idea subjects.” Terrence O’Flaherty, syndicated tv columnist of the San Francisco Chronicle, is host on the 30-minute PM West, which originates in San Francisco and will deal chiefly with places, personalities and performances by entertainers.

Dick Pack, WBC programming vice president, describes the shows this way: PM East explores a single theme each night via performing talent, roundtable discussion, interview, remote segments on location and prepared narrative. PM West investigates the sight and sound of San Francisco, its folkways, its color, its pioneer spirit, its emergence as America’s most exciting city.

Thoroughly Planned = “Both programs are about people, famous and obscure but all interesting to the viewer. Except for the actual texts of the interview and discussion segments, the twin shows are thoroughly planned, designed for intimacy between studio and home. There are no orchestral cues and fanfares, no studio audience, no stage setting to raise a barrier between the one or two faces on the tv screen and the other half of the conversation, the home viewer.”

Messrs. McGannon, Pack and associates do not regard the two PMs as signifying either dissatisfaction with feature films (which they replace on the WBC stations) or desire to compete with NBC-TV’s Jack Paar.

Mr. McGannon estimates that through existing libraries and new purchases the WBC stations could have continued with feature films in these late-night periods for a “reasonable” distance into the future—probably 18 to 24 months. But he says WBC also realized that “sooner or later” it would have to face the problem of finding new programming—and we’d rather do it sooner, when we have the luxury of time in which to work on it, than later when we wouldn’t.”

In addition, he said, WBC felt that...
Appearing in the first week of WBC's new late-night shows will be sculptor Beniamino Bufano (l. picture) on the Wed., June 14 installment of 'PM West,' shown talking with host Terrence O'Flaherty. On 'PM East' will be Pullitzer Prize winner Fred Cook (r. picture) who will be interviewed by Mike Wallace and feature editor Joyce Davidson.

this late-evening period offers both an opportunity and a challenge for the "innovation and creativity" essential to successful television programming today.

Refining and Building • Thus WBC started work on finding and developing the format some 18 months ago and has been refining and building it since then. The programs are produced through a new subsidiary, WBC Productions Inc., under the overall supervision of Ben Park as executive producer. They are taped several weeks in advance (subject matter is "topical but not perishable"), for presentation on all stations at approximately the same time (11:15 p.m. on WBC stations).

In addition to the WBC stations—WBZ-TV Boston, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, KYW-TV Cleveland, KPIX (TV) San Francisco and WJZ-TV Baltimore—there are, at the start Metropolitan Broadcasting Co.'s WNEW-TV New York at whose studios PM East is taped, and WTTG (TV) Washington, plus WGN-TV Chicago and KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Officials said negotiations were in progress with close to 20 other major market stations and indicated some of these were nearing the point where they could be announced.

The programs represent an investment of more than $1 million a year but financial success is not dependent on syndication. Officials said they can be and if necessary will be continued on the five WBC stations alone at no more expense than is involved in programming the stations with feature films at the going rates for films.

The sales format calls for two 60-10-60 commercial insertions per half-hour — another factor which admittedly, along with the problems of duplicating and distributing tape, may tend to limit the extent of syndication. The commercial insertions provided in the tapes are fewer than the NAB Television Code permits, but WBC officials feel they permit a better "program flow" and yet enable the company to amortize its investment in the programs. It is the same sales format used by the WBC stations in programming feature films in this period.

Sales in PM East and PM West on the WBC stations are handled by TVAR, WBC-owned station representation firm. Sales in the programs on non-WBC stations are handled by those stations or their reps.

Show Participants • Indicating the tone of the new series, the first week's program's include appearances by Admiral Chester Nimitz, author William L. Shirer, producer Otto Preminger, historian Lucius Beebe, singer Sam Cook, comedian Jonathan Winters, and actor Sterling Hayden.

Each PM East will be devoted to a different theme around which all of the evening's features will be built. The opening night's program has an "anthology" theme and will include a visit by Joyce Davidson first to a race track and then to the operator of a school who teaches how to bet on horse races; an interview with Sam Cook, who also performs on the program; a talk with the inventor of the round hot dog at Coney Island; an appearance and performance by the writers of "Bye Bye Birdie"; an interview with a wartime comrade of the man for whom the controversial John Birch Society was named (who says Birch would never have joined the society); interviews with and performances by a night club act and a singer, and an interview with Mr. Shirer, author of Rise and Fall of the Third Reich.


CBS Films production shuts down in Hollywood

CBS Films has closed its Hollywood production offices and will now operate only as a representative and distributor of outside-produced pilots and series. Merle S. Jones, president of CBS-TV Stations Division and CBS Films, said last week the shift in emphasis was made because of a change in the buying pattern of programs for network series. The market potential is not worth the capital risk in pilots, he said.

CBS Films had increasing difficulties this year in offering its pilots for sale to networks. It produced four pilots, and though they reportedly stimulated advertiser interest, none won network acceptance. The shows included Max Shulman's comedy Daddy-O: Mister Doc, starring Dean Jagger; Russell, a half-hour western; and Baron Gus, starring Ricardo Montalban. Each cost an estimated $70,000. An additional pilot, the Bonnie Prudden Show, is still being shown to agencies and advertisers.

In the new alignment, Robert F. Lewine, vice president in charge of CBS Films production, will continue to supervise programs. There reportedly will be personnel cutbacks in both New York and Hollywood offices, however.
The fifty billion dollar generation!

They're part of the "population explosion" you've read about.

In just 10 years, there will be some 30 million more Americans like them!

That's a big reason why you see huge new electric power plants going up all over the country. Giant power lines marching to the horizons.

And you'll be seeing more. An additional 50 billion dollars' worth in the next 10 years—built by the investor-owned electric light and power companies.

This is the way they meet their responsibility for power on a nation-wide scale. Plenty of power—for the increasing population—for the zooming needs of industry, farms, homes and defense.

A Preview of a More Powerful America
Studies of the nation's future power needs have been published in a new booklet, which outlines the building program that will provide more power to meet them. The coupon below will bring you a copy, without charge.
New tv markets for good local programs

TRANS-LUX'S TAC TO OFFER MEMBERS BEST FROM OTHER STATIONS

Locally-produced television programs in cultural, informational and educational areas will be available to stations which join the newly-formed Television Affiliates Corp., New York, a tv subsidiary of the Trans-Lux Corp., New York [CLOSED CIRCUIT, June 5]. TAC hopes to deliver initial programs to stations by December 1961.

TAC's establishment was announced at a news conference last week by Richard Brandt and Richard Carlton, president and vice president, respectively, of Trans-Lux. Robert Weisberg, vice president of TAC, will head this operation.

The Criteria - The programs to be offered to member stations, Mr. Brandt said, must meet these established criteria: (1) they must be cultural, informational and educational; (2) they must be of high quality; (3) they must be regional or national in scope of interest, and (4) they must conform to NAB code standards.

A broadcast advisory committee, which attended the news conference, has worked with TAC officials in setting up program standards and in establishing pricing policies. The committee consists of Richard Borel, director of tv at WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, and chairman of the CBS-TV Network Affiliates Assn.; Eldon Campbell, vice president and general manager, WFBM-TV Indianapolis; Roger Clipp, vice president and general manager, radio-tv division of Triangle Publications, Philadelphia; Jack Harris, vice president and general manager, KPRC-TV Houston; David Moore, president, Transcontinent Television Corp., A Louis Read, executive vice president and general manager, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Norman Louvau, president and general manager, KCX-TV Salt Lake City.

TAC's objectives are to make "the best" locally-produced programs of a cultural, informational and educational nature available to stations throughout the country; help develop and encourage local production and writing talent, and help provide a balance in local programming.

TAC in the next three months, will screen local programs. It aims to collect a library of approximately 100 shows. From Sept. 1 to Dec. 1, TAC will conduct its membership drive and hopes to enroll approximately 100 stations.

'Keep Fees Low' - Mr. Harris spoke briefly on behalf of the Broadcast Advisory Committee. He stressed that the committee has urged TAC to set membership fees as low as possible so a larger number of stations can afford the service. He said he feels there is a strong need for the type of programming TAC wants to make available and said members of the advisory committee are confident the project will be successful.

Mr. Weisberg made it clear that TAC is owned by Trans-Lux—that no financial interest in the organization is held by member stations, though the cooperative effort will enable TAC members to obtain "quality" programs at "fair and equitable prices."

Mr. Weisberg explained that one station in each market will have exclusive rights to programs obtained through TAC, but a producing station need not be a member. A published price list will be distributed in about a month, but it was learned the annual membership fee will range from approximately $1,500 for smaller markets up to $18,000-$19,000 for the top markets. Member stations may use the programs at their discretion.

The outlets which provide programs to the TAC library will be designated "producing stations." They will receive payment from TAC, the amount depending on the length of the program, the number of performances it receives and the size of the markets in which it is carried.

TAC will receive a management service fee of about one-half of the 35% that most distributors charge for handling a program. For example, if TAC's revenues for a year are $200,000, TAC will be entitled to about $38,000, plus expenses for overhead, which officials say, will be "modest" at the outset. The remainder of the funds will be distributed to producing stations, based on the amount of revenue they have earned under the performance formula.

Headquarters for TAC will be at the home office of Trans-Lux at 625 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. Trans-Lux, through various subsidiaries, distributes programs to tv stations and motion pictures to theatres. The company also owns and operates 10 motion picture theatres in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Washington and Detroit.

UAA offers 32 post-'50 films

A new package of 32 motion picture features released in the late 1950s is being offered to stations and advertisers by United Artists Assoc. beginning today (June 12). The group—including seven in color—is made up of United Artists releases.

FOR THAT "LIVE" LOOK, TAPE IT...
on Scotch® Brand Live-Action Video Tape!

"Real-life" presence is the new TV look achieved by today's commercials using "Scotch" brand Video Tape. Until now, the home-viewer's picture has been an ingenious compromise—an optical medium shown on an electronic screen.

Not so with tape! "Scotch" brand Video Tape offers complete compatibility of picture source and picture—both electronic—with a greatly expanded gray scale for gradual transitions from absolute black to absolute white. In addition, tape eliminates jitter, provides excellent sound quality and an "unlimited" number of special effects. It all adds up to cleaner, crisper originals of unsurpassed quality...with exceptional Video Tape duplicates and kines from master tapes.

"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Company. © 1961, 3M Co.

Tape has many advantages—for advertiser, agency, producer. Playback is immediate, serious goofs can be remedied at once by retakes. Special effects are made instantaneously...no lab work and waiting. Costs are competitive, savings gratifying.

Tape is easy to work with, no mystery...talented specialists are available to help you. Prove it to yourself! Send your next TV storyboard to your local tape producer for an estimate that will surprise you—at no cost or obligation.

Write for the new brochure, "The Show is on Video Tape"—a case history of six commercial tapings. Enclose 25c to: 3M Co., Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minn.
Temple movies in 21 markets

Eight Shirley Temple movies never shown on tv, being distributed by National Telefilm Assoc, as a "Shirley Temple Festival" package, have been sold in 21 markets since their announcement at the NAB convention, Berne Tabakin, NTA vice president, said last week. The stations include WABC-TV New York, WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, WISH-TV Indianapolis, WTIC-TV Hartford, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., WHEN-TV Syracuse, WGAN-TV Portland, Me., KRLJ-TV Las Vegas, WSM-TV Nashville, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, WSB-TV Atlanta and WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.

NBC Radio sets specials

NBC Radio will supplement its regular news schedule with a series of quickly-produced, in-depth specials covering major world events. The "Instant News" programs, tailored specifically for radio and to be offered for sponsorship, will be introduced at the time of the next big news break.

The number and length of programs in the series will be determined by the nature and amount of news breaks during the year. It's expected at least 20 of the specials will be presented annually, with each one running 25 to 55 minutes.

The programs will be produced by NBC News and put on the air within hours after the event. No specific time periods will be set aside for the shows, although it's probable that most will be aired in nighttime hours. Indications are that if the news event warrants prolonged coverage, an open-end policy will prevail, with repeats broadcast at various times during the day.

The programs will employ NBC's worldwide news staff which will present on-the-scene reports and news analyses.

The overall responsibility for the project will vary, different producers and directors handling each special.

RPI signs 21 Canada outlets

Radio Press International, a voiced radio news service, has signed 21 independent Canadian stations as clients, Michael J. Minahan, RPI general manager, announced last week. RPI now serves 83 stations on the North American continent.

Mr. Minahan said the addition was made possible by the allegiance of RPI and Broadcast News Ltd., a Canadian radio-tv news wire service, which provides Radio Press International with its service. RPI's client list in Canada now stretches from St. Johns, Newfoundland, to Victoria, B. C.

Talent Assoc.-Paramount sets Truman series

Former President Harry S. Truman, flanked by Barney Balaban (l), president of Paramount Pictures, and David Susskind (r), vice president of Talent Assoc.-Paramount Ltd., announced at a news conference in New York last week that he will appear in a series of 26 one-hour, weekly tv programs dealing with major historic events of the time and of the years when he was President (Closed Circuit, May 29, 1961).

The series, which is expected to cost more than $2.5 million, will be produced by Talent Assoc.-Paramount and Mr. Susskind. They hope to have them ready for televising by February, 1962. NBC-TV reportedly is interested in the series for a prime-time spot. Most of the profits will go to the Truman Library in Independence, Mo. (also see page 70).

Film sales...

Post '48 films (Screen Gems, N. Y.) sold to WBTU (TV) Charlotte, N. C.

Columbia Post '48 Feature Films (Screen Gems, N. Y.) now on 30 stations: Sold to WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.


Program notes...

No future plans • National Telefilm Assoc reported last week there are no immediate plans for further production on The Play of the Week series, which won critical acclaim for many of its presentations during the past two years. Charles Glett, NTA president, said that prospects for new productions were "very remote." Re-runs of the taped series will continue to be distributed by NTA.

Seven Arts finances • Seven Arts Productions Ltd., Toronto, reports a $1,090,212 loss in the fiscal year ended last Jan. 31. The loss was attributed mainly to the low earnings of Seven Arts' record company. Stockholders were advised that estimated profits (before taxes) for the first fiscal quarter of 1961 will be about $1.5 million, derived primarily from distribution of feature films to tv. Seven Arts distributes the Warner's Post-'50 Features, with sales in the past year amounting to about $6 million.

New company • Actress Carolyn Jones and her husband, Aaron Spelling, producer at Four Star Television, have formed Caron Productions as their own independent production company.

Convention coverage • Resort Radio Productions, Atlantic City, N. J., is offering its services to radio stations seeking personalized coverage of the numerous conventions and activities to
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How you can help stop advertising deemed Objectionable
In TV, radio and print

Through the Interchange of Opinion on Objectionable Advertising, every advertising man and woman can help reduce still further the small percentage of advertising which is harmful to advertising as a whole.

What Is The Problem?
From time to time, elements which are considered offensive and objectionable tend to creep into advertisements or commercials. Cumulatively, these elements irritate people against advertising, impair their confidence in advertising as a whole and weaken the effectiveness of all advertising. When advertising is "false" or "misleading," it is contrary to law. Such advertising is dealt with by government regulatory bodies and by the Better Business Bureaus. But some advertising which is not illegal may be considered objectionable on the grounds of taste and opinion.

What Can Be Done About It?
One of the important industry efforts to discourage all objectionable aspects of advertising is the Copy Code shown in this folder. The Copy Code is jointly sponsored by the American Association of Advertising Agencies (A.A.A.A.) and the Association of National Advertisers (A.N.A.), endorsed also by the Advertising Federation of America and by some of the media associations.
There is also a continuing program to deal with specific criticisms of advertising deemed to be in bad taste or otherwise harmful to advertising as a whole.
This is the INTERCHANGE OF OPINION ON OBJECTIONABLE ADVERTISING, operated by the A.N.A. - A.A.A.A. Committee for Improvement of Advertising Content.
The plan is described in this folder. You are invited to participate.

What Does The Interchange Cover?
The Interchange of Opinion is set up to deal with any national or regional agency-placed advertising considered harmful or potentially harmful to all advertising. For example:
- Bad taste,
- Suggestiveness,
- Statements offensive to public decency,
- Visual trickery,
- Weasel wording,
- Improper disparagement of other products or industries,
- Derogation of advertising.
The Interchange deals essentially with questions of taste and opinion. It does not deal with the factual validity of claims as such, since the Committee does not have access to the facts. Hence, it does not attempt to duplicate the work of government regulatory bodies or the Better Business Bureaus in this area.

How Does The Interchange Work?
Through the Interchange, advertisers and agencies may make criticisms at any time, have the criticisms evaluated by a panel of advertiser and agency leaders and, if the panel considers the advertising objectionable, have their opinions registered with the advertiser and the placing agency.
Here is How It Works:

1. Report your criticism of any objectionable advertising to the designated person in your organization — the official A.N.A. Member Representative, in the case of advertiser companies; the appointed “coordinator” or A.A.A.A. Official Contact, in the case of agencies.

2. Criticisms by advertisers or agencies are sent to the Secretary of the A.N.A. – A.A.A.A. Committee, c/o 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17.

3. Those in the scope of the Interchange are sent without identification to the ten advertiser people and ten agency people who make up the A.N.A. – A.A.A.A. Committee.

4. Each member of the Committee is asked whether he considers any element in the advertisement to be objectionable; if so, what and why, and whether it is regarded as “serious.”

5. If a majority of the Committee considers the advertising objectionable, the criticism and the Committee's votes and comments are sent concurrently to the advertiser and to the placing agency of record.

6. If a majority of the Committee regards the advertising as "seriously" objectionable, the advertiser and placing agency are asked to take corrective action. If within thirty days the advertiser and agency do not answer, or answer unsatisfactorily, the Committee will so notify the Boards of Directors of the A.N.A. and A.A.A.A.

The Committee vote is not reported to the complainant, since the Committee works in confidence with the advertiser and placing agency.

The Interchange is not censorship. It is helpful criticism and must rely on voluntary self-regulation. But it has helped to bring about a considerable number of improvements in advertising, many in campaigns having wide exposure.

What Can You Do?

Looking out for objectionable features in advertising is a job for each of us in advertising.

Through the Interchange of Opinion, you as an individual can help.

If you see or hear what you consider an objectionable commercial on television or radio, note the advertiser, the network or station, the date and time — enough to describe them accurately.

If you see an objectionable ad in print, tear it out or make a note of it.

Watch for objectionable advertisements on outdoor posters, carcards, and in other forms of advertising too, and make enough notes to describe them accurately.

Give your criticism to the person in your organization who has been appointed to forward complaints to the A.N.A. – A.A.A.A. Committee.

If you — an advertiser or a placing agency — receive a communication from the Committee, please consider it carefully. It may express a valuable point of view.

Your cooperation will help raise confidence in and acceptability of advertising still further in the minds of the public.

You strengthen your own advertising when you help to reduce objectionable advertising which is harmful to advertising as a whole.

COPY CODE

The following copy practices are disapproved in a code jointly adopted by the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Association of National Advertisers, and also by the Advertising Federation of America:

a. False statements or misleading exaggerations.

b. Indirect misrepresentation of a product, or service, through distortion of details, or of their true perspective, either editorially or pictorially.

c. Statements or suggestions offensive to public decency.

d. Statements which tend to undermine an industry by attributing to its products, generally, faults and weaknesses true only of a few.

e. Price claims that are misleading.

f. Pseudoscientific advertising, including claims insufficiently supported by accepted authority, or that distort the true meaning or practicable application of a statement made by professional or scientific authority.

g. Testimonials which do not reflect the real choice of a competent witness.
The A.N.A.—A.A.A.A. Committee for Improvement of Advertising Content
Association of National Advertisers, Inc.
American Association of Advertising Agencies, Inc.
Address:
420 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.
be held in that city this summer. RRP features special keeper interviews, spot news coverage features and other services. More information is available from the company, 7 S. Cambridge Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.

New production company • Skitch Henderson, tv, radio and concert personality; and Jack Grogan, president of Brass Dolphin Inc. (tv packager of Golf Tip of the Day and other shows) have formed Skitch Henderson Assoc., 146 E. 57 St., New York, a production company. The new firm will specialize in creating, writing, scoring and producing commercials, station ID's and soundtracks for tv, radio and film. Mr. Grogan will manage the company and at the same time continue to serve as chief officer of Brass Dolphin. Sales representative for Skitch Henderson Assoc. is TV Marketeers Inc.

Official-Wolper project • Official Films Inc., N. Y., has entered into a co-production agreement with producer David L. Wolper for a series of 39 half-hour films titled Biography, covering the life and times of noted figures in a wide range of activities. Mr. Wolper already has begun production in Hollywood on the first episode, which will relate the story of the late Fiorello H. La Guardia, mayor of New York City. Other subjects will be Franklin D. Roosevelt, Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussolini, Clark Gable, Gen. John J. Pershing, Woodrow Wilson and Gary Cooper. Mike Wallace has been signed to narrate the series.

Incompatibility splits HEC, NTA, says Leeds

Martin N. Leeds, president of Home Entertainment Co., has resigned as a board member of National Telefilm Assoc., at the same time terminating the affiliation of HEC with NTA, which had held distribution rights to the HEC pay tv equipment.

Mr. Leeds, who will continue as a special consultant to NTA, has set up new HEC offices at 9025 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. H. W. Sargent Jr., inventor of the HEC system of pay tv, continues as vice president. Rudy Petersdorf, formerly associated with Mr. Leeds at Desilu Productions where he was a member of the legal staff and where Mr. Leeds was executive vice president, is HEC's vice president in charge of business administration.

The break between HEC and NTA came because the association of a company producing and distributing programs for free television with one attempting to establish a new system of pay tv seems incompatible, Mr. Leeds said. He reported that negotiations are in progress for HEC franchises in a number of markets and that "when millions of dollars are involved these things take time and there's lots of paper work to be done before a contract is signed."

All telephone companies have expressed a willingness to provide facilities for transmitting HEC programs from central sources to the homes of subscribers, Mr. Leeds said, so that is no problem. He added that he is not sure his company will make use of the telephone company services, since HEC's own system of distribution might be more economical. At a demonstration of the HEC pay tv system in Hollywood (Broadcasting, April 10), the company described it as 50% less expensive to manufacture and 70% less expensive to install than competitive pay tv systems.

Baltimore prize program on air 20 years

In Baltimore there is a 20-minute period each weekday morning when telephone traffic slows considerably. It's between 9:40 and 10 a.m. when the Newhoff-Blumberg money giveaway, Dialing for Dollars, is simulcast on WMAR-TV and WCBM.

It is not surprising that Baltimoreans have made something of a habit to keep their phone lines open during Dialing for Dollars, for the show is one of the oldest of its type now on the air. It started in October 1940 on WCBM and has remained popular. On September 10, 1956, it became a simulcast with WMAR-TV carrying the television portion. The television version became a quick success, surveys showing that an average of 75% of the sets in use in the city were tuned to WMAR-TV.

The format of Dialing for Dollars is relatively simple. The telephone directories of Baltimore and its suburbs are cut into strips and placed in the Golden Cash Box, from which three winning names and numbers are picked each day. Winners are called and those who were listening or viewing receive $50 plus another $50 for any unanswered or nonlistener calls in the sequence immediately preceding. Although the percentage of winners is amazingly good—the average was nearly 20%—the prize package sometimes soars to several hundred dollars. In August 1958 a 79-year-old retired nurse won $1,100 and winners of $500 or more are not unknown. A consolation prize goes to those called who fail to qualify for the main award.

Inflation • The cash prizes were not always as big as they are today. In 1940 there was a $5 prize riding on each call with $1 in merchandise as a consolation. The program in those days was sponsored entirely by Food Fair Stores and Homer Todd was the m.c. Mr. Fortune he is called on Dialing for Dollars. Jack Wells was the second Mr. Fortune and he stayed with the program until 1958 when the present m.c., George Rogers, took over the post.

The program has its own public service aspect, since the winning slips each day are drawn by a representative of some local or national public service or charitable group who is given a chance to simulcast a message on behalf of his group. Sponsors of this grandfather among telephone programs have been many through its long period on the air, including such well-known names as Quaker Oats, Betty Crocker, Gold Seal Linoleum, Carnation Milk, Mr. Clean, Nabisco and Lipton. As a test one coffee firm made a one-time offer through its one-minute commercial and received over 4,000 letters in the next day's mail.

Through the years Dialing for Dollars has had dozens of imitators—some on the networks. While most of these have disappeared, the Baltimore program keeps rolling along.

Since the program has been on WMAR-TV its ratings "have reached new highs," according to Theodore A. Newhoff, of Newhoff-Blumberg, copyright owners. The show is syndicated in a number of other cities.

VHF Inc. to produce programs, commercials

The formation of VHF Inc., New York, as a production company for programs, tv commercials, closed-circuit programs and industrial films has been announced. The principals are former executives of CBS Television Production Sales, which ceased operation last winter (Closed Circuit, May 29).

Officers are Ira G. DeLumen, president; Richard R. Rector, vice president, production; Robert C. Trup, vice president, sales; Peter J. Smith, vice president, special projects. The company, located at 300 E. 42d St., New York, will operate in the areas of video-tape, film and live tv productions.

Broadcasting, June 12, 1961

VHF Inc.
News program to feature U. S. weekly editors

Temple/Morgan Enterprises, a Hollywood program production firm best known as the producer of the long-lived *Queen for a Day*, has developed a new kind of news program, *Editors Conference Call*, being offered for network broadcast, either radio or tv.

The program would be a roundtable of editors discussing important news developments and controversial issues, but instead of national commentators or byline writers the participants would be the editors of the nation’s hometown weekly newspapers, who, the company feels, reflect and frequently help to form the opinions of reader residents in the suburbs and small towns and rural areas of the land.

Four editors would participate in the half-hour program each week. They would be selected from the staffs of the 8,100 weekly newspapers by John Henry, editorial coordinator of *Editors Conference Call* and former head of the Publishers’ Auxiliary, a national association of editors and publishers of the weekly press. They will be chosen from widely separated parts of the country and will represent differing interests and viewpoints.

The format of the program is “very simple, practical and workable,” according to a Temple Morgan brochure. Frank Hemingway, veteran west coast newscaster, will preside over the panel, working from the network newsroom in Los Angeles. The panel members will be connected with him by a five-way conference call telephone hookup for radio or a telco round-robin loop if the show is on tv. Each editor will speak from the network affiliate studio nearest to his hometown.

Four MGM-TV series starting this month

Four tv series are scheduled to be in production at MGM-TV by mid-June and a record number of 37 directors and writers are already at work at the studio. The total is expected to reach 50 with the conclusion of additional deals now being negotiated, Robert Weitman, vice president in charge of tv production, said last week.

The first series, which got under way June 5, was *Cain’s Hundred*, for which Paul Monash, creator of the series and executive producer, will write several future episodes in addition to the already completed pilot. E. Jack Neuman, Mel Goldberg and Eliot Asinof have been signed to write other *Cain’s Hundred* episodes. Boris Segal, John Peysar and Lamont Johnson will direct various segments of the hour-long series.

Today (June 12), Dr. Kildare goes before the cameras with Norman Felton as executive producer, Herbert Hirshman as producer and Elliot Silverstein, Lamont Johnson, Buzz Kulich and John Brabams set to direct.

Customized newfilm service

Newfilm Inc., New York, is offering stations international custom coverage, according to Kenneth Baldwin, president. Clients can order a complete package for any story or arrange to send their own correspondents, with Newfilm providing overseas cameramen, shipping, customs clearance and processing. The service is on an exclusive basis.

Newfilm is a subsidiary of Marathon International Productions Inc. Newfilm is at 10 E. 49th St., New York 17.

INTERNATIONAL

Stanton urges educational ‘Marshall Plan’

PUT INTERNATIONAL EGGS IN MANY BASKETS, HE SAYS

A massive educational “Marshall Plan” aid program using up to a fifth of the current U. S. foreign aid commitment over 10 years is urged by Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc., a speaker June 9 at commencement exercises of The Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Dr. Stanton further suggested that other democracies assist in the program.

Dr. Stanton’s proposal calls for an extended program in helping educate underdeveloped nations of the world. Education, he said, is “the neglected world frontier, the neglected world opportunity.”

In taking note of the new nations emerging in Africa and Asia, Dr. Stanton asserted that education is their first concern—“would it be going too far to suggest that it borders on criminal negligence that we here in this crucible of democracy have not given top priority to helping these new nations educate their people?”

He cautioned against the U. S. placing all of its international eggs in a basket of economic and military aid. “Only an incidental trickle split among a score of projects (in foreign aid in the past decade or more) has borne directly on education,” Dr. Stanton declared.

Determinism * In another point in his talk, he stated, “we are practicing economic determinism, when we know from every evidence of our own experience that the only road to democratic fulfillment is educational determinism.”

Dr. Stanton pointed to the U. S. heritage of mass education, asking that, with this background, “how can we assume that if we give emerging nations guns and monkey wrenches, tanks and cement mixers, economic aid and technical assistance, they will become self-governing peoples and stay free?”

He suggested the secretary of state be urged to add educational development to other foreign policy implements which Dr. Stanton described as diplomacy, military aid and economic assistance.

He recommended also that other democratic countries join in the mass educational program through United Nations avenues. The objective: help the world’s free peoples “become capable of the self-government for which they so nobly and hopefully yearn.”

BBC, Italians, Czechs win Montreux tv honors

National tv networks representing England, Italy and Czechoslovakia won top honors at the Montreux (Switzerland) tv festival contest, May 22-26. NBC-TV received special mention from the seven-man international jury which judged the contest, limited to musical and variety shows.

The Gold Rose award for first place,
went to BBC's Black and White Minstrel Show. Radio Audizione Italiano's Giardino d' Inverno (Italy) was the second place winner, and the third prize went to Czechoslovakian tv's Mille Vues Derriere Les Coiffures. Perry Como's Kraft Music Hall (NBC-TV) earned a special mention for telegenic effects, along with Soviet tv's Miniature Dances and Japan's Afternoon Variety.

The winners were picked from 36 entries, offered by 25 national networks representing 18 countries.

Discussions of worldwide tv and the space age dominated the symposium and scientific sessions held earlier in the 12-day festival. Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman and one of six recipients of the festival's special citation for "outstanding contributions to the advance of tv," predicted that 10 years from now a billion people over the world may watch a color tv program at the same time. He suggested that the heads of state consider the use of satellite tv for "face to face" meetings, and proposed that every tv have a special channel reserved for UN broadcasts. Gen. Sarnoff's observations were contained in a letter acknowledging the acceptance of the citation.

Another citation winner, Prof. Pavel V. Shmakov, president of the Leningrad TV Institute, predicted that "in the near future" it will be possible to see Venus and Mars on color tv. He did not elaborate but indicated that Russia is capable of achieving the feat.

Other citation winners were Sir Noel Ashbridge of England, Prof. G. A. Bourty of France, Dr. Denjirō Takayanagi of Japan, and Erik Esping of Sweden.

Scottish outlet refuses TAM tv ratings service

TAM, the television audience measurement meter-service company, has met opposition to its system, in which it holds a virtual monopoly. TAM supplies weekly "top ten" ratings for homes-tuned-in to British commercial tv, with a network and regional lists for stations outside London.

Scottish Border TV—newest and smallest of commercial tv stations—has announced it won't use the TAM system in a letter to advertisers and agencies.

Border said TAM's service is expensive for its basically small area coverage. More important, that TAM doesn't give the kind of viewer breakdown the station needs.

Border Managing Director Robin Gill said TAM figures don't give sex or age details. He said his company will use a system of sited recall.

Border TV's announcement has caused a minor furor in British tv. Though TAM has been criticized, no company has refused the service.

TAM Director G. B. Audley said Border was informed some time ago that a service would be expensive, and suggested a special system based on diaries and recordometers. TAM announced it will probably operate a service in the Border area anyway, if it succeeds in negotiations with advertisers and the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising.

International alliance planned by unions

Union officials from 17 Western hemisphere nations have effected the preliminary organization of an Intra-American Confederation of Free Trade Unions in the entertainment field, according to Herman F. Kenin, president of the American Federation of Musicians and chairman of the organizing conference.

The conference, which was held in San Jose, Costa Rica, ended May 25. The objective of the conference, Mr. Kenin said, is to facilitate an international exchange of ideas and understandings and working relationships among all free trade unions in the entertainment field. Formal organization is expected to be achieved at another meeting in the Caribbean area within the next few months.

Delegates to the conference from the U.S. included officials of the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists, the International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employees, the American Guild of Variety Artists and the Assn. of Theatrical Press Agents & Managers.

CBC finance-merger plan opposed by Henderson

The continuance of annual grants by Canada's Parliament to the government-owned Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and deferment of CBC's plan to spend $70 million on consolidation of its facilities in Toronto and Montreal were urged to the House of Commons Broadcasting Committee by Maxwell Henderson, Canadian auditor-general. He spoke from experience, for before his present post he was comptroller of the CBC.

Mr. Henderson thinks CBC's financial operations should be studied by an independent firm of management consultants, and suggested this last year shortly after his appointment as Canada's treasury watchdog. He opposes granting CBC annual money from the public treasury on a five-year basis as requested by CBC at earlier sessions. CBC has requested $70,418,000 for operating expenses and $9,640,000 for capital costs this year.

ATAS assembly plans global spectacular

What's being planned as the biggest "international" tv show ever produced is gaining in advertiser interest, though the cast has not been assembled and a network is still undesignated.

The show is slated Nov. 10 as the climax to the Academy of Tv Arts & Sciences' First International Assembly in New York Nov. 4-11.

Robert Saudek of Saudek Assoc. will produce the 90-minute show and network rights will be decided by bid, with bidding to start at $400,000. Performers sought for the show include such stars as cantinflas (Mexico) and Popov (Russia), pianists Von Cliburn (U.S.) and Richter (Russia), ballerina Ulanova (Russia), Maurice Chevalier (France), Alec Guinness (Britain).

Danny Kaye is among those sought for the m.c. Advertisers who have indicated an interest in sponsorship: Procter & Gamble, Revlon, AT&T.
KLIF's 'lazy girl' has a long day

The living billboard pictured above. The occupant, Joyce Williams, a curvacious lass, selected after a long and interesting search merely waves at passing traffic and listens to KLIF while spending 18 hours a day being "The Laziest Girl in Town."

Birmingham's Rebel award becomes an annual affair

It was bound to happen sooner or later so it is not astonishing to learn that Birmingham, Ala., has come up with its own answer to the Oscar, the Emmy and the Tony—the Rebel (of course). The brainchild of Robert E. Lee (his real name) of the Birmingham News, the Rebel is the award given to outstanding performers in radio and television in Birmingham.

Mr. Lee concocted the idea, his readers caught on with 6,000 replies in two weeks and WYDE, that city, broadcast the entire proceeding from the gala banquet. The whole idea was so successful, WYDE reports, that the event will become an annual affair.


CBS Radio's summer campaign

CBS Radio is beginning an on-the-air promotion campaign this week to attract more summertime listening to the network. It has distributed various jingles, recorded on a two-sided 33 1/2 RPM disc, to affiliates for use this summer. The jingles were composed and arranged by Norman Paris. The vocal portion is by a popular quintet, The Honeydreamers, and lead-in to the jingles are provided by such CBS Radio performers as Arthur Godfrey, Bing Crosby, Rosemary Clooney, Garry Moore and Art Linkletter.

WSB-TV puts the shoe on the other foot

WSB-TV Atlanta's Challenge, a summer series designed to offer new, experimental and creative ideas in local programming, has extended an invitation to two leading television critics to show the public what they (the critics) feel is the ideal program.

Invited were Alan Patureau, Atlanta Journal, and Paul Jones, Atlanta Constitution, neither of whom has accepted as yet. The station will provide the facilities, a production crew and a director to help the critics with their ideas. The audience will then have an opportunity to criticize the critics.

Drumbeats...

Tourist kits • To help boost interest in the vacation facilities of its market KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn., has assembled a vacationland kit available to listeners who write in. Last year the station sent out more than 3,000 kits.

Cancer crusader • WGLI Babyjon, N. Y., netted $125,000 for the American Cancer Society in the annual spring Cancer Crusade. Instead of concentrating on direct appeals for donations, as in past years, WGLI found greater success in the fund-raising drive by stressing the need for volunteer collectors. Some 100 volunteers each visited at least 15 homes in their respective neighborhoods to distribute information about cancer and to ask for donations. An added inducement for volunteers, WGLI announced a drawing for a new boat, which was donated by a local dealer.

Meet Boyd • WBT Charlotte, N. C., introduced New York's Madison Ave. early this month to Ty Boyd, morning personality (Mon.-Sat., 6:30-9 a.m.) who has taken over from Grady Cole who had been in that spot for 31 years (now special assistant to the general manager, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., and who will act as roving goodwill ambassador for WBT and WBTW [TV] Charlotte and WBTW [TV] Florence, S. C.). Mr Boyd has been on radio for various stations in both Carolinas. New York newsman met him at a June 2 luncheon sponsored by CBS Radio Spot Sales.
BROADCAST ADVERTISING

Edward F. Cauley, formerly account head at BBDO, N.Y., joins Lambert & Feasley, that city, as marketing executive in Listerine Products group. Elias B. Baker, formerly vp and management account supervisor, Lennen & Newell, N.Y., appointed account supervisor on DuBarry, Ciro and Sportsman accounts.

Mary Wells, copy supervisor, and John Gronfein, account supervisor, both of Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y., elected vps, that agency.

Robert H. Bowers, formerly owner and operator of art studio in N. Y., where he created layouts and finished art for advertising agencies and industries, named executive vp of Hall and Co., advertising agency, Richmond, Va. Ralph W. Smith and Otis S. White elected vps, that agency. Mr. Smith formerly was co-owner of Richmond agency where he was in charge of advertising in print and broadcast media. Mr. White was territory sales manager in Virginia for General Foods.

B. B. Randolph and Blair R. Gettig, named manager of radio-tv section of advertising department and manager of radio-tv commercial production, respectively, of Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh. Mr. Randolph had been in charge of radio-tv programming while Mr. Gettig headed transportation section of advertising department.

Hal Persons, director of sales, Van Praag Productions, N.Y., named national director of advertising and sales promotion.

Barbara Blumenthal, formerly promotion manager of Cosmopolitan magazine and fashion promotion manager of Good Housekeeping, joins Lambert & Feasley, N. Y., as fashion and creative coordinator.

Robert E. Hughes, formerly national sales manager, Silk Skin Division, Exquisite Form Industries, N.Y., appointed national sales manager of Exquisite Form division.

Oscar Lubow, recently resigned vp and account supervisor, Young & Rubicam, N.Y., appointed to newly created position, director of promotion services, Lever Bros., N.Y. Mr. Lubow will direct corporate staff work in promotion planning, preparation and analysis.

Walter E. Wilson, former ad agency executive, joins Boland Assoc., advertising and sales promotion firm in San Francisco, as industrial and technical account manager.

John Kamna, formerly account executive, Adams & Keyes, N.Y., appointed advertising manager, Volvo Import Inc., Englewood, N.J. Volvo is Swedish-made automobile imported by U.S.


George Rosenthal and Allen Iftiger appointed copy writer and media buyer, respectively, in Los Angeles office of Fuller & Smith & Ross. Mr. Rosenthal has for past several years been specializing in magazine writing while Mr. Iftiger comes from Los Angeles office of Lennen & Newell.

William H. Parshall appointed to newly created position of manager, marketing services, H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh. He is succeeded as manager of advertising by James A. Gordon, who has been Mr. Parshall’s assistant.

John S. Nussbaum, formerly managing director, Young & Rubicam, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, joins N. W. Ayer & Son, N.Y., as representative. Florence J. Fenton, James B. Winpenny III, Warren D. Lunstead and Allen A. Jetter join copy department in N. W. Ayer & Son’s Philadelphia office. Mr. Fenton was copywriter, Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia. Mr. Winpenny formerly worked in promotion department, GE missile and space vehicle department, Philadelphia, and advertising and sales promotion department, GE, Schenectady, N.Y. Mr. Lunstead was copywriter, systems division, and account manager, Univac division of Remington Rand, while Mr. Jetter was advertising and publicity assistant, Jersey Central Power & Light Co. and New Jersey Power & Light Co. Robert G. Chambers, formerly copywriter, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, joins N. W. Ayer & Son as copywriter in same city.

AAA appoints new committee heads


United Press International Facsimile Newspictures and United Press Movietone Newsfilm Build Ratings
Havis Medwick, New York business manager of radio-television, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, appointed assistant director of that department.

Robert B. Conroy, formerly national field director, N. W. Ayer & Son, Detroit, joins Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, as marketing specialist, western division, Racine, Wis.

Michael Davidson, Scherwin Corp., New York, to manager of Scherwin Systems Ltd., Toronto.

Robert P. Vivian, assistant to advertising and promotion manager of Organic Chemicals Div. of American Cyanamid Co., Bound Brook, N.J., succeeds Gerard B. Meynell as manager of advertising and promotion for Dyes Dept., that company, in N.Y. office.

John Dunford, formerly with Lambert & Feasley, joins Wesley Associates, N.Y., as media director.

THE MEDIA

C. O. Jeffress elected president of Greensboro (N.C.) News Co., operating WFMX-TV, following death of his father, E. B. Jeffress, May 23. Mrs. Mary Louise McLean, his sister, elected secretary. Mr. Jeffress will continue to serve as general manager of newspaper property, post he has held for number of years.

Alan S. Englander, assistant treasurer of Whitney Communications Corp., N.Y., appointed treasurer of Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., that city, in addition to current responsibilities.

Dick Doty, executive vp and general manager of Florida Air-Power (WWLAM-AM-FM Ft. Lauderdale), appointed effective June 19th vp of programming, news and pr, newly created post of Rand Broadcasting Co., owners of WINZ Miami, WWIN Tampa, and WEAT-AM-TV West Palm Beach, all Florida.

Ray Starr, radio-television director of Florida State Theatres Inc., and long time radio and television executive, promoted to position of executive assistant to president. Mr. Starr will be based in company's office in Panama City, Fla. Dixie Radio Stations are WDLP-AM-FM Panama City and WCOA Pensacola, both Florida, and KCIL Houma, La.

Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, on June 4 received Hamilton College's honorary doctor of laws degree for making "possible the historic debates between the presidential candidates of 1960."

Don French, producer of special program features for Crowell-Collier Broadcasting Corp. at its headquarters at KFWB Los Angeles for several months and previously program director of CCB's KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul, has been appointed program director of KEWB, CCB station in Oakland-San Francisco.

F. Keith Tramont resigns as manager, plans development for NBC's corporate planning staff, to become president of Coconino Telecasters, permittee of KYMA (TV) Flagstaff, Ariz., and vp of Dursell Corp., N. Y., maker of DS-128, automatic motion picture, sound-on-film projector which is used as sales tool by agencies to test commercials.

George Arnold, formerly manager of client relations, CBS Radio Spot Sales, promoted to director of marketing and client relations. Allan Hughes, client relations representative in N.Y., takes over as manager of client relations for CBS Radio Spot Sales.

David Savage, vp in charge of tv and radio for Lynn Baker Advertising Agency, N. Y., resigns, effective June 1.


Hugh Pieron, commercial manager of WJOB Hammond, Ind., resigns.

Charles E. Wilson, in sales and promotion for WCFL Chicago, appointed director of research, merchandising and promotion.

Lloyd Loers, sales manager for KGLO-AM-FM-TV Mason City, Iowa, named national sales representative for Forward Group stations (WTAD and KHQA-TV Quincey; WTVT (TV) Madison, Wis.; KEYC-TV Mankato, Minn.), subsidiary of KGLO. Doug Sherwin will become radio-television program director for KGLO stations with additional duties of film buyer for tv operations of Forward Group. Ken Kew named director of public services, duties encompassing administration of news, sports, farm, weather and pr.

Bob Clausen named assistant program director and chief weatherman for KGLO-AM-FM-TV. Al Heinz, farm director, takes on additional duties of news editor for KGLO-AM-FM-TV.

Paul Millen, assistant national sales manager for Forward Group, will return to Quincy, Ill., to work with national sales manager Walter Rothschild, who is also general manager of KHQA-TV Quincy. Moves were designed to consolidate operation of KGLO and Forward Group stations.

Howard M. Girouard, account executive for NBC-TV's film division, named national sales manager of Ivy Broadcasting Co., Ithaca, N.Y.

Paul H. Martin, national sales manager for KHI, KFRC and WHBQ in Los Angeles, San Francisco and Memphis, respectively, appointed general sales manager of KGB San Diego.

Jack H. White, eastern sales manager of H-R Television, N.Y., promoted to newly created post of national tv sales manager. John T. Bradley, Chicago tv sales manager, promoted to newly created post of midwestern sales manager. Other changes, all in New York, are: Art Berla, Cal Cass, Al Ritter and Robert Mandeville, all account executives, named assistant sales manager in charge of special projects, assistant sales manager of systems and procedures, assistant N.Y. sales manager for eastern tv stations, assistant sales manager for western tv stations. Mary Ann Sanchirico, member of research department specializing in radio, named to newly created position of radio research manager.

Raymond J. Cheney, co-owner, vp and general manager of KRES St. Joseph, Mo., appointed sales manager of WNBF Binghamton, N. Y. Elio Betty Jr. named sales representative for WNBF-TV.

Roger L. Michelin, regional sales manager of WFRV (TV) Green Bay, Wis., promoted to position of acting general sales manager.

Tim Moore, account executive for
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KOIL Omaha, Neb., promoted to assistant local sales manager.

Uie Altman appointed local sales manager of KOGO San Diego.

Bob Swanson, formerly account executive with WBBM Chicago, to Chicago Radio Sales Office of WLW Cincinnati.

William G. Rhodes, district manager of National Telefilm Assoc., Pittsburgh, joins sales staff of WIIC (TV), that city.

W. F. Lake appointed account executive for WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich.

Bob Hance, assistant promotion manager for WBAL-TV Baltimore, appointed account executive.

Allen R. Shaw, account executive for Warren Adler Ltd., Washington advertising agency, joins WRC, that city, in similar capacity.

Earl G. Thomas, formerly account executive for McCann-Erickson, Hicks & Greist, Grey Adv. and more recently in group plan sales for radio, Blair, N.Y., appointed to Blair-TV Sales special projects division specializing in sale of "Factuals."

Bob Stephens, formerly with Headley-Reed, appointed to radio sales staff of The Katz Agency, San Francisco.

Charles T. Dempsey, former account executive for former Headley-Reed-TV, N.Y., joins sales staff of Petry Television, that city.


Harry Dowd, office manager for WPOR Portland, Maine, appointed acting station manager. Mr. Dowd replaces Raymond Mercier, resigned.

George H. Allen, assistant to president of Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moines, elected vp. In his last position he worked with company's broadcasting division in New York. Prior to joining Meredith, he served as general manager and assistant publisher of McCall Corp., New York.

Ray Garland promoted to administrative assistant, studio operations department, CBS-TV Hollywood.

Jack Meyer, vp and director of sales for Mobile Video Tape, named director of video tape sales of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles.

Since April 8, 1923

Reverend Dr. R. R. Brown (1) accepts commemorative plaque from Frank P. Fogarty, executive vp of Meredith Broadcasting Co. on occasion of Rev. Brown's 2,000th consecutive broadcast of Chapel Service over WOW Omaha, Neb. Rev. Brown has not missed either appearing on or directing one of the broadcasts since beginning program on April 8, 1923.

Henry R. Flynn, formerly vp and general manager of Crosby/Brown Productions, named west coast sales manager, Storer Television, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Alec Gifford, managing editor of WDSU-TV New Orleans news department, elected president of Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. of Louisiana and Mississippi.

Warren Hull joins WATAR-TV Norfolk, Va., as producer and master of ceremonies of weekly TV program beginning June 20.

Raymond J. Smith, assistant manager of engineering for WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, promoted to manager of engineering.

Leland C. Bickford, news director for WNAC-AM-TV Boston and Yankee Network, retires. Mr. Bickford is being promoted to newly created position of consultant to Yankee Network news service and news departments of WNAC-AM-TV. Bill Whalen, assistant news director since April 1961, named to replace Mr. Bickford.

Charles Cox, newsman for WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., appointed news director.

Tom Sherlock member of KPHO Phoenix, Ariz., news staff, appointed director of news for KPHO-AM-TV.

Irwin S. Brown, acting news director of WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg, Fla., appointed news director.

Don Weston of KGVO Missoula, Mont., appointed news and public affairs director of recently formed Western Broadcasting Co. of Montana. Mr. Weston will supervise news reporting and public affairs programming for WBC's four Montana radio outlets; KGVO Missoula; KCAP Helena; KBMN Bozeman; and KURL Billings.

Paul J. Dugas, news and sports director of WBBX Portsmouth, N.H., appointed assistant news and sports director for WORL Boston.

Charles G. Cromwell appointed news editor of KERG Eugene, Ore. Mr. Cromwell has been with station since Oct. 1959.

Tom O'Brien, formerly director of news, WINS New York, and director of radio and tv production in 1956 presidential race, joins WABC, that city, as director of news and public affairs, effective June 12.

Jack Vail, newsman with WGBS Miami, joins WWJL-AM-FM Ft. Lauderdale, as director of news and special events.

Larry Schields, night supervisor for KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, appointed news director for KCBQ San Diego.
Douglas E. Woodward, newsman for UPI Bureau in Concord, N.H., appointed news director of WHEB Portsmouth, N.H.

Roger Mudd, member of news and public affairs staff of WTOP-TV Washington, joins CBS News staff, that city, effective July 1.

Jim Gordon, formerly news announcer, WNEW New York, appointed news and special events announcer, WINS, that city.

Al Helfer, formerly sports, news and special events reporter, WLW Cincinnati, joins Mutual as a newscaster in N.Y.

Joyce Carr, Washington singer, named weather girl for WTTG (TV), that city.

Bill Dane joins KOKE Austin, Tex., as air personality.

Randi Rambo, all night girl d.j. from WSGN Birmingham, Ala., to KILT Houston, in similar capacity.

PROGRAMMING

Frank O'Driscoll appointed central division manager of Fimlaster, producers of filmed tv commercials and programs. Mr. O'Driscoll, who will headquarter in Chicago, was with Official Films and Louis G. Cowan as head of eastern sales. Robert F. Mahoney, account executive for BBDB, joins company's New York sales staff.

Burt Nodella, formerly production executive, Roncom Productions, Studio City, Calif., named director of program development, western division, ABC-TV.

William Clark, production manager of Barnes Chase Co., San Diego advertising agency, joins Image Art Studio, newly created division of Frye & Smith Ltd., that city, in similar capacity.

Don Boutette, independent publicist, elected president of Screen Publicists Guild, IATSE Local 818, Hollywood, for two-year term. He had been SPG president twice previously, in 1956-57 and 1957-58, when officers were elected for one year only. Other officers, also to serve for two years, are: first vp, Don McDonald, Universal International; second vp, Bob King, Disney; treasurer, Jack Garber, UI; secretary, Ann del Valle, independent.

Milton Orman, field attorney for National Labor Relations Board for past eight years, appointed radio-tv contract administrator for Writers Guild of America, West, replacing John Schallert who will assume position with MCA Artists Ltd.

Mel Ferber, producer-director for CBS-TV for ten years, resigns to accept freelance directorial assignments. He is presently engaged in directing program in series produced by Talent Assoc.

Walter M. Mirisch, head of Mirisch Productions, elected president of Screen Producers Guild for third term. Also elected at SPG annual meeting June 9 were Julian Blaustein, MGM, first vp; Fred Kohlmar, Columbia Pictures, second vp; Frank P. Rosenberg, Warner Bros., third vp; Robert Cohn, Columbia, secretary; Jerry Bresler, Columbia, treasurer; Louis F. Edelman, independent tv packager, second assistant treasurer.

Harold Mucke, field representative for ASCAP in San Francisco, succeeds William S. Hoffman as district manager of Portland, Ore., office. Mr. Hoffman has been appointed district manager of ASCAP's Los Angeles office. Ronald M. Underwood, division representative in St. Louis office, named manager in New Orleans.

Frederick W. Yardley, formerly associated with Motion Pictures For Television and C&C Films, appointed regional account executive, midwest territory, Jayark Films Corp., N. Y. Alex A. Nolfi, formerly associated with Ziv-UA and Romper Room, Baltimore, Md., named to account executive staff, midwestern territory.

Charles R. Fagan, Robert Foster and Jeff Maguire named account executives, CBS Animations, new department of CBS Films, N.Y. Mr. Fagan formerly served as program developer, Video Tape Productions. Mr. Foster was eastern sales manager, video tape department, CBS Television Productions while Mr. Maguire was sales manager, MVT-TV, N. Y.

Arthur Coford joins sales staff of Bonded TV Film Service, division of Novo Industrial Corp., which provides tv film service to advertising agencies and film distributors. Mr. Coford was associated with Kenco Films and Trim TV Service Corp.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING


A. N. Curtiss, formerly general manager of west coast missile and surface radar division, RCA Defense Electronic Products, appointed to newly created position of manager, administration, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J.

Raleigh E. Utterback, proposition engineer in closed circuit tv, technical products operation for General Electric, Syracuse, N. Y., named west coast district manager for closed circuit tv equipment sales in Redwood City, Calif. Herman F. Zaiss Jr. named manager-engineering for traveling wave tube product section of power tube department. Mr. Zaiss, formerly manager of klystron manufacturing unit at GE's power tube department in Schenectady, will headquarter in Paio Alto, Calif.

John M. Haele, formerly director of product lines at Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, promoted to director of advertising and pr. He succeeds R. S. Gates, executive vp who has been serving as acting director of advertising and pr. In his new post, Mr. Haele will be responsible for all advertising and public relations activities of Collins' various divisions and subsidiaries. He joined Collins five years ago as manager of broadcast product line and since then has served as southern region sales manager and later as assistant general sales manager.

James J. McLaughlin, formerly director of advertising for Sunbeam Corp., to Webcor Inc., Chicago, in newly created position of director of marketing. His responsibilities will include sales and advertising for both Webcor and Dormeyer divisions.

Frank A. Comerci, formerly senior electronics engineer, Audio Services Inc., joins staff of CBS Labs as manager of magnetics research department, Stamford, Conn.

INTERNATIONAL

John Cuff, formerly managing director, Benton & Bowles Ltd., London, England, elected chairman of board. Douglas Lowndes and Townsend Griffin appointed joint managing directors. Mr. Lowndes was director, Lamb &
J. Harold Ryan, Storer executive, dead at 75

J. Harold Ryan, 75, co-founder, director and senior vp of Storer Broadcasting Co., died June 6 at Miami (Fla.) Heart Institute after brief illness. He had been in semi-retirement for several years. Mr. Ryan started business career with Arbuckle-Ryan Co., Toledo, and served as president of firm from 1918 to 1928, when he started long association with George B. Storer. They founded Fort Industry Oil Co., which was re-named Storer Broadcasting in 1952. Mr. Ryan helped build company from single, 50 w station to today’s 12 maximum power stations in nine cities. Listed in Who’s Who, Mr. Ryan was president of National Assn. of Broadcasters in 1944-45. He was past president of Broadcast Music Inc., and was chairman of Broadcast Measurement Bureau which was formed while he was NAB president. During World War II, Mr. Ryan was assistant director of censorship, in charge of censorship proceedings for all national and international radio broadcasts.
STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting June 1 through June 7. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes, routine roundup.

Abbreviations: DA—directional antenna, cp—construction permit, E—effective radiated power, vhf—very high frequency, uhf—ultrahigh frequency, ant.—antenna, aural, vis.—visual, kw—kilowatts, watta, mc—megacycles, D—day, N—night, L—local sunset, mod.—modulation, trans.—transmitter, un.—unlimited hours, kc—kilocycles, SCA—special communications authorization, SSA—special service authorization. SH—special temporary authorization.

New tv stations

ACTION BY FCC

Columbia, S. C.—First Carolina Corp. Granted uhf ch. 35 (536-542 mc); ERP 15.28 kw vis. 7.64 kw sur.; ant. 347 ft. above average terrain 649 ft., above ground 594 ft. Estimated construction cost $181,887, first year operating cost $737,000, revenue $449,600, P.O. address 167 Barringer Bidg., Columbia, S. C. Studio and trans. fixed on location. Shakespeare Rd. & Wisteria St., Columbia, S. C. Geographic coordinates 34° 03' 25" N., Lat. 80° 56' 52" W. Long. Trans. RCA TVU-1, ant. TVU-1B, Legal counsel James E. Greesley, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Stillman, Moffett & Robert, Washington, D. C. Principals include Phil Pearce, Ted深交所, H. Hudders, 115%, and others. Mr. Sherrill is attorney. Mr. Pearce is the investment firm. Mr. Sherrill is part owner of investment firm. Mr. Higgins is banker. ACTION June 1.

APPLICATION


New existing stations

APPLICATION

KTBQ Petaluma, Calif.—Granted increased daytime power on 1690 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; engineering conditions. Chmn. Minnow not participating. ACTION June 1.

KRLF Red Bluff, Calif.—Granted increased daytime power on 1690 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; remote control permitted; engineering conditions. Chmn. Minnow not participating. ACTION June 1.

KSYX Wadena, Minn.—Granted increased daytime power on 1590 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; remote control permitted; engineering conditions. Chmn. Minnow not participating. ACTION June 1.

WMSB Melbourne, Fla.—Granted construction permit to change construction of station with certain changes. ACTION June 1.

KOAK Lake Charles, La.—Granted increased daytime power on 1430 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, with DA-D, continued nighttime operation with 250 w; remote control permitted; engineering conditions. ACTION June 1.

FOR THE RECORD

NPRA Pottsville, Pa.—Granted increased daytime power on 1050 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued 500 w operation at night; engineering conditions. ACTION June 1.

WOKE Charleston, W. Va.—Granted increased daytime power on 1340 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation with 250 w; control permitted; engineering conditions. ACTION June 1.

WOFI Bristol, Tenn.—Granted construction permit to change type of station to tv. ACTION June 1.

KDRC Beaumont, Tex.—Granted increased daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued 500 w operation at night; engineering conditions. ACTION June 1.

KAPY Port Angeles, Wash.—Granted permit for change to nighttime operation; no change in antenna and equipment. ACTION June 1.

APPLICATION

KBEA Mission, Kans.—To change number of tv stations to one, using power of 500 w, 1 kw ls, make changes in ground system. ACTION June 1.

WNAM Neenah, Wis.—Granted permit for change to nighttime operation; no changes. ACTION June 1.

APPLICATION

K6399-FM Pittsburg, Pa.—Granted construction permit to change type of station to AM. ACTION June 1.

K6399-FM Pittsburg, Pa.—Granted construction permit to change to nighttime operation; no changes. ACTION June 1.
to install new trans.; increase ERP to 70 kw; remote control permitted; waived Sec. 3.205 of rules to permit studio to be located at city limits of Pitts-
burough and not at trans. site. Action June 7.

APPLICATION

WPBC-FM Minneapolis, Minn.—Cp to change station location from Minneapolis to Richfield, Minn.; change ant. and trans. and add studio locates ant. and trans., increase ERP and ant. height above aver-
age terrain and delete remote control opera-

Ownership changes

ACTIONS BY FCC

WAUD Auburn, Ala.—Granted acquisition of positive control by Elizabeth J. and Edward G. Salter, of Auburn, Ala. (Sawtooth Wireless, Inc. db as Auburn Area Bcstg. (Bernice Schwartz has interest in Warren Co., Ala.); consider-
ation $20,466 for expenses. Chnn. Min-

KICN Denver, Colo.—Granted transfer of control from Michael F. Kosta to 

Robin T. Ramsay (65%); Robert H. Brant (35%); consideration $15,000.00. Chnn. 


KYOS Redwood City, Calif.—Granted assignment of cp from Charles J. McAlpine, to F. E. Wilson (50%); consideration $165,000 for expenses. Chnn. Min-

KOPY Allee, Tex.—Granted assignment of license to Norman Building Corp. (Robert G. Aylin, president); consideration $200,000. Action June 7.

KXXZ-AM-FM Houston, Tex.—Granted assignment of license on station KXXZ and cp on station KXXZ-AM-FM to Radio Sta-
tion KJZK, Inc. (T. F. and M. Morris Kamin own Public Radio Corp., stockholder of assignee, which owns station KJZK, Tula., Okla., and 92% owner of station KBKZ Mis-

WJMA Orange, Va.—Granted assignment of license and cp to WJMA Inc. (Archibald C. Harrison Jr., president); consideration $60,000. Assignor and its stockholders have agreed not to compete in Orange. Culpeper or Louisa Counties for 5 years except for operation of stations WINA-AM and FM, Charlottesville. Action June 7.

KFFA Lakewood, Wash.—Granted (1) re-
newal of license and (2) assignment of li-
cense to Radio Sales Corp. (Ralph W. Bur-
den, president, and wife own 50% of 

KEEP Twin Falls, Idaho) consideration $60,-
00. Action June 7.

APPLICATIONS

WSAF Sarasota, Fla.—Seeks assignment of license from Radio Sarasota Co. to Radio Sarasota Inc.; no financial consideration in-

KDKL Del Rio, Tex.—Seeks assignment of license from Don R. Howard, sole owner of Del Rio Busco. Co. to James D. Patterson (49%); Jack R. Andrews (29%); 

and Sadowsky Jr. (10%); db as Queen City Busco. Co., for $115,000. Mr. Patterson is 

a mathematical data specialist; Mr. Crosby is 

28.57% stockholder in Del Rio TV Corp. (catv firm), 28.57% stockholder in 

microwave communications carrier firm owners and assigns owns 50% of property ownership firm; Mr. Sadowsky is teacher and owns retail shop and advertising firm; has been program manager of KDKL. Ann. June 1.

KNFM (FM) Midland, Tex.—Seeks transfer 

of all shares of stock owned by Wallace R. Jackson in FM Associates (25% of total) to Rudolph Joseph M. Rubin Jr., William R. Met-

tler and James F. Favor (presently owning 25% each; 3.33% to each, so that remaining partners will each have one-third interest), consideration $120,000. Action June 1.

WDYH Ashland, Va.—Seeks assignment of 

license from John Laurino, sole owner, to WDLX Radio Inc. (new corporation of which Mr. Laurino is president and 50% 

stockholder; consideration $100. Other prin-
cipals are Robert E. Cobbins and James T. 

Reeder (each 25%). Mr. Laurino owns 51% 

of WYAL Scotland Neck, N. C. 55% of 

Virginia Regional Busco. Chester: Mr. Cob-
bins is vice president of company; he, Mr. Reeder owns 241% of WYAL. Ann. June 2.

WKOY Red Wing, Minn.—Granted transfer of 

all outstanding shares of stock in WKOY 

Inc. from J. Lindsey Alley (80%); Odes E. 

Erickson (20%); consideration $160,000. Mr. 

H. I. Goode, C. Edward Wright, W. K. Van-

cesse Jr., L. J. Christianson, L. I. U.S.S. db as 

Bristol Busco. Inc., for total of $77,000 inclut-
ing option held by Mr. Alley not to compete. Mr. W. C. Niningr is sole owner of retail coal busco. farm in Virginia and half owner of cemetery; Mr. W. L. Niningr is general manager of WPHG Bristol, Va.; Mr. Goode owns auto-
mobile business; Dr. Vance is physician and 

owner in savings & loan firm; Mr. Wright owns 30% of casket firm 100% of two and 50% of two other lumber busi-

esses. Transferee's corporation is licensees of 


Hearing cases

FINAL DECISIONS

* Commission gives notice that April 14 

initial decision which looked toward grant-

ing application of Hirsch Bezo. Co. in 

increased coverage of station KFVS 

Cape Girardeau, Mo., from 1 kw to 5 kw, 

continued operation on 960 kc. 550 w 

DA-N, conditioned that Oscar C. Hirsch 

shall divest himself of all ownership in 

all stations in St. Louis Busco. Co. (RISI) 

Siikeston, Mo. as director thereof, and 

shall divest himself of all ownership or offi-

cial relationship with that company, and that 

within 90 days from grant thereof grand-

shall notify commission of such divestiture 

and related acts, and deny all further 

interest in proposed application of Form Co. 

for new station to operate on 960 kc. 550 w. 

DA, in Vincennes, Ind., became effective
June 5 pursuant to Sec. 1.113 of rules. Action June 5.

* By decision commission granted application of American Television Theaters Inc., to increase ERP of station KAEC-FM 1 to 7 kw, 4.3 to 174 kw and increase ant. height above average terrain 293 ft. to 1,815 ft., continuing operation on 95.5 mc; condition, during April 12, to continue with daytime power this action. Action June 1.

* Commission gives notice that April 12 supplemented initial decision which looked toward granting application of Brennan Bestg. Corp., to operate station KBMP, P.O. Box 258, Jacksonville, Fla., nighttime hours with 10 kw. DA, condition, to accept the interference. Action June 1 pursuant to Sec. 1.113 of rules. Action June 1.

* Commission gives notice that April 12 initial decision which looked toward granting application of Earlyon Inc., was made effective June 1 pursuant to Sec. 1.113 of rules. Action June 1.

* Commission gives notice that April 12 initial decision which looked toward granting application of First Carolina Corp., for new TV station to operate on ch. 25 in Columbia, S. C., became effective June 1 pursuant to Sec. 1.113 rules. Action June 1.

* Commission gives notice that April 11 initial decision which looked toward granting application of KNRO Inc. to increase daytime power of KNRO San Bernardino, Calif., from 250 w to 1 kw, during periods when KPCC Pasadena is not operating, continued operation on 1240 kc, 250 w-n; conditioned to accepting such interference as may be imposed by other existing class IV stations in event they are subsequently authorized to increase power to 1 kw because effective, pursuant to Sec. 1.113 of rules. Action June 1.

* Commission gives notice that April 11 initial decision which looked toward granting application of Central Bestg. Corp. to increase daytime power of WKRF, Davenport, Iowa, to 250 w, each condition, to accept interference as may be imposed by other existing class IV stations in event they are subsequently authorized to increase power to 1 kw because effective, pursuant to Sec. 1.113 of rules. Action June 1.

* Commission gives notice that April 11 initial decision which looked toward granting application of WRMN MIDLAND, Mich., and Shawnee Bestg. Corp., to increase daytime power of WRMN, D/B/A Midwest AM, to 250 w, each condition, to accept such interference as may be imposed by other existing class IV stations in event they are subsequently authorized to increase power to 1 kw because effective, pursuant to Sec. 1.113 of rules. Action June 1.

* Hearing examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Radio NOO for new station operation on 940 kc, 1 kw, DA-D in Bakersfield, Calif., to operate on 940 kc with ERP 18 kw and height antenna 937 ft. to increase daytime power of KHIP San Francisco, from 40 kw to 80 kw, and nighttime operation on 940 mc with ant. height 1,150 ft. Action June 1.

* Hearing examiner Millard F. Frenche issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Acadian TV Corp. for new TV station to operate on ch. 3 in Lafayette, La., a city, to accept interference of 3 additional applications, to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on ch. 3 instead of ch. 25 in Lake Charles, La., Action June 1.

* Hearing examiner Walter W. Guenther issued initial decision looking toward (1) petition of WLAK Electronics Inc. for reconsideration of March 24 order granting license to WELX-FM, Inc., for granting license to WQGN, Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A), and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A), and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By memorandum order and order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* Hearing examiner Walter W. Guenther issued initial decision looking toward (1) petition of WLAK Electronics Inc. for reconsideration of March 24 order granting license to WELX-FM, Inc., for granting license to WQGN, Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By memorandum order and order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.

* By order commission denied petition of WLAK Electronics Inc., to increase daytime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to increase nighttime power of station W2ZO to 10 kw, D, from 1 kw to 2 kw, DB-A, and to set aside its March 15 action granting application of Andrew B. Rial, Inc., to increase daytime power of station KTAG-TV on 940 kc, since petition was filed, initial decision looks to grant of WABJ's like application. Action June 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Member AFCCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANSKY &amp; BAILEY</td>
<td>Offices and Laboratories</td>
<td>1339 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. Washington 7, D.C. Federal 3-4800</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer</td>
<td>National Press Bldg., Wash. 6, D.C. Telephone District 7-1205</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>30 Years’ Experience in Radio Engineering</td>
<td>1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347 Washington 6, D.C.</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY &amp; BATTISON</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS!</td>
<td>Suite BOS 711 14th Street, N.W. Washington S. D. C. Republic 7-3984</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUY C. HUTCHESON</td>
<td>P.O. Box 32 Ckrestview 4-8223</td>
<td>1100 W. Abram ARLINGTON, TEXAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALTER F. KEAN</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones 19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401 Riverside, Ill. (A Chicago suburb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARL E. SMITH</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>8200 Snowville Road Cleveland 41, Ohio Tel. Jackson 6-6986</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. E. Towee Assocs., Inc.</td>
<td>TELEVISION and RADIO ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS</td>
<td>420 Taylor St. San Francisco 2, Calif. PR. 5-3100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. R. KARIG &amp; ASSOC.</td>
<td>BROADCAST CONSULTANTS</td>
<td>Engineering Applications Management Programming Sales P. O. Box 246 Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Saratoga Springs 4300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMES C. McNARY</td>
<td>Consulting Engineer</td>
<td>National Press Bldg., Wash. 6, D.C. Telephone District 7-1205</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates</td>
<td>30 Years’ Experience in Radio Engineering</td>
<td>1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347 Washington 6, D.C.</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILLIMAN, MOFFET &amp; ROHRER</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>1405 G St., N.W. Republic 7-6646 Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILLIMAN, MOFFET &amp; ROHRER</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>1405 G St., N.W. Republic 7-6646 Washington 5, D.C.</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. G. ROUNTREE</td>
<td>CONSULTING ENGINEER</td>
<td>P.O. Box 904 Austin 17, Texas Glendale 2-3073</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. G. ROUNTREE</td>
<td>CONSULTING ENGINEER</td>
<td>P.O. Box 904 Austin 17, Texas Glendale 2-3073</td>
<td>APOOB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEITH WILLIAMS and ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS</td>
<td>Consultants—Radio Station Design 110 North Cameron Street Winchester, Virginia MOhawk 2-2589 Planning Equipment layout &amp; ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS</td>
<td>10412 Jefferson Highway New Orleans 23, La. Phone: 721-2561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERL SAXON</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER</td>
<td>622 Hoskins Street Lubkin, Texas NEPulse 4-4242 NEPulse 4-9538</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. J. N. de TREIL &amp; ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>10412 Jefferson Highway New Orleans 23, La. Phone: 721-2561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOT YOUR FIRM’S NAME HERE</td>
<td></td>
<td>To Be Seen by 85,000° Readers among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—applicants for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities. *ARB Continuing Readership Study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BROADCASTING, June 12, 1961
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moved amended application from hearing and returned to processing line; noted in hearing application of Ben S. McGlashan (KGFJ) Los Angeles, June 5.

1) Granted, by Broadcast Bureau, Washington, D.C., on petition by Telegraph Herald (KDFT) Dubuque, Iowa, and Central Broadcasting, Inc. (WWCN) Green Bay, Wis., and severed their applications for new AM station in the same city.

2) Following were granted, for new FM station in the same city, on July 19 hearing to commence on July 29, but hearing on July 19 was continued to August 2, date of next June hearing.

3) Applications were granted and renumbered, as follows:

   KXKM-FM (FM) Atlanta, Ga.; granted
   AM FM-KHCBM-FM, Yuma, Ariz., for
   new AM-FM station at Yuma.

   WMNN-FM (FM) Tempe, Ariz., for new
   AM-FM station at Tempe.

   WPHD (FM) Lakeland, Fla., for new
   FM station at Lakeland.

   WTVR (FM) Augusta, Ga., for new
   FM station at Augusta.

   KNOP-FM (FM) Normangee, Tex., for
   new FM station at Normangee.

   WNCB-FM (FM) Morgantown, W. Va., for
   new AM-FM station at Morgantown.

   WPLF-FM (FM) Port St. Lucie, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Port St. Lucie.

   WCMM-FM (FM) North Little Rock, Ark., for new
   AM-FM station at North Little Rock.

   WQSR-FM (FM) Danville, Va., for new
   AM-FM station at Danville.

   WZML-FM (FM) Clemson, S. C., for new
   AM-FM station at Clemson.

   WCDK-FM (FM) Charleston, W. Va., for new
   AM-FM station at Charleston.

   WJGK-FM (FM) New York, N. Y., for new
   AM-FM station at New York.

   WBMP-FM (FM) Washington, D.C., for new
   AM-FM station at Washington.

   WOUG-FM (FM) Athens, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Athens.

   WMMQ-FM (FM) Macon, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Macon.

   WOBY-FM (FM) Opelousas, La., for new
   AM-FM station at Opelousas.

   WQBN-FM (FM) Baytown, Texas, for new
   AM-FM station at Baytown.

   WWOR-FM (FM) New York, N. Y., for new
   AM-FM station at New York.

   WABC-FM (FM) New York, N. Y., for new
   AM-FM station at New York.

   WFMJ-FM (FM) Cleveland, Ohio, for new
   AM-FM station at Cleveland.

   WBAA-FM (FM) Indianapolis, Ind., for new
   AM-FM station at Indianapolis.

   WATT-FM (FM) Atlanta, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Atlanta.

   WWUB-FM (FM) Washington, D.C., for new
   AM-FM station at Washington.

   WIFY-FM (FM) Birmingham, Ala., for new
   AM-FM station at Birmingham.

   WAXJ-FM (FM) Miami, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Miami.

   WSTR-FM (FM) Columbia, S. C., for new
   AM-FM station at Columbia.

   WQGQ-FM (FM) Jackson, Miss., for new
   AM-FM station at Jackson.

   WORF-FM (FM) Orlando, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Orlando.

   WERF-FM (FM) Mobile, Ala., for new
   AM-FM station at Mobile.

   WAGG-FM (FM) Tallahassee, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Tallahassee.

   WABO-FM (FM) Nashville, Tenn., for new
   AM-FM station at Nashville.

   WJPO-FM (FM) San Antonio, Tex., for new
   AM-FM station at San Antonio.

   WEGO-FM (FM) Augusta, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Augusta.

   WJGG-FM (FM) Hollywood, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Hollywood.

   WESM-FM (FM) Columbia, S. C., for new
   AM-FM station at Columbia.

   WJMJ-FM (FM) Kansas City, Mo., for new
   AM-FM station at Kansas City.

   WLAU-FM (FM) Detroit, Mich., for new
   AM-FM station at Detroit.

   WMMQ-FM (FM) Macon, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Macon.

   WQBN-FM (FM) Baytown, Texas, for new
   AM-FM station at Baytown.

   WBAA-FM (FM) Indianapolis, Ind., for new
   AM-FM station at Indianapolis.

   WATT-FM (FM) Atlanta, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Atlanta.

   WABC-FM (FM) New York, N. Y., for new
   AM-FM station at New York.

   WFMJ-FM (FM) Cleveland, Ohio, for new
   AM-FM station at Cleveland.

   WAXJ-FM (FM) Miami, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Miami.

   WSTR-FM (FM) Columbia, S. C., for new
   AM-FM station at Columbia.

   WQGQ-FM (FM) Jackson, Miss., for new
   AM-FM station at Jackson.

   WORF-FM (FM) Orlando, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Orlando.

   WERF-FM (FM) Mobile, Ala., for new
   AM-FM station at Mobile.

   WAGG-FM (FM) Tallahassee, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Tallahassee.

   WABO-FM (FM) Nashville, Tenn., for new
   AM-FM station at Nashville.

   WJPO-FM (FM) San Antonio, Tex., for new
   AM-FM station at San Antonio.

   WEGO-FM (FM) Augusta, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Augusta.

   WJGG-FM (FM) Hollywood, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Hollywood.

   WESM-FM (FM) Columbia, S. C., for new
   AM-FM station at Columbia.

   WLAU-FM (FM) Detroit, Mich., for new
   AM-FM station at Detroit.

   WMMQ-FM (FM) Macon, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Macon.

   WQBN-FM (FM) Baytown, Texas, for new
   AM-FM station at Baytown.

   WBAA-FM (FM) Indianapolis, Ind., for new
   AM-FM station at Indianapolis.

   WATT-FM (FM) Atlanta, Ga., for new
   AM-FM station at Atlanta.

   WABC-FM (FM) New York, N. Y., for new
   AM-FM station at New York.

   WFMJ-FM (FM) Cleveland, Ohio, for new
   AM-FM station at Cleveland.

   WAXJ-FM (FM) Miami, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Miami.

   WSTR-FM (FM) Columbia, S. C., for new
   AM-FM station at Columbia.

   WQGQ-FM (FM) Jackson, Miss., for new
   AM-FM station at Jackson.

   WORF-FM (FM) Orlando, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Orlando.

   WERF-FM (FM) Mobile, Ala., for new
   AM-FM station at Mobile.

   WAGG-FM (FM) Tallahassee, Fla., for new
   AM-FM station at Tallahassee.

   WABO-FM (FM) Nashville, Tenn., for new
   AM-FM station at Nashville.

   WJPO-FM (FM) San Antonio, Tex., for new
   AM-FM station at San Antonio.
Help Wanted—Management

Wanted: Manager with small to medium market experience for Indiana independent daytime station. Prefer past managerial experience but will consider anyone with high sales experience and ability to get along with people. Send all replies to Box 1046F, BROADCASTING.

Truly outstanding management opportunity with a major market top rated eastern regional station. Sales background, including managing a creative sales department and/or handling national sales absolutely necessary. This is a top rated, well known group and operation. Salary open. Box 586F, BROADCASTING.

Manager with good programming background needed for eastern major market independent. Send full details to Box 585F, BROADCASTING.

Manager for new full time 250 watt am in central North Dakota. Need not have previous management experience but must have good sales record. Box 585F, BROADCASTING.

Manager, strong on sales, five thousand watt 750 kc, opportunity for excellent earnings. Send full details to Lester Gould, KTAQ, Box 461, Austin, Minnesota.

Help Wanted—Announcers

Eastern Pennsylvania 250 watt fulltimer needs an announcer with at least two years experience. Must be good board board. Start $65 a week with regular raises. Interview necessary. All tapes will be returned. Send tape and resume to Box 404F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer wanted for large eastern metropolitan full-time station. We desire big sounding, alert voice with personality. Starting salary, $35 week, plus fringe. Send resume and tape. Box 585F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, first class ticket in medium mid-Atlantic market. Maintenance secondary. Box 384F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer for central Pennsylvania market. Must have great voice. Good radio voice. Must have supervisory ability. Must have resume and tape. Box 585F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, first class license. Emphasis on announcing, engineering secondary. Light maintenance duties. Tape and resume. Box 603F, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Fm salesman position available immediately. Station located in multi-million eastern market. Excellent opportunity for advancement as owner has other broadcast properties. Box 502F, BROADCASTING.

Sales manager—Strong on sales, Maryland independent, multiple chain. Excellent opportunity for solid producer. Box 494F, BROADCASTING.

New Jersey—excellent opportunity for good producer. Multiple chain, top New Jersey independent. Send tape. Box 595F, BROADCASTING.

One of the nation's top-rated independents has opened for experienced salesman. Eastern market. Send comprehensive letter to background to Box 595F, BROADCASTING.

Experienced salesman for metropolitan market in the southwest. Box 703F, BROADCASTING.

KTRI, Sioux City, Iowa wants experienced salesman. Please send references. Good pay.


Salesmen! Experience necessary. Fast growing national market. Send resume and resume to KWRT, Cocoa Beach, Florida.

Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All major markets, Midwest saturation. Write Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All major markets, Midwest saturation. Write Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Help Wanted—(Cont'd)

Immediate opening for dj in 75,000 central New York market. Prefer man who can fit into tight production format. Send resume, tape of recent commercials. Box 296F, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)

Technical

Engineer—first class ticket—for country music station, metroplex, Columbia, South Carolina. Advertising position, but also offers diversified experience. Will or write Jay Elston—WACY—Alpine 6-2000—or mail resume, picture, tape to Box 338, Saye, S. Car.

First class technician and combination an-ouncer-engineer, WKIX, Kingsport, Ten-nessee.


Radio television jobs. Over 630 stations. All major markets, midwest, southeast. Write Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Production—Programming, Others

News writer with production know-how and strong editorial background for major mid- west station. Please send script examples. Box 604F, BROADCASTING.

Bob Laurence, music librarian, last heard from while announcing at a market in Texas. Con-tact Johnny Wilcox, CHIQ, 205 King Street West, Hamilton, Ontario. Phone: Jackson 8-018.

Wanted: Program director for KHAK, the “Bright New Sound”—not top 40—soon to go on the air in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Must have a mature concept of modern radio and be able to identify a station image, including pro-duction. Send tape consisting of news, com-mercials, etc., along with complete resume, salary requirements and snapshot to W. E. McChien, c/o KHAK Radio, S.G.A. Build-ing, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.


Continuity director who likes to work. Regular and unusual spot work. Many benefits for writer who wants to grow with us. Opportunities waiting. Contact WRWC, Gary, Indiana, with resume and sample copy.

Experienced newsmen wanted as part-time assistant in radio news, beginning September 15. Must be available to work 24 hours. School of Journalism, University of Iowa, Iowa City.

RADIO

Situations Wanted—Management

Experienced manager desires small/mid-size market station to lease or manage. Replies confidential. Box 542F, BROADCASTING.

Manager, 20 years experience. Top man sales, programming promotion, automation. Box 554F, BROADCASTING.

Caught between fast competition and new “get-thought” FCC? Let my twelve years proven experience make money for both of us. I'll train announcers to be "talk of the town" in their own spots. Send resumes for an aggressive get-results unit. Will work on station costs, will accept full responsibility for a part payment. First phone. California only. Box 555F, BROADCASTING.

Station manager with ten years experience. Good knowledge of commercial management. Box 557F, BROADCASTING.


Manager: Young, aggressive man, with college background, looking for a challenging experience, wishes to step up to management. Best references. Box 601F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)

Management

New or problem stations efficiency consultant. Special interest on problem or new stations. Will organize every phase of your station and set it as an equal, profitable oper-ation. 12 years experience in radio program-ming, sales, engineering. Period of consulting will be mutually decided upon evaluation. Write Box 699F, BROADCAST-ING.

Energetic young radio man seeks working partnership with established station. Chief engineer—15 years engineering experience and six figure financial capability. Desires opportunity to learn sales. Ultimate goal—investment in ownership of station to which I am associated. Box 700F, BROADCASTING.

Best, young sales manager in radio desires management position with aggressive multi phasing, call or write: Ralph Petti, 507 B. T., R. T. Productions, 830 Market, San Francisco, California.

Ambitious sales manager presently em-ployed desires larger station. Southwest preferred, but will consider any locale. De-sires average travel handling regional and national accounts. Will work with supervising local sales. Experienced and successful in all phases of radio selling. Complete resume upon request. Box 711F, BROADCASTING.

Community family man. 36 years old, col-lege graduate, 15 years experience, all phases. Advertising background. Honest, sin-cere, hard worker, willing to roll up sleeves and dig in, working alone or with team of re-fereces. Box 715F, BROADCASTING.


You don't need a high priced program di-rector for number one ratings—contact the station's leading consultant, T. R. R. Prod-uctions. Our stations are number one. Service includes consulting, programs, djs, material, production tapes, personal pro-gram consultation, tailor-made Program sales presentation. Be first with records, Tops in sound. Popular and good music program—call or write: Ralph Petti, 507 B. T., R. T. Productions, 830 Market, San Francisco, California.

Sales


Temporarily come sell religious time only on commission payable after you collect. Consider only station selling fifteen minutes per month at $50. Cornerstone Religious Broadcasters, Scheff City, Missouri.

Announcers

Easy-to-sell personality with thorough musical knowledge, including classical desires after-noon or all-night spot, B.S. degree, excel-lent references. Experience as pd. Box 451F, BROADCASTING.

Versatile announcer looking for employ-ment. Will travel. Box 589F, BROADCAST-ING.

Experienced announcer-copywriter-newsman. College, ex-school, Legislators Gulf coast, but consider all. Box 553F, BROADCASTING.

Staff announcer, negro, good appearance. Strong voice, good airman. College and travel; Board operator, good voice. Box 560F, BROADCASTING.

Pleasant, relaxed style, knowledge tasteful music, News, good work experience, medium market. Box 590F, BROADCASTING.


Out of service. Experience with network, two independent stations. Box 597F, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Announcer/sales . . . Adult programming wanted. Accepting offers in Alabama, New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Texas, welcome. 10 years sales experience, into talk in-terview available immediately. Family man. Box 599F, BROADCASTING.

Tired of paying a man’s wages to scream- ing, high priced spots and announcements? Here’s a seasoned pro with a smooth professional delivery. Desires same position as newscaster-news writer but will consider all offers. I have several months to food, housing, no financial worries. Box 608F, BROADCASTING.

3 years with same employer, 1st FCC li-cense. Excellent combo. Married. Two children. Age 25. Have been temporary at Crowell-Collier station. Will consider all replies. Box 693F, BROADCASTING.

Sports director looking for sports minded station. Consider all references. Box 860F, BROADCASTING.


Announcer-pd. 11 years experience in all phases of air time. College Prep. Salary (negotiable), Salary $150. Box 718F, BROADCASTING.

Square . . . Dig classical, good adult music and programming. College or experience. Good voice, clear, warm. Square announcer. Contact "Cube." Box 717F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, experienced with phone. No maintenance. Looking for permanent position. Box 718F, BROADCASTING.

Radio announcer with a very good back-ground wants permanent job in television as an announcer. Will audition for auditions. Box 720F, BROADCASTING.

Dependable, ambitious vet, good board, bright sound, third phone, broadcast school, some experience and college. Seeking position as announcer. Tape available. Box 723F, BROADCASTING.

Promising young announcer. Strong in all phases seeks opportunity anywhere. Box 724F, BROADCASTING.

Experienced negro dj-announcer. Good newscaster, know all phases of air work and station operation. Please send sample tape. On request. Box 725F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, dj, 29, family, 3 years experi-ence, relocate northeast. Box 726F, BROAD- CASTING.

Experienced announcer-technician with first phone. Family man seeking steady employ-ment. Box 727F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, personally jobs, experienced, tight board, bright air, top name, top pay or down the middle, a floater-no, a future-yes. Box 728F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, Classicial and/or fine arts sta-tion only! Creative, responsible, position sought in well defined operation. West coast preferred. Box 714F, BROADCASTING.

Here look me over!! My feet are wet. 1st phone, 2i. Continuity, tight board. Your musical format. Strong on news. Prefer west, please. Available August 3rd. Box 722F, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, 22, single, 3 years experience good tight production, willing to travel. Prefer work employed. Young, would like to move. Box 733F, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)

Announcers

Experienced announcer, first phone, seeking position in the field. Phone 4-7454, Ottumwa, Iowa.

First phone desires summer combo employment. 2 years engineering experience. Ken Daniel, 5219 Parkland Ave., Dallas, Texas.


Blast off with the best sound around. Bill Burton, 3740 W. Schiller Blvd, Franklin Pk., Ill. GLadstone 5-9890.

Florida stations. Staff announcer, am and fm, current experience, sincere—sell commercials, etc. Write Charles Russell, 150 Ocean Drive, Miami Beach, or phone JE 1-9409.

Technical

First phone engineer, presently employed, wants position in northeast. 15 months experience 5 kw directional. Box 580F, Biloxi, Miss.

First phone. 1 year experience radio, tv studio. Available Miami area. Box 582F, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer—announcer. Much experience with both. Also copy. Make offer. Box 588F, BROADCASTING.

Technical school graduate first phone, married, desires permanent position with future. Anywhere between Maine and Florida. Box 584F, BROADCASTING.

Three years in radio, Same station. Now doing combo, 1st FCC, Married, two children. 32, will gladly consider offer from any locale. Worked temporary part-time at Cowell-Coulder Station as engineers from previous employer. Box 600F, BROADCASTING.

Former Marine operator desires start in broadcasting. First phone, second telegraph license, transmitter watch, or will learn equipment maintenance. Box 601F, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, 25 years all phases. Excellent maintenance and administration. Prefer west or southwest. Box 552, Paducah, Kentucky.

Former consulting engineer desires return broadcasting. Executive practical. Plan new station, site selection, station site, etc. 25 years experience, references. Require stable and substantial salary. Electric Engineer. 3785 El Centro, Palo Alto, California.

Young family man with first phone desires opportunity to use same. Willing and able to learn job. Joe Lindy, Tenesnait, Washington.

Ist phone CIE student desires position in Midwest. Good musical background, Some board and announcing experience. John Oliece, 4528 Fial Ave., St. Louis 10, Missouri. MO 4-7090.

Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)

Production—Programming, Others

Newsman, 23, married, college graduate, currently news director in one station market. Desire to move to larger market as news reporter or news director. Box 528F, BROADCASTING.

If you believe the public deserves competent and courageous coverage of significant current affairs and you want much experience, employed 50 kw newsmen with broad background to provide it, we ought to investigate one another. Box 544F, BROADCASTING.

Young newsmen on way up. Encouraged by present employer to take giant step from one man operation to first rate newsmen. 30, married, 2 children. Sports editor Harvard Crimson, play-by-play specialist, magazine and newspaper background, prefer within 250 miles NYC. Will come for interview. Box 588F, BROADCASTING.

Newsmen, 2 years experience. Good writer, average voice, 35, single, college grad, excellent references. Can also write good tv copy. Box 602F, BROADCASTING.

Sports director, 8 years play-by-play experience, basketball, football, baseball. Can combine experience with both. 34, married, 2 children. Box 606F, BROADCASTING.

Network announcer. 10 years, 3 continents, 3 languages. Good with voices. Prefer country market. Has video record of performance. Box 610F, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Help Wanted—Sales

California vhf network station with 50% share of audience needs professionally experienced tv salesman with proven record. Generous commission. Ideal situation plus perfect area to live with room for future promotion. Younger, send all facts to Department C, KSBE-TV, Salinas, California.

Energetic tv salesman with ability to build sales. Wealthy market in Kansas. Full power, CBS affiliate. Some active accounts turned over to you. References required. Contact Jack Walkmeyer, General Manager, KWIT-TV, Goodland, Kansas.

Technical

Electronic technician for North Carolina educational television. Must have FCC license. Box 515F, BROADCASTING.


TV studio summer relief 2nd class license minimum. Job description: J. E. Merritt, C. E., WICS-TV, Springfield, Ill.

Production—Programming, Others

Immediate opening for tv newswoman. Two tv newscasts per day. Mature, hard-selling mind with desire to work in larger market. Send pic, tape and resume. Box 768F, BROADCASTING.

PRODUCTION—MANAGEMENT

Situations Wanted—Management

TV program manager available. Thirteen years programming, film buying, sales and live film video tape production. Married, degrees, top references. Box 524F, BROADCASTING.

Station sold pending FCC approval. Manager's contract concluded. Require challenging, experienced, production, operations or management. Eight years radio experience to top management position. Desires relocation. Contact Herb Buck, 1068 Chipola Road, Fort Pierce, Florida.

Sales

Sales manager—Successful seller of tv, experienced in programming, sales and sales management. Impressive references. Available in 45 days. Write Box 551F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—Management

Program director and/or production manager—small to medium market. Strong organization. Prefer new station or one that needs revamping. Thoroughly experienced in studio, film, production and programming. I've done it before, can do it for you. Box 604F, BROADCASTING.

Program director and/or production man-
ager—small to medium market. Strong or-
ganization. Prefer new station or one that
needs revamping. Thoroughly experienced
in studio, film, production and program-
ing. I’ve done it before, can do it for you. Box 604F, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—(Cont'd)

Production—Programming, Others

News director, 33, ten years experience. Good people, news, talk, variety news, all phases. College, married, two children. Northeast-northwest. $150 minimum. Tape-pic-resume. Details from Box 606F, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Immediate opening for tv newswoman. Two tv newscasts per day. Mature, hard-selling mind with desire to work in larger market. Send pic, tape and resume. Box 768F, BROADCASTING.
WANTED TO BUY

Stations—(Cont’d)

Young experienced financially responsible broadcasters or broadcasting desires partner(s) for high power, tall tower, fine arts fm station in Southern Missouri. Approximately 400,000 area has excellent potential. First of seven fm station chain. Have in cash 50% of estimated $60,000.00. Prefer experienced fm broadcaster. Must be financially responsible. All replies answered. Confidential. Send full resume to George R. Drake, 2109 East 30th Place, Tulsa 14, Oklahoma.

Equipment

Used tv studio equipment including synchro- nizers, studio cameras, film cameras, video tape machines, mobile/portable video switches, audio and test equipment, must be A-1 condition. Frequency and modulation monitors. Box 5962F, BROADCASTING.

Used Ampex high speed tape duplicator system. Series 3000 or 3000. Especially interested in a master. Box 727M, BROADCASTING.

800 to 1000 ft. heavy duty used tower capable of supporting Channel 2 six-day tv antenna. Box 726F, BROADCASTING.

A 25 ft. guyed steel tower. Box 402, Summerville, S.C.

Abandoned transmitter site am, fm or tv station. With site selectivity, microwave antenna. To P.O. Box 600, Washington, D.C.

Will buy GFI, used projector or parts you have. Particularly interested in intermittent movement. Write Box 7111-T.V., Harrisburg, Illinois. Ph: CL 7-3877.

50 kw transmitter perfect condition. Write or call 305-2109 Mr. Homers Rios D. 109 Bucareli St., Mexico 6, D. F.

WANTED TO BUY

Stations—(Cont’d)

Financially responsible party interested in purchase of southern radio stations (prefer Texas). All replies positively confidential (no brokers). Box 472F, BROADCASTING.

A mature experienced progressive broad- casts complex of fm station with cash to 51% of class B fine arts fm station in metropolitan area. Station must be in black or on the way. Will participate in management. Also will consider new fm operation. All replies positively confidential. Box 706P, BROADCASTING.

Radio station, small to medium market. Good locations considered. 10 years experience, presently in management. Community family man, record sales. Will consider lease or purchase. Available immediately. Box 714F, BROADCASTING.

Experienced group of broadcasters want small or medium Florida station or construction permit. All replies confidential. No brokers. Radio Associates, Inc. Box 81, Brandon, Fla.

FOR SALE

Equipment—(Cont’d)

For sale: 200 foot Stainless tower complete with winch, lights and lighting choke. No photocell, needs paint at pads. Ready to load on truck. $600.00. Call or write WARTN, Fort Pierce, Fla. 4-1120.

For sale complete operating 1000-watt fm station with antenna or separate, including GE transmitter type 48T-1A, GE modulation monitor type 48T-1A, 249 feet Tower, Collins 3-bay fm antenna. See it until June 30 in operation. WFAH, Alliance, Ohio. $2800 FOR ALL.

Used RCA video distribution amplifiers. General Communications Pulse distribution amplifiers for 15 microwatts WP-22 tower supplies all at half price. WSM-TV, Nashville, Tennessee.

Gates M5164A RF amplifier for remote read- ing of frequency and modulation monitors. Like new, also 150-foot Stainless guyed tower. WSTU, Stuart, Florida.

Presto 6N disc recorder, turntable and cutting mechanism, 87B amplifier. WTNZ, Orangeburg, South Carolina.

Attention: Brand new, unrated fm equip- ment or complete package for immediate sale. 80 or any part of the following items: One transmitter, one receiver, one echo unit, one relay. W.J. Bud R 1248. One Connelrad receiver. One \( \frac{1}{2} \) " Spiroline \( \frac{1}{2} \) binc. One 280-1250 Fitting from Spiroline to antenna. One #12-18 1250 Fitting at transmitter end of transmission line. One 1/4" rigid line from antenna to RF Gain. One #50-825, 1/4" Gauge, R.F. One RCA-CA40B tower equipment. One Elbow #454-815. One Reel. Call or write Waldon D. Caldwell, 488 Ama- rillo Blvd., Amarillo, Texas. Telephone: Diatek 4-6197.

Am, fm, tv equipment including monitors, N90W, 1800A p.a. tubes. Electrofind, 440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment. Guaranties Radio & Broadcasting Supply Co., 1314 Pennsylvania Ave., Washington, D.C.

Transmission line, styrofoam, helix, rigid with hardware and fittings. New at surplus prices. Write for stock list. Sierra Western Electric Cabos 1401 Middle Harbor Road, Oakland 20, California.

Two Robert Dollar certified 250 watt 35.58 mc. mc. complete excellent condition; 2 remote control units (2 recording devices per unit); 25 Richard Florac transistor power tubes. Purchase price new was $5,393.50. Cash sale price $2,275.00. For this excellent set please contact Radio-Call Service, Inc., 1 Andrews Street, Massena, New York.

INSTRUCTIONS


MISCELLANEOUS

Paying $1,000.00 yearly for 30 minutes daily! ($500.00 for 15 minutes) Gospel Radio Broadcasters, Schell City, Missouri.

25,000 professional comedy lines, routines, adlib. Largest laugh library in show business. Special monthly topical service featuring day-by-day comment. Introductions, Free catalog. Orben Comedy Books, Hewlett, N.Y.

Comedy for radio performers! Not just lines but material tailored for deejays. "Deejay Manu- al," a complete giggle sampler of "radio" comedy. $5.00—Show-Biz Comedy Service (Dept. DJ), 55 Parkway Court, Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

Bingo cards for radio and television pro- grams personalized with your advertisement (you furnish art work) seven days delivery. $1.50 per 1000 cards. Mountain Productions, 1246 South Inca St., Denver 5, Colorado. RACE 2-1140.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

General Steel and Concrete Construction Co. Station builders, all outside plant work from tower to ground system, to transmitter building. New equipment or good quality used equipment. Some financing available. Insured, quality work. Tower maintenance, painting, guy-tension, sub changing, etc. 2, 4, 8, 16 foot contracts available. Low rates, call/write Tu 6-4452, P.O. Box 802, Watertown, So. Dak.

RADIO

Help Wanted—Sales

FOR SALE

Equipment—(Cont’d)

FOR SALE

Equipment—(Cont’d)

FOR SALE

Equipment—(Cont’d)

FOR SALE
ANNOUNCERS (5)

NEWSMEN (2)

East Coast Metropolitan FM Station auditioning experienced, literate, creative announcers, and features oriented news- men who believe glamour, excitement, and originality can pay off in FM. P.S. for announcers, we will pay particular attention to English spoken with European or other foreign accent.

Box 526F, BROADCASTING

TOP RATED

Top 20 eastern format station seeking outstanding morning man. Mature, warm personality. Air mail tape, photo and resume.

Box 712F, BROADCASTING

PRODUCTION-ENGINEER WANTED

For popular music station in top 10 market. Must have ability to work with air personnel in producing commercial and promotion announcements. Must be top board and tape operator. Top dollar ($9,600 to start).

For a top man with production sense to work with the finest equipped station in the country. Send resume and examples of production on tape, air special to:

Box 581F, BROADCASTING

MISCELLANEOUS

Colorful

RADIO MARKET SHEETS

and

COVERAGE MAPS

Address Radio Dept. for FREE information and samples.

EVEREADY ADVERTISING

1817 Broadway • Nashville 4, Tenn.

ANNOUNCERS

Help Wanted—Announcers

TV STAFF ANNOUNCER

Qualifications:

Minimum 5 years experience
Commercially versatile
Warm, friendly personality

Send:

Still photo
VTR or film (will be returned)
Resume
References (4)

Program Manager
WJBK-TV
7441 Second Boulevard
Detroit 2, Michigan

WANTED TO BUY

Stations

$100,000

CASH AVAILABLE

To use as down payment for all or 50% of fulltime radio station. Prefer middle to large market within 90 minutes flying time from New York City. Will assume active management, principals only. All replies confidential.

Box 868E, BROADCASTING

MIDWEST STATION


Box 491F, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE

Stations

ANNOUNCERS

Help Wanted—Announcers

TELEVISION

WANTED TO BUY

Stations

$100,000

CASH AVAILABLE

To use as down payment for all or 50% of fulltime radio station. Prefer middle to large market within 90 minutes flying time from New York City. Will assume active management, principals only. All replies confidential.

Box 868E, BROADCASTING

MIDWEST STATION


Box 491F, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE

Stations

GUNZENDORFER

CALIFORNIA. North growing market full- timer. $175,000. 29% down. “A GUNZEN- DORFER exclusive”

ARIZONA. 1000 watt daytimer. Asking $100,000 with 20% down. “A GUNZEN- DORFER exclusive”

CALIFORNIA FM. $55,000. Low down.

WIL. GUNZENDORF AND ASSOCIATES

8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers Financial Consultants

NEED HELP?

LOOKING FOR A JOB?

SOMETHING TO BUY

OR SELL?

For Best Results

You Can’t Top A

Classified Ad

in

BROADCASTING
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13) Missoula, Mont; condition: Milford Area TV Assn., Milford, Utah, on chs. 8, 16, and 17. 'Inquire concerning compliance with CFR 73.1252(a)' (KUTV-TV (ch. 2), KCPX-TV (ch. 4), KSL-TV (ch. 5) all Albuquerque, N. M.; WABA-TV (ch. 2), WABA-TV (ch. 5), WMET-TV (ch. 6), KTVH-TV (ch. 7), KXAN-TV (ch. 13), all Austin, Texas.)

KVOU Tulsa, Okla.-Granted licenses covering installation of new trans.; and installation of new trans. to be used for auxiliary purposes only with remote control.

WLW Cincinnati, Ohio.-Granted remote control license to operate main trans. by remote control.

KVOU Tulsa, Okla.-Granted mod. of license to operate main trans. by remote control.

WLW Cincinnati, Ohio.-Granted cp to make changes in transmitting equipment; conditions:

WJAX Jacksonville, Fla.-Granted cp to install new trans. as auxiliary trans. (main trans. location, non-DA).

KIRO Seattle, Wash.-Granted cp to install new trans. as auxiliary trans. (main trans. location, control center permitted).

WILL Willimantic, Conn.-Granted cp to install old main trans. at present main trans. site; additional trans. permitted, daytime and alternate main trans. (nighttime); remote control permitted.

KLMS Lincoln, Neb.-Granted cp to make changes in antennas (in operation).

WRVA-FM Richmond, Va.-Granted cp to move ant. trans. location; change trans.; anticollison measures required on top of existing guyed steel tower; decrease antenna height 2,200 ft.; increase ERP to 200 kw; conditions:

WTDR Darlington, S. C.-Granted cp to make changes in ant., system (increase height); change ant. trans. location; install new ant. and remote control system.


WTRN Tyrone, Pa.-Granted mod. of cp to change type of daytime trans.

GWME-AM Clinton, Iowa.-Granted mod. of cp to change type of trans.

Actions of May 31

Golden Empire Bestco. Inc., Chester, Westwood and Greenville, Calif.-Granted cp for second vhf tv translator station on ch. 25.


WFNC-FM Fayetteville, N. C.: Granted license covering installation of new trans. and ant. conditions:


WMCQ (FM) Detroit, Mich.: Granted license covering installation of new trans. and ERP.

KCMQ (FM) Seattle, Wash.: Granted license covering installation of new trans. and ERP.

WCLB Benton, Ky.: Granted license covering installation of new trans. and ERP.

WGST-FM Rooster, Ohio.: Granted license covering installation of new trans. and ERP.

Grants of licenses for following tv stations: XAN-TV Jonesboro, Ark.; Nov. 8; WGST-TV (ch. 2) Knoxville, Tenn.; Oct. 2; WGST (FM) Atlanta, Ga.; Oct. 10.

Action of May 29

WISP Clinton, N. C.-Granted change of remote control authority.

Action of May 26

Gunston County Chamber of Commerce TV Club, Inc., Centreville, Va.: Granted cp for new vhf tv translator station on ch. 2 to translate programs of KVOU-TV (ch. 2) Denver, Colo., via Monarch Pass, Colo. ch. 13 translator station; condition:

License renewals

Following stations were granted renewal of license, Minn. inquiring concerning compliance:


Following stations were granted renewal of license, Conn. Minnow not participating:


Following tv translator stations were granted renewal of license, Calif.:

KSBH, KSBP Big Lake, Tex.; KTCLA Canton, Calif.; KTJQJ Milton-Freeport, Ia.; KHBB Bayfield, Durango, Colo.; KBJV, KAVJ Navajo County Collector, Ariz.; KATL, KERG Espano, Wyo.; KF2AQ Gallup, N. M.; KFAB, K6AK La Grande, Ore.

Petitions for rule makings

WEPA-TV Erie, Pa.- (3-31-61) Requests amendment of rules so as to allocate ch. 24. Further request is making the following proposed changes:

Present Proposed

Erie, Pa. 12,34,41,41,41 13,34,35,34,34

Shaker Heights, Ohio. 30,85 85

St. Thomas, Virgin Island 24++ 65

Further requests that WEPA-TV be ordered to show cause why its petition for granting renewal should not be granted.


Petition for Rule making Denied

Lynchburg, Va.-(11-13-58) Requests adoption of procedures whereby the public may obtain duplicate copies of commission's free publications.


SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING

Compiled by Broadcast June 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linc.</th>
<th>On AIR</th>
<th>Cps.</th>
<th>CP</th>
<th>TOTAL APPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS

Compiled by Broadcast June 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UNF</th>
<th>TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>494</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE

Compiled by the FCC (April 30, 1961)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,351</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4861</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. There are, in addition, 10 tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their licenses.
Have a good time this summer...
We hope every trip you make on the highways is a picnic all the way.
But if trouble should strike, the chances are—and we are proud of this—that a professional truck driver will be first to offer help.
OUR RESPECTS to John Francis White, president, NETRC

The entire country is his campus

John F. White's early ambition was to become a college president. He didn't attain this goal. But as president of the National Educational Television & Radio Center, which has 51 etv stations stretching from coast to coast, he can call virtually the entire country his "campus."

In recent weeks the magic number around NETRC's headquarters office in New York has been "52." To Jack White and his associates, this signifies that after more than a year of tireless effort, much of it behind-the-scenes, the New York market appears headed for the etv fold. A New York civic group, operating through NETRC, has offered a bid of $5,750,000 to purchase WNTA-TV New York and use it for an educational channel. The bid was accepted in principle by WNTA-TV about two months ago, but the contract signing was held up largely because of internal changes within National Telefilm Assoc., which owns the station.

Catalyst: Colleagues insist that Mr. White is the catalyst who will bring an educational channel to the competitive New York market. For more than a year, he has been wangling invitations to meet educators, businessmen, civic leaders, government officials, foundation executives and other opinion-makers and, in essence, to communicate this plea: "New York must have an educational television station."

The odds against an educational outlet in New York were formidable a year ago. But Jack White continued his crusade, lining up supporters and spreading the word that "New York, the center of the communications industry, has to have an educational channel." He was prepared to move in with strength, therefore, when National Telefilm Assoc., in financial straits, decided to dispose of WNTA-TV. Even Mr. White is willing to concede that a climate of opinion in favor of an educational station in New York, which he helped to create, was a crucial consideration in NTA's decision to sell WNTA-TV to a New York civic group.

No Stops: Mr. White's relentless campaign to acquire WNTA-TV for educational tv, his associates say, brought into focus his boundless energy, his prowess as an able persuader and his strong dedication to enlightenment through television. "Once Jack decides that a certain course of action is right," one colleague said, "he never stops until he is proved wrong. He's aggressive all right, but not in a distasteful sort of way."

Mr. White is a trim, medium-sized man who seems to do everything in a hurry. He moves quickly and easily and talks rapidly but cogently. He is a ruggedly-handsome man of 43, whose appearance and manner suggest solidity and authoritativeness ("But don't say he's stuffy," a co-worker says. "He's anything but that.").

John Francis White was born in Waukegan, Ill., on Oct. 17, 1917, but spent his childhood in Chicago where his father, the Rev. E. S. White, was an Episcopalian minister. He was an active youngster in high school and at Lawrence College, Appleton, Wis.

Mr. White received his B.A. degree in political science from Lawrence in 1941, and began his career there that year as an admissions counsellor. In 1944, after earning a Master's degree in political science from the U. of Chicago, he joined the staff of the Illinois Institute of Technology. He served there successively as director of admissions, assistant dean of students, dean of students, and dean and director of the development program.

In 1950 he left Illinois Tech in Chicago to become vice president of Western Reserve U. in Cleveland. The following year he played a prominent part in putting the first accredited college course on commercial television and during the next four years at Western Reserve, he continued to work on the development of etv.

By-passed Presidency: By 1955 his accomplishments in educational tv had come to the attention of the board of directors of WQED (TV) Pittsburgh, an educational station, which offered him the post of general manager. He recalls he paused about accepting the position. He realized that his next opportunity in education was as president of a college and he credits an old friend, Dr. Charles Heald, now president of the Ford Foundation and then president of New York U., with helping him to make up his mind. Dr. Heald urged him to accept the WQED offer, pointing out: "Jack, you're still young enough to take the chance. And television has great potential."

Today Jack White has "no regrets" about his choice. During his three years at WQED, he says, he began to learn of "the tremendous opportunities of educational television" and "the surface has not been touched." At WQED he was instrumental in raising the annual budget from $250,000 and expanding the programming hours from 30 to 90 a week.

The reputation he fashioned at WQED as a resourceful leader and capable administrator won for him in 1958 the position of president of the National Educational Television & Radio Center in New York. In less than three years at the center Mr. White is credited with having raised the number of affiliated non-commercial stations from 30 to 51; boosted the hours of programming emanating from the Center to 10 hours weekly and equipped all NET stations with video tape recorders.

Help Those Who . . .: Mr. White regards the role of the center in this way: it should provide programming to station affiliates; it should provide counsel and financial assistance to etv stations and it should help communities that "want etv to help themselves." He noted that if the group buying WNTA-TV does not come up with funds to buy the station, NETRC will lend the money.

Mr. White married the former Joan Glisow of Fond du Lac, Wis., in 1943. They have three children—Susan, 16; Michael, 11 and Christopher, 9. The family home is in Tuxedo Park, N. Y.

He belongs to numerous educational groups, fraternities and societies. His broadcast-oriented affiliations include the Joint Council on Educational Broadcasting, the Television Committee of the American Council on Education, and the Broadcasting Advisory Committee of the United States Information Agency. He says he "plays at" golf at the Tuxedo Club.

Mr. White is "too busy" for any hobbies, and adds: "I enjoy my work. This is much better than any college president job."

NETRC's White Better than being college president
The critical week

BROADCASTING is in more trouble today than it was during the bleak winter of 1959-60 when television quiz shows and radio payola were under congressional investigation. Today the sources of the trouble are more diffuse and the cures of it more difficult to prescribe. It is understandable that the commonest reaction among broadcasters is that of a man who has been hit over the head repeatedly while walking down an alley in the dark.

The immediate cause of the present reaction was the speech delivered by FCC Chairman Newton Minow at the NAB convention last month. But Mr. Minow’s speech was in truth no more than an official endorsement of a critical attitude that has become increasingly fashionable among intellectuals over the past year or longer. In the extreme tensions of the moment it is easy to forget the sequence of events that led up to and perhaps shaped the present circumstances.

The television quiz investigation exploded into national prominence when Charles Van Doren confessed in early November 1959. The networks that had been involved tidied up their housekeeping, and the incident might have had no further effect if it had not been followed by an investigation of payola, primarily in radio.

Payola never received the intense publicity that was precipitated by the quiz investigation, but over many months the subject was kept alive by prosecutions of record companies by the Federal Trade Commission, the adoption of an anti-payola law by the Congress, and continuing investigations by the FCC. There are still some radio station license renewals that are being held up pending disposition of payola charges.

MEANWHILE, in December 1959 and January 1960 the FCC held a full-dress hearing on program policies. During it, a number of articulate critics of broadcasting—whose principal target was television—appeared to argue for increased government control over programming. Their testimony received wide publicity.

At the same hearing broadcasters themselves invited endless trouble when the NAB and network witnesses agreed that the FCC had the right to review programming as a means of judging the character of a license applicant. From those hearings came an FCC statement last July in which the commission announced a toughened policy. The principle of measuring performance vs. promise as a condition of license renewal began to take shape. It was that principle that Mr. Minow emphasized repeatedly in his NAB speech as the means of forcing program improvement.

While these official actions were taking place, the balance of competition within television was radically changing. ABC-TV became a strong third force, attracting larger audiences, more advertising, more station clearances than it had formerly enjoyed. Its strength came largely from action-adventure shows, and the inevitable consequence was that the other networks to some degree reoriented their programming to suit the new conditions.

The change in emphasis of network programming began to be noticed by professional viewers. In the past year the television critics who write for newspapers and magazines have adopted an attitude of disenchantment. Coincidentally, general columnists and commentators have devoted more attention to television than ever before, and the attention has been largely unfavorable.

It may be true, as ABC-TV has recently been saying in another context, that there is nothing harder to stop than a trend. Certainly the trend of adverse criticism of television has not been stopped, not even by the explosion of great television journalism that was set off by the political campaigns of last year and is still bursting out on all channels.

More and more, in the past year or so, have outside pressures threatened to assume command over broadcasting and less and less have broadcasters seemed to be in control of their own destiny. This condition cannot be allowed to continue if broadcasters wish to stay in business on anything like the basis they have become accustomed to.

Toward a large extent, the reaction of broadcasters to the problems of the past year and a half has been defensive. They have waited to be hit before taking action, and when hit they have conducted their defenses unilaterally. It has been rare that one network has gone to the assistance of another, even when joint defense would have benefited both. Stations have found it difficult to act in concert for lack of an effective trade association. The NAB operated most of last year without a president. Its new president, LeRoy Collins, chose to spend his first few months planning a structural reorganization as a preliminary to his taking over administrative command. For more than a year the NAB has been held together by a secretariat and the parttime efforts of an advisory board whose members could not entirely disengage themselves from the hard job of running their own properties.

At this point of broadcast history, radio and television are in real danger of being nibbled to death piece by piece. That is the condition that confronts the joint board of the NAB as it meets this week in Washington. It will be largely up to the board to decide whether the condition continues.

The board will have weighty matters to consider, including Mr. Collins’ reorganization plan and proposals to strengthen the radio and television codes. But the weightiest matter is not listed on the agenda. It is the determination whether NAB will continue in its present state of relative immobility or be shaped into an instrument that can command the respect of members and the general public.

It is the board, no one else, that has the obligation to set the policy that governs the NAB during the next critical months. A weak policy will only extend and amplify the troubles of broadcasting. A strong one could mark the beginning of the reversal of the trend that has been running against the best interests of broadcasting.

"Why doesn’t Minow do something about the quality of tv dinners?"

BROADCASTING, June 12, 1961
What will he want to see next Tuesday? (Tune in KPRC-TV now, let him decide for you.)

The best to you each morning -- noon and night

Individual servings of nationwide favorites, in one station package. ID's Participations, Chainbreaks, Frosted Spots, and New Special "K"... All O.K.!
ZOOMING OUT OF THE SKIES...

A NEW BREED OF HEROES IN
ZIV-UA’s SENSATIONAL NEW SERIES...

Dramatic stories of
MEN WHO PLUNGE
THOUSANDS OF FEET
IN FREE FALL...
TO LAND “ON TARGET”
ANYWHERE...
READY FOR ACTION!

starring
LARRY PENNELL
with
KEN CURTIS
Together, they go
where no one else
dares go... help
when no one else can help!